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CHAPTER VI 

DEPRECIATION ALLO\\'ANCES, 
CAl)Jrp AL f: ·1") Q\~7'T'T-J '-'-N7 J) ... .1 Ii. ~" \ \/ .. l .i:i.L ·. 

TI-IE EFFECTIVE TAX BUHDEN 

Surnmary1 

In this i1rlicle the rl'lalionship hetwe!'ll fl('C'C·h·rntl'd dcp:·cciatim1, the rall' 
of growth,~ he tffl.•cl i\·c tax hurckn and the aecurnu.lation of co;1ee1krl resen·es 
in ?. firm is sl11di(·cl. If tlw decrcas<· ;n th.? Yalue of fixer! assets C<ll!<ctl by 
wear and tear and aging is s1nalkr lhnn the dcpreciali•m nllo\•;ai1ce:- t!H' 
latter nre called ncct'lc•rated. The rnialysis is based 0l! a 11uml.;er of si:npli
fyil13 assumptions. T!rns for example it i5 assunH·Ll th:it thl· firm's iW! in ,-,::;t
mrnt gro\YS al a constaut rate, that Jlormal cic;1reciatiou is matlc ucc•)rclin~ 
to the declining balan•·,· mcthutl ancl that tile price kYel is consta11t. Initial 
nnd normal <lepreci:1tio:1 of fixetl capital m:t! in 1•i:stnn·nt ,1:Jow:1i1e1.·s as well 
:is inventories '\Tile-downs r,re tal:t·n into acc•n1i1~. 

The first sl<'p in the analysis i~ lo form an expcc~siuli si1owing lhe clt'Jl'2!:d1.•nce 
bet wrr11 the effect.in' t<'.X r::te and lltl' paramdns eonsidnet: in till' ca>e \\li<'n 
the profit rate is e:rnr.-;c1wu::.ly gin.n. The cffl'clh·,• tax rate is of cou:·se th•' 
actual tax liability lliYidcd by the ·'trnc" 1noiit. Tli:s expression ~ilC•\\S Ll!;:il 
the cffecth·e tax rate will be smalll'r the higln·r arr the rate of i~rv--•;tl: i!ild '•!u? 
rates of depreciation. Further it appe«rs th:il tile efi•:clIY<' tax r::t·~ will 
be higher the higher rrrc' the JirfJfil 1atr and the codfic!.:1~l of wear ;-i.nd lea:·. 
If the rates of depreciation are rliarn:;etl the cffeeliYe tax r:ite wi!l, during :. 
period of transition, C!JllWrgc loward a limiting ,·akc. t·ndl'r cr,rLlln cD!H~i
tions the speed of t:1ls eon\'crgl'ncc is cielerniinC'd by the normal rat(' of dqii'C

cialion and the rate of gro\Yth. In tlll' follo\ring s~·cllon it is di;,cus~cd ho\•: 
the cfft>cti\"C tax rate is effrclcd \\hen lit~ ditflore;1t typ<'S Of tkpre1';:·1~itJl! 

allowances arc combined in differrut w;rys. 
After the theorelkal analysis it mny be of interest tn slndy t!:c p:·obl~m 

in more .quantitative terms. Sections G·-8 contain~ some nt.rne;fral cxampltos 
which show conceivable orders of mngnilmlc for tl!e effective tax r;ite <mdr~; 
different <;realistic" assumptions about the values of the parameters. Since 
the numhl'r of paramelers cnJ1siderrJ is fairly large this 11u111crical ~unly~is 
is not very cxhausti\·l'. Tl1c numeric~il examples sl1ow arnaug othtr thil<S'> 
that the effective tnx rate is rather sl·nsitivc to n1.ri<llions in the firm's 1·,;tt' 

of gro\•;th ancl profit rate- ancl that llH' speed of the convt·rgl·11cc is rdati\·eiy 
high. 

* J.eclurcr, Stockholm Schoof of Economics. 
1 I am in<klilrrl lo l'r.1f Pssor Ldf Johan51'11 :rncl \fr. Kar!-G;irnn ~I:ikr for rnnny 

valuable ~U:.'.gl'sliuns and ro111111e11ts on earlier vers10ns of lhis papc·r ant! lo tht• B:wk· 
forsknlng~i11slitnt. whid1 Jwlpt>rl to fin::inre the· resrarl'lt for thb nrlicle. 
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That the growing firm which ur.cs the right to accekrntcd depreciation can 
keep its effective. tax rate below the nominal tax rate is of course related to 
the fact that the firm is accumulating concealed n•scr..-es. Section 9 contains 
a discussion of what will happen to the firm's concealed reserves if the rates 
of depreciation, the growth rate or the profit rate change. lt is shown that 
minor decreases in the rates of dcprcci::tlon cannot bring about any (net) 
liqui<lation of the firm's concealed reserves. The same is true if the rate of 
growth decreases but remains non-negative. 

In the first part of this paper the effective tax rate is studied under dif
ferent conditions con.::eming the profit rate, the r'.ltc of gro\\'th, the rates of 
depreciation and other exogenously gh·cn pa!·ameters. The aim, thus, was not 
to discuss how the bchavior of the firm may Le inilucnccd by the fact that 
accckratcd depreciation is permitted. Scc:tion 10, on the other hand, cont.nins 
some discussion of this \'cry important but difficult problem. It is as~umed 
that the profit rate (before taxes), r, other t.liings hcing equal, is a function 
of the rate of growt.b, g, and that from ::. certain point dr/d!J <O. If the firm's 
required rate of yield and r -~ r(g) arc known, the t'ffcct on the rate of growth 
of an introduction (or change in an existent system) uf ar:celcralcd deprecia
tion can be demonstrated. lf the firm i-ai~f~S its required rate of yield because 
of the accumulation of concealed reserves, the ri3ilt to accelcr:i.tcd dqircei,1-. 
tion will increase lhe desired rni..c of gro\Ylh less tli::n otherwise wouid be the 
case. It is stressed that this second part of the analysis is \'cry srhe1naUc 
and that a more complete analysis presupposes the introduction of a large 
number of relationships not considered. 

Introduction 

1. In two well-known articles, 1 Domar and Eisner han shown that 

the right lo accelerated depreciation results not only in a p:utial tax 

deferral for all firms but also a continuing tax reduction for expanding 

firms. Donrn.r and Eisner, howeYer, refrained from introducing an 

explicit measure of the effective tax burden in their analyses. As 

Domar explains, 

"Ideally, we should want to know the effects of accelerated deprecia

tion on investment decisions.· Existing investment theory, however, 

is so inadequate that it has to be built anew for practically every 

purpose. Having no desire to attempt this here, we shall set ourselves 
a more modest assignment-to investigate the behaviour of the ratio 

between accelerated and norm<:.! depreciation aUowances under <lif-

1 Evsey D. Domnr "The Case for Accelerated Depreciation", Quarterly Journal of 
Economics 1953, p. 493-519 nnd Robert Ei3ner "Accelerated Amortization, Growth and 
Net Profits'', Quarterly Journal of Economics 1952, p. 533--14. Domnr's article has been 
repulilishcd In "Ess:i.ys in the Theory of Economic Growth", X.:w York 1957 and all 
references to Domar will relate to this edition. 
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fcrent sets of conditions-in the hope that a high ratio will he con

ducive to innslmcnt and to dcnlopmcnt of n2w firms. This modesty 

obviates the need of specifying !he exact nature of the income tnx, ... " .1 

The problem has recently Leen treated by three Scandinavian eco-

nomists: P. i'\orrcgaard Rasmussen, Leif Johansen and K.-0. Faxen.2 

These authors all arrh·e at 1he same m:1jor co:1clusions as Donwr and 

Eisner. Howeyer, while ;\6rre~;aard Hasmussen an<l Johansen employ 

largely the same analytical methods ::is Doma~-, Faxl!n introduces the 

eITeclive tax rate directly into the analysis. In order lo accomplish this 

certain assumptions must he maclc ahoul the net profit lax and the 

profit rate of the firm. On the other hand, this method alk1v»s a study 

not only of the relation between growth and the effcctive lax rate but 

also between the latter and the profit rate .. A common feature of Domar's, 

Eisner's, :l'\ijrregarird Hasmus"en's and Johansen's analyse" is that 

their models only (or mainly) coyer fix('<l capital. \\'hik Faxen's 

model is not formally presented, as is demonstrated in the last srdiLm 

of the Appendix, his analysis can he applied either to inventories or 

to fixed capital. In the Jailer case, a special type of deprecialion allow

ance must he assu med.3 
1 Domar op. cit., p. 196-97. 
• P. Norr<'gaard Has:nussen "En note om afskrin1ingar, sknttepliktig indkornst o;,: 

Ylikst", Nationa/M:onomisk Tidssl:rifl l~G:!, p. 150-5G, Leif Johansrn, Of{cnllig Ok·inomikl.., 

Oslo 1!\G-1, p. 2::13- 39 och K.-0. Faxcn, SJ:aller och ckcnoinisk u/l'ecl.-ling, pri;1h·ll 19G3 in :in 
S.N.S. publication under the same tilk. Faxen's :maly5!s can also be found ir; the paper 
(v.Titten in cooperation with Leif ~Iuten) "Tax Policy and Economic Growth in Sweden" 
In the volume "Foreign Tax Policirs and Economic Growth", 19GG publish£;d by the 
National Bureau of Economic Research. (lJ.S.) 

• After this article was almost completed, my attention was drawn lo an analysis or 
acceleral<'d depreciation by Edgar O. Edwarcl5. (See E. 0. Ed\\ards "Depreciation and 
the Maintenance of Real Capital" in J. L. ~Icij (ed.) ]Npucialion and I'.eplacemenl Polfry, 

Amsterdam 1961, p. 46-140, particularly p. 92-102 and p. 12G-33.) Edwards im·csligat<'s 
how a!ler-tax profit rates are influenced by the use of difkrent types or nccckrntcd depre
ciation allowances. Jn other words he calculates (cf. the equation p. 94) 

tN(At - llK1) ------

where the ~numer.ator is the tax saving made possible by accelerated depredation .. \s 
is evident, "this expression c:in be calculated without any assumptions about profitabilily. 
Edwards is somewhat laconic about the investment incrntive. "Any depreciation policy 
which raises the arter-tax profit rates of growing firms relative to l!'ss rapidly growing 
(or declining) firms is considered to provir!e a positive ittccnt!ve in favour of growth. 
The size of the differential created is treated as an index of the size. of the resulting 
incentivr." (p. 9G). 
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The aim of this :~.11:clc is to present a formnl analysis of the rPla1ion 

hchwen dC'pre:cifltioll allow:rnces, capital growth m~d the effective tax 

b~1nkn. Differcni types of deprecialim' all1J\\'alll'C'S for fixed capital :rnd 

invenloric<> will lH' tnke11 into accoun!. In order lo illustrate the prob

lem qwm!Halively, a series of 1m1aerical exampks will l1c presented. 

Finally, the question of whether acl'C'lcra!e<l dcpn·da!ion :.illowances 

are growlb-promoli!1g ·will he touc li(·d upon. 

The article is organised in the following manner. The second srclion 

sets onl lhe simplifying assumptions upon y;hich the rest of the analysis 

is based. In the third sc<'.lion, llw cffeclivc tax ralc is specified and the 

di1Tcrc:1t types of depreciation allowances treated ii~ the analysis ~ire 

presented. In the fourth section, ~t is shown how the dTeclive tax h1..;r.:le!1 

of a growing firm during tbc transition period and <luring subsequent 

periods is dependent on amon;:>; other thi11gs, the firm's rate of growth, 

rntc of profit and rate of depredation. In :he fifth seclion different types 

of depreciation allowances a1c compa;·e:l. Section'.; G and 7 contain 

numerical illustrations. From these it an;c·ars tbJ the cfTec!iYe lax 

rate formally can be negative under certain assumptio!lS, and Sect:on 8 

discusses how these assumptions c:in Le modified to avoid that 1esdt 

Depreciation at an accelerated rate involn:s the accumulation of con

cealed reserves. Section 9 discusses the cl~'ccl of changPs in the rates 

of depreciation allowance, rate of ('.fO'\Yth ai1d 1'<1lc of profit on the 

firm's concealed resen·es. In Section 10, thr assumption of 311 exo

geneously determined profit rate is abaat.lone<l in order to farilitate 

discussion of the significance of the depreciation allowance for the 

firm's investment decision. Finally, Section 11 contains some conclud

ing remarks about the analysis. 
In order to facilitate reading, certain deriYations necessary to the 

analysis have been placed in an ..-\ ppcndix. These include the deter

mination of the book value of fixed cnpilal an<l the effcctiYc tax rate 

in the more general case when the rates of growth of ncl investment 

and the stock of capital arc not necessarily equal. The Appendix is 

followed by a list of the most important symbols used in the airnlysis. 

In many cases, however, the symbols arc explained when first intro

duced in the text. 
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Assumptions and DcfinitioHs 

2. The anal_ysis is based on tlic following assumptions: 

1° The firm's net invcs.tmrnt in fi~;cd capital, If, and in irwcntodcs, 

If, increases at a cow;tant rale, g. 

2° Fixed capital, /{ 1, constitulC's a consiant proportion, k, of the total 

stock of capital, Si. 

3° The actual deprrcialicm in ihc Yaluc of fixed assets, as a r:~sult 

of wear and ~ear and aging constilntcs in cYery period a con~lant 

proportion, b, of the slock of capital, H1• 

4° Normal (or current) depreciation allowances conslilutr. in e,:ery 

period a constant proportion, d, of the: Ji:·:ul capital's \'aluc at 

the beginning of the period (!he ckclirdn(i Laiance method). 

5° \\'car and tear and uging of innntoric_; is a~rnme<l lo be insigni

ficant and these are there-fore not sub.kct to depreciation. 

6° For the sake of simplicity the right to \Hile dovrn inn.·nlorics is 
assumrd to apply to inventory inwstmcnt (net) but not lo already 

acquired inwntories. 

7° 1t is assumed that the firm actually ckpt ~·dates to !he extent that 

the law allows with respect to the Dnn's stock of capital, previous 

depreciation and new investment. 

8° The corporate tax is proporiional. Tax loss o!Tset and cany over 

are not allowed. 

9° The firm's profit rate, r, is a constant and indcpcn<lent of g. 

10° The price level is constant. 

Several comments should be added to these assumptions. Firstly, 

assumptions 7° and 9° are modifi<>d in Section 8 and Section 10 respec

tively. Assumption 2° means, of course, that the ratrs of growth of fixed 

assets and inventories arc equal but not necessarily constant. Let us 

denote the rate of growth of fixed assets by g1 and assume thal g =1' 0. 

By dividing (5·1) by (55) we obtain the following relation between 

g,, g0 and g .. 

ggo(l + g)I g =----. - ·---·-
t Yo(l + g)I + g - Ye 

(1) 
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From (1) il imme<lintcly appears that g1 = g if g = Uo· Further, we can 

sec that g, converges towards g (zero) 'd1en y > 0 (g < 0) as t -~ =. 1 

In what foll0ws, when ·we assume that y is positive we shall also assume 

that g = g0 • 

The assumption of a fixed proportion hctween the quantity of fixed 

assets and hventorics (2°) has been chosen because of the rather long 

term character of part of the analysis. JJa<l one altematinly assumed 

that net investment in fixed assets increased .-it a fasier rate than invest

ment in inventories, irwcnlories as a proportion of the toial stock of 

capital would obYiously approach zero (k --> 1 ). In the long run, one 

should thus have dh:regarded the existence of i1n-cntori<.:c;. HoweYer, 

there are no difficulties in principle in working with di!Tcrenl rates of 

increase for fixed asset inn:stment and innnto:·y investment. 

Assumption 3'' involves, inter alia, lhal we disrrgard the relation 

between the assets economic longeYity and the type of tax allowance.2 

To assume lhal normal depreciation can he carried ont only according 

to the declining balance method (so that dP,precialion constilntcs a 

geometrically decreasing proportion of the asset's acrpiisiti(1l1 cost), is 

somewhat arbitrary. If one had instead assumed the use of the strnight 

line method or other appropriate methods-at the same lime as one 

assume another den•Jopnwnt over time of capital wrnr and tear than 

3°--lhe analysis would hardly have been affected in essentials, assum

ing that depreciation had actually been accelerated. Dul this would 

make the analysis more complicatcd.3 For the sake of simplicity, we 

assume that an extra depreciation allowance is not given in conjunction 

with the retirement of the assct.4 This means in principle that the firm 

never discontinues normal depreciation of its acquired assets. 

1 lf the volume of investment is constant and hence g=O, instead of (1) we obtain: 

1 For a prnctrating discussion of this rel:iticm sec Sven-Erik Johansson, Skall-irwes
tering-vlirdering, .\Jedddanden from Fl' I, Stockholm HlGl, Ch. 5. 

1 In his article, Domar analyses the straight line method as well as declining b:1lance 
depreciation. Oli1cr methods are the "Sum· of-the-year's-digits" and the annuit~· :nclhott 
used in the U.S.A. For a discussion of all four methods, sec E. Cary, Drown, "The New 
Dcprcciatioa Policy under the Income Tax: An Ec0nomic Analysis", National Tax Jv11rnal 

1955, pp. 81-M. 
c Domar also discusses the case of final allowances op. cit., p. 221. 
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The assumplion lhat the corporation t:i.x is proportional is prnctical 

to work with and morcoYcr corresponds to the actual circumstancc•s 

in a number of countrics. 1 According to the prcn1iling Swedish rules, 

the municipal tax paid in a giYcn year is deductible for national tax 

purposes in the following year. L'ndcr sud1 a system, the total corp(Jra

tion tax, 1'i. "·ill he proportional only if (m1micipal) taxable y;rofits, 

ll'1, change al a constant rnlc or rrmains constant.2 

The rate of profit beforr hx is equal to l 'ifS,. In the e~onomk sense, 

profits arc those antilaulc for taxation, diYi<lends, new inn~stment 

etc. after taking inlo account depreciation so !hat the net worth of the 

firm rrmains unchanged lhlring the period. In olher words, l'1 is the 

profit retained when depreciation chang(:S corrc~poncl lo the dccr('ase 

in the value of fix.e<l assets as a rcsull of wear and tear and Hging. 

The assumption of a cnnstan! price lcYcl aYoids any need lo differen

tiate between nominal and reai net worth in the delc:rminalion of profits 

in the rconomic ~ense.a In this way one also CYades " ... the now po

pular subject of the alkged deficiency of normal depredation charges 

in inllationary periods to finance rcplacemt.n!s .... "' 

3. The taxable profits of a Jinn are equal to profits before dcprc:cia

tion less allowable depreciation charges i.e. 

Since 

(2) 

(3) 

1 A comparison or the tax laws of different countries falls outside the framework of 
this article. Reference can be made tu "The Role of Direct and Indirect Taxes in the 
J~cdcral Revenue System", (Published by the Su.lional Bu;u;u of Economit- Resp:irc!t and 
the Brooking Imtitute 19G-l) v.-hich contains a descriptim; of corp-0ration tax in the C.S.A., 
U.K., France, Italy and Wc~t Germany (particularly, pp. 229-30, 259- 65). 

1 lf we denote the national and municipal corporation tax rat<'s respectively by ls 
W N and lL and the rate or increase or taxable profits by g1 , the total corporate t<ix rate 11 

"'ill be . 

tf and g1w thus vary together but tile coyarialion is 1 chtivcly weak. 
• Net worth. is the value of the stock of capital valut>d ~,t currrnt ("ohjective") market 

pricl's. It is thus not the same as the subjective capital value which also includes good
will. Sec e.g. Sven-Erik Johansson op. cit., pp. 50-52. 

' Domar op. clt., l>· 198. 
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(2) can he written 

(4) 

The corporation tax is calculated us 1'1 = lNW1 (where rv is lhe nominal 

tax rate) and the effective tax rate If wil! I hcrcfore be 

or 

where 

Ip,·= [N [1 -:1-l_-:_bf(I] 
' l', 

if= 1"'(1 - B1) 

B =.1 1-b_!!..! 
• \'t 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

If the depreciation charges correspond lo asset wear and tear (i.e. 

A 1 = bK1) obviously lJ t = 0, '1'1 = \'1 and tf = rv. If the firm, however, 

uses its right to depreciate at a rate exceeding ~sset wear an<l teas, 

the concealed reserves will incrrase in period i hy 1-'1 - W1 = .·l 1 - bK1 

and this part of (the actual) profits will not he taxed in pc1iod I. Arnl 

the reduction of the tax burden ''"hich the fiJ m can achieve in period I 

through accelerated deprc·ciation will be ('B 1• 

In the following discussion, the task ''"ill be to innstigate how djf.. 

fercnt types of depreciation allowances inllucncc JJ 1 and thereby /f. 
In order to refine the analysis, we shall as<>ume that the depreciation 

allowance at the start (and before) applies only to fixed assets and 

corresponds to asset wear aml tear. From period zero it is assumed 

that a new and more advantageous type of depreciation allowance is 

enacted. The analysis, therefore, concerns the effects on the tax burden 

of the inlroduclion of an accelerated depreciation allowance. Srction 9 

discusses the clTccl of a reduction in the extent of the ac:cekrated 

depreciation allowance. 

The following alternative types of depreciation allowances will be 

treated: 

I A,= dC1+ alf + hlf (8) 

II A,= dC,+alf (9) 

III A,= dC1 + lilf (10) 

IV A1=dC1 (11) 
v A1=dC,+If (12) 
VI A,=bK,+aljY (13) 



As regards the meaning of the symhols .. rcf erence can he made to 

the Jist of symbols after the Appendix. The book Yaluc of the fixed 

assets is determined in the following way: 

c, = c,_1 + If-1 - /if-1 (1'1) 

where Af denotes the write down of fixed :i.ssrts. C1 is equal to K1 if tlf 
corresponds to the continuous decrease in Yalue (because of wear 

and tear) since the acquisition of the fo .. ed asset. W.ith accckrnte<l 

depreciation allowances, ho\vevcr, C1 < K1• In Cases J-V an accelerated 

depredation allowance will entail diminished depreciation possibilities 

at a later date. In Case VJ, air nre innslmcnt allowances which do 

not reduce normal depreciation allowances. One could therefore say 

that the total amount that can he deprcdatcd on a given capital m.sd 

can a1i10unt to 100(1 +a)% of its investment cost in Cas!! VI an<l 

100 % in the first five cases. 

'fhe Eff ect.ive Tax Rate in the Cafe ·when the Profit Hate 

is Exogenou£'ly Given 

4. \Ve c::ii'1 now more exactly determine and discuss the effective tax. 

rate tf. For the moment we assume that g = g0 > 0. As hns been men

tioned, this means that both the stock of capital and net investment 

increase at a constant rate 9. Furthermore, the rate of profit (before 

taxes) is considered as exogenously given. Fiaally, we start formally 

with Case I, i.e. where initial allowances ::ind inventory as ·well as 

normal depreciation allowances are permitted. The analysis, however, 

also covers Cases lI-V, since these may be considered special cases 

of Case I.. 

The assumption that the write down of fixed assets at the initial 

point (and before that) corresponds to the actual \Vear and te2r means 

that C0/J\0 = x = 1. If, in equation (i5) in the Appendix, we set g = g0 

and x ..,, 1 we get 

d- b + a(g + b) [g + d (!__:-_:___<!\ t] k + gli(1 - k) 
g+d • l+g} B,= . (15) 

r 

A sufficic:1t (but not a necessary)condilion for B, > 0 and thus for 

tf < f>I is d >b. From (G) and (15) it follows that we can express the 

ratio lf/l'"{ thus 

Vl:9 



(1G) 

CIC is the )imiting Yalue tE /l 11 for if/!"~ and {I is the interval in which the 

ratio niries, i.e. (iv - tG)ff'. Conccrnin0 tJ W' (or a-{J) we have 

tff _
1 

(d-b+ag+ab)k+gh(l-k) (N - - _r ______ _ (17) 

'Vhen t increases, tf f lN increases monotonically to-.rnrd the limit 

-;= 1-·· -------J,+11(1-,,) tE g [d- b + a(g + b) . 1, J" 

IN r 9 + d · 
(18) 

t8 is independent of g0 lmt becomec.; lowcr the swifter is the rate of 

growth g. ~atnrally, it is this factor which is the real point in Domar's 

and Eisncr's analyses of depreciation allowances even if these authors 

do not explicitly indicate a relation between 18 and g. IF. will he Jov>er 

the greater ::ire the l'fit2s of depredation d, a and Ji, !mt higher foe 

greater are the wer,r and tear cocfllcic:nt b and lhe profit rnie r. 

The sensitivity of fE to changes in g and r is inclkated by the r<~spcr.

tive derivatives. 

~~ = - fN [~~~-=-!1 + !!JJ_±__ab) + ag(jl_±__d) k + h(l -- k)] < 0 
dg r (g+d)2 

d/E_fNg[d-bta(g+b)l· J(l ]:'] Q 
dr -·-r2 g+d ,+ 1 - ·) > (20) 

Concerning the covariation between fE and J.: we have 

(21) 

'Ve have seen that tf is an increasing funcliou of t and that it con

verges. That If doesn't equal its limiting Yalue as soon as the new 

depreciation rules are introduced is due lo the fact that during a transi

tional period (which is infinitely long, in principle, in om model) the 

firm still has assets which have been depreciated under the old rules. 

\Vhen the a_ssets held at the start of period 0 have been totally depreci

ated, the transition period is over and tf = tE. It can be of interest to 

see the rate at which convergence occurs. A measure for this is given 

. in equation (22). 
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(22) 

,., denotes the increase in the efTecti,·c tax rate from period 0 to 

period t, measured as a fraction of the largest possible increase tE-lff. 

According lo the assumptions used here, this fraction will <lf'pen<l only 

on d and g, ancl the eonYergencc \Yill be quicker the greater, are g an<l d. 

5. In this section we will compare the diffcn'nt types of depreciation 

allowances mC'ntioned in Secli(m 3. The limiting Yalue of the eITecliYe 

tax rate in Case I (if) is immediately clear from (18). lf1, tfi1, if~, and l~ 

Call he derived by SUbsilulins tJ1e Ya}UCS for depreciation rates d, a 

and Ji, wl1ich npply in lhcse four cases in (18). Finally, i~1 is clear 

from (84). One could ask, for example, whether the right to initial 

allownnces and normal depreciatk.n allow:rnccs, other things being 

equal, leads lo a lower cITccliYe tax lmrdf'n than that which accrues 

from normal and inYentories depreciation allowances. :'\nlur:"?Jly enough, 

this depe_nfls on the composition of the stock of carital and the magni

tude of the depreciation rates. But also the rate of asset wear nnd the 

rate of growth arc of significance. To be more exact, the following 

conditions apply: 

i/fr ~ 11~ to the extent that (23) 

where 
g+b c =---·-

1 g+d 
(24) 

The greater g is the more probable it is, ccleris paribus, that tfi will 

be less than t1t~. Continuing "ith the comparisons we obtain the condi-

tions. 

If~ I~ as 1-k ..... ( )c1 --~ 1--a --J.: - }1 (25) 

11n ~ 1~ as 1-1: ~ c1 (26) ---;::!:-k ~h 

l1f1~1:1 as 
1-k c -(1-a) .- 1 
-k~---11-- (27) 

t{.,~tii as c1 ~1-a (28) 
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Table 1. Ten combinations of pararncfcr valurs (in 0') /o • 

/.' li d a h g r 

A 80 20 30 30 60 10 12.5 
·B 5 
c 2 
D 16 2/3 
E 20.0 
F 40 
G 25 
H 50 
I 50 
J 20 

The (ten) comparisons of [E in difTcrcni cases vd1ich can be made 

in addition to those mentioned above gh·e obvious results which arc 

independent of the values of the paramc!crs chosen. Complclt>ly free 

deprecinlion (Case \') gives the lowest i.ax burden of the six cases if 

(l - k)/k < c1(1 - a)/lz. As has earlier bcrn mentioned, 'total po~;sible 

depredation exceeds the inn:>stment cnst of a capital nssct in Case YI 

(but not in the other cases). In spilc of lhh, Case YI gi»es a greater 

tax burden for firms lhnn Cases I, II and \'. lf c1 < J -·a, Case \'I 

will he quite simply the case \\·hich giYes the greatc:ot effective tax rate. 

Some l'lumcrieal Examples 

6. It wou]d he suitable to illustrate the analysis performed in the 

preceding section hy some numerical examples. Since a fairly large 

uumher of parameters arc inclmlcd in the analysis, a frw numerical 

examples can only vaguely suggest conceiYable orders of magnitude 

of the effective tax burden. Table 1 presents a number of combinations 

of "realistic" values for the relevant parameters. 

\Vherever in Table 1 no parameter ntlue is given, the same value 

as in combination ,-1 applies. This combination, which can be used as 

a reference combination, approximates current Swedish conditions as 

regards rates of depredation d, a and h .1 

1 According to the SJJ called "completion rule" machinery and equipment need not be 
evaluated at the end of the accounting year more highly than the amount which would 
be obtained if th.e annual ck]JrC'ciation allo\\anc'' l1ad consistC'nlly amounted to 20 % of 
the original acquisition cost. As Is known; Swedish firms C'ln also choose a form or linear 
dl'preciation where the dt·prccialion percentage depends on the calcu~ated durabiii!y of 
the assets. 

16- 651816 Tltc Swedish Journal of Eco11omica 1965 l.·o. 3 



1~/1N(%) 

100~-----

90 --- - IC (g=2%,r=12.5%) 

00 '-·----~~ ----IB(g=S"'r=i2~"') · -- --:.~~-==----=~I~ (9=1o';~,,~2j"~{) 
70 -- p~.~------~-=1D(g=1v%,r=1~;%) 
60 1-------,1--/.=::::::.---.:::--:=-----1A (g=10%,r~12.5%) 
so 
/,() 

30 

20 

10 

0 
// I ----

-10 
/I I 
/ I 
I I 

-20 I 
I 

-33 I 
I 

-.(() . 
-so 

J .L-L-.l-..J...--L-----
1 2 3 4 s 6 7 8 9 10 t 

Fig. 1. 
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In order to demonstrate how variations in g and r respcctfrcly can 

affect the tax burden, we substitute in (15), each of the parameter 

combinations A, B, C, D, and E and then calculate lf/lN. We then 

obtain the functions (20)-(33) below. 

Cnse tf /tN (%) Equation 

IA 60-91.2 <li>' (29) 

I J3 79.2-96 (~)1 (30) 

JC Ol.44--9u.a <~V (31) 

ID 70-68.4 (f1)1 (32) 

IE 75-57 <ld (33) 

JIA 69.G-91.2 <l1l1 
(34) 

IHA 74.4-·18 <id (35) 

IVA 84-48 <lr>' (3(1) 

VA 36-192 <ld (37) 
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Table 2 . • Y11mcl'ical Examples showi:ig the E/Tccl of lbr lnlrod11tlio11 of 
Accdcrafcd Dcpl'ccialion .-Wowonces 011 lflt-'1• 

ca~e 

JA IU JC ID JE HA IllA !VA VA IAa J,\b I Ac 
(1) (2) (3) (1) (5) (6) (7) (8) (!l) (10) (11) (12) 

0 -31.2 -16.8 --8.2. 1.G 18.0 -21.6 2iiA 36.0 -156 -31.2 -31.2 0 

1 2.0 13.2 23.0 26.5 38.7 11.6 43.!1 53.5 -86.2 7.2 4.6 0 

2 23.1 36.5 44.5 42.3 51.9 32.7 5:;.o 61.6 -41.8 32.2 27.8 21.8 

3 36.5 50.8 5().2 52.1 60.3 46.1 G:!.O 71.6 -13.5 49.0 43.3 35.7 

4 45.0 60.2 69.3 &S.8 65.7 5-1.G 6G.5 i&.1 4.5 60.7 53.8 44.5 

5 50.5 G6.6 76.3 G2.D 6!J.0 60.1 C9.4 /£1.0 16.0 69.0 61.0 50.2 

G 53.9 70.8 81.0 65.5 7l.2 63.5 71.2 80.8 23.2 7.'i.2 GG.2 53.7 
7 56.1 73.6 8-1.3 67.l i2.6 65.'i 72.-1 82.0 27.9 7fJ.7 70.0 56.0 

8 57.5 75.5 86.5 fi8.2 n.5 fi7.1 n.1 82.7 30.8 83.1 72.9 57.5 
9 58.4 76.7 8S.O {i8.8 74.0 68.0 73.6 83.2 32.7 85.8 75.1 58.4 

00 60.0 79.?. D1A 70.0 75.0 69.G 74A 81.0 3Ci.O 100.0 100.0 60.0 

Equation (2fl) (30) (31) (32) (33) (31) (35) (36) (37) (38) (39) (43) 
-----

Note: The thrt'c last columns are variations of the para111rler coml•ination A, the \'aria-

tions being: in Case IAa, g = -10 % and g0 =JO~~; in Case lAb, g = 0 :md (/a ~--10 %; in 

Case JAc· a variable rate Clf depreciation, a1, has been used (d. Section 8). 

Columns (1)-(5) of Table 2 intlicate the values we obtain for tf/l.v 

in the five cases when t varies, while the corresponding curws nrc 

plolled in Figure 1. 1 Figure 1 demonstrates rather dearly that the 

effective tax rate is noticeably sensitive lo variations in the rate of 

increase of net im·estment and variations in the firm's profit rate. 

Further, the conwrgence can he seen lo be relatively quick. In Case 

IB, for example, (1 - d);'(I + g) equals 5· and already in period 3, i't 

(compare equation (22)) amounts to approximately 70 % while y4 = 

80 .%, ( 6 = 91 % and i's= 9/ %. In Case JC, the convergence is some

what slower and in the other cases faster than in Case ID. 

\Ve shall now provide examples of how the lax burden can vary 

with the types of depreciation allmvance5 permitted. \\' c insert para

meter combination A in each of the four variations of (15) which are 

applicable lo Cases II-Y and then calculate lflt-'1• Jn this \vay we obtain 

equations (34)-(37). These generate the valuc>s given in Columns (G)-

1 If one wishes to ohtain tf explicitly in the numl'rical example insleac.I. of tf fl'" a numer

ical assumption for (N is requ!red. Cntlcr current Swedish rules, tN is about 50 % (Is= 40 % 
and tL averages approximately lG ~~.compare note 2, p. 214). 
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(9) in Table 2 and in Figure 2, in which Cases IA and YI.-\ have al.so 

been. admillrd. \\'ith this combination of parameter Yalucs the case. 

of entirely free depreciation allowances (\') will be the most fosourable 

from lhe viewpoint of corporate laxaticll'. (f~/LN ''" 3G %) while the tax 

burden will he highest in the case of only normal dcpi·cciation allow

ances (lfv/f" '= 84 %). 

Finally, Table 3 presents the limiting yalues tEjtN when \Ye use each 

of the ten parameter combinations in the six cases. The tabk shows 

that LEf tN wilJ be lowest in Case V for all p:<rameter combinations except 

F for which Case I giws the lowest lax Lurden. LE/f' will he largest 

in Case VI "·ilh combinations C and Ji :rn<l largest in Case IY with 

the other comhinalions. 

7. Section 13 in the .Appendix shows that the effecth·e tax rate con

verges towards (' when g::;; 0 < g0• In order lo illustrate these possibi

lities we can assume that g(! = 10%, g = -- 10 % and g = 0. \Ye otherwise 
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Table 3. l;:/f"v in %. 

I II III JV v VI 

A 60 69.6 74.4 84 36 80.8 

B 79.2 84 86.l S0.9 68 90A 

c 91.44 93.36 94.08 !l6 87.2 96.16 

D 70 77.2 80.8 88 52 85.6 

E 75 81 84 90 60 88 

F 56 84.8 63.2 92 68 90.4 

G 65.6 75.2 82.4 92 36 80.8 

H 48.8 58.4 58.4 6S 36 80.8 

I 50.4 GO 7·1.4 84 36 68 

J 66.4 69.6 80.8 S4 36 80.8 

slarl from lhe parameter comhination A nnd the norm for comparison 

used earlier (x = 1). Ju the case of decreasing net inwstmcnl (Case J.Aa) 

we then obtain 

I E 80 0 ~t ~ 1 ') 0 91 
~ = i oo -- --· _:_L _±_<) _:~ :...:__·_ 
fN 2-0.9: 

while the case of a constant volume of net investment gives 

If 2G2·1·0.i 1 +1312 -- = 100---------------
fN 3(1-f-3/ 

(38) 

(39) 

The values generated by (38) and (39) have been shown in Table 2 

(Columns 10 and 11 ). The cITectivc tax rate in period 0 is naCuraJJy 

indepcndei1t of th<: rate of increase of net innstmcnt and ih~refore t5 
is equa1ly large in the two cases. Even firms which grow at a decreasing 

rnle derive a tax advantage from the introduction of accelerated depre

ciation allowances hut the advantage is diminishing since tf conycrges 

towards IN. No net disaccumulation of concealed reserves occurs in 

this case. 1 

8. Jn the numerical illustrations presented in Diagrams 1 and 2, the 

parameters were such that if /ff'' in certain cases was n<>gative for ]ow 

values of t. Since we have assumed that loss o!Tset is not allowed, if 
1 \\'hen Leif .Joh::mscn an:1lyst•s th~ case of decreasing inYestmcnl (op. cit., p. 238) 

he oLtains the re>ult that the tax burdrn at the start will be less than, but after a while, 
greater than it would have been without accelerated depreciation allowances. To this 
must be added the fact tl1at Johansen, as well as Don~ar, uses the rate of increase of 
gross Investment while g in this article is the rnte of increase of net investment. C•mse
quenOy, different pro!Jlcms have !Jeen studied. 



clearly cannot he negntiYe. By utilizing depreciation allowancc·s in 

every period lo the full extent allowed unckr the law-compare assump

tion 7°-ckarly the firm \Yill write down a;;sets to an extent "unnrccs

sary" from the viewpoint of taxation. It is hardly realistic to assume 

that a firm actually behaves in this manner. In this section we shall 

discuss this aspect of the. problem. 

\Yhenevcr assumption 7° applies, a conversion (in period 0) from 

depreciation allowanees in accordance \Yilh ,-it= b]{ 1 to depreciation 

allowance in accordance with, for example, (8) will be accompamcd 

by "unnecessary" wrilc do\Yns from the ta.~: viewpoint up to and in

cluding pc·riod la 1 where 

Joct :': bp 
I=-----
z 1-d 

log-
l+g 

Let us modify assumption 7° by assuming that the value of the rale 

of ckp1:cciation a for example, is a maximum and that the firm. uses a 

variable rate of depredation a 1 .;;; a in order to avoid taxation in as 

many periods as possible after the change in the rates of depreciation 

allowance. In the CYent, the same variable rate of dc·preciation must 

be used in the determination of C 1 ( cf. (5:3)). In Case IA, which \\'C' 

can select as an example, 18 is negative. 1f we set a0 = 13. 7 5 % and 

a 1 =26.60 %, t[ =if= 0. In order then to obtain if= 0, it is necessary 

that a2 must be about 38 % and when at most 30 % is allowed, if> 0. 

Since during period 2 and afterwards, there is no reason for a firm 

to depreciate at a rate lower than 30 %, Hssumption 7° will apply during 

and after this period. The limiting value for tf is independent of the 

value for Ctf Kt in the initial period. The limiting rnlue, lE/f', will 

therefore he the same either when a is constant during the entire process 

or variable in the beginning and then cons!ant. Let t11 denote the final 

period in which the firm can entirely avoid taxation hy dcpreci::iting at 

a variable rate. During and after period i11 , 

if [ (1 - d\ t-111] 
-,N =rx. 1 - 1+aJ (41) 

1 IC lz Is not a whole numbt'r, it designates the largest whole number which is less than t~. 
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The rcduc!ion, JJ1, in !f/l''' that the firm i:-an nchicve by depreciating 

at a variable rate ins!e:Hl of a constant rate will be 

(42) 

. The t'xpression within the parenthesis 011 the Jcft is tf/f-v when l = tll 

(cf. (IG)). With a \·ariablc dcprccintion rate, therefore, we obtain a 

curve for !{JIN which lies under the curve which would he gencr::ited 

were the depreciation rate constant but in both cases lf/f-v converges 

towards the same limiting ntlue. Jn Case IA equation (41) will appear 

in the following "·ay 

(43) 

In Table 2 (columns 1 and !:?) these variations of case L\ can be 

compared in greater ck!ail. 

Naturally, the asrnmp!ion5 can he modified in anu1hcr '"ay, for 

example, by assuming that lossr.s may he carried forward to bi~r 

period and deduclecl. \\'hethcr we modify tlw assumptions in one or 

the other way would probably be of lilllc signiiknncc in the present 

context. 

The Efi'ccts of Changes in Depreciation Rates, the Rate of Growth 
and the Tiatc of l'rofit 

9. That the growing firm, utilizing its right to accelerated depreda

tion allowances can hold the efTectiYc tux rate helow the nominal tax 

rate, is of course related to the fact that the firm accumulates net 

concealed reserycs. 1 

1 H we consider a particular asset, for example a mHhine, the dif!erc11ce--disrcgarding 
Initial allowances-between r.ccclerated depredation allowances :md the reduction in tht: 
asset's Yalue due to wear (i.e. the increase in the conc;:>aled rt~ervc in the machine in 
period t) will be 

~11~ = [d(l - d)1 
- b(1 -· b)1

) R1 

where K 1 is the odginal cost. For low (high) wtlucs of t l!.n~ will be positive (negative) 
assuming that d >b. 'Yhcthcr the firm accumulates nrt concealed reserves in fixed capital 
depends therefore on whether the accumulation in the newer part of fixed capital excct•ds 

. the disaccumulalion in the olde~ part. 
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It can be in!erest:ng lo sec the implications for a growing firm con

tinuously aeC'unrnln.ting concealed rescn·es of a change in it'.> rate of 

growth, profit raft> or the rates of depreciation allowances. Assume that 

the firm has utilized accelerated depreciation allowances for such a 

Jong time that the effective lax rnle has reached (or approached) its 

limiting value. Let us begin with a decrease in the rates of depreciation 

allowance. If we assume that g = g0 > 0, B, will he (cf. (75)): 

(x- kl) dkG ~t), + g[(l - kl) J: + 1:(1 - k)] 
B, = ---·- ----· ·-. 

r 
. (H) 

x an<l k 1 respectively are the limiting values for Ci/K1 at the old and 

the new rates of depreciation allowance. Since thc.-;c have decreased, 

x ·- k1 < 0 (cf. (58)). \Vhethcr or not B, is negath·c-which means a net 

liquidntion of concer..lcd reserves and therefore tf > LN-·depeucls on 

whclhrr the numer at0r's second positive term is numerically greater 

than the first ncgatiYe term. This in turn depends on, inter alia, how 

large is the dcerrase in the dc·prcciation allowance rates and how large 

is g. If the cliangc in the rates of depreciation allowance entails that 

accelerated deprecialion is no lcnGer allowed al all, clearly new con

. cealed reserves cannot he formed and a subsequent liquidation of the 

firm's total concealed reserves will he unavoidnbJe. Jn that event, for 

all i, B, < 0 and lt/f'' > 1 decreases approaching 1. If the new depreda

tion rules permit accelerated depreciation allowances to a certain ex

tent, B 1 \'.·ill he positive sooner or later. Thus, in this case only during 

a limited number of periods can net disaccumulation of concealcd 

reserves possibly occur. In order to ilJustrate this, we assume thnt the 

change in the rules of depreciation allowance entails that initial allow

ances arc discontinued hut d and Jz remain unchanged. In Case IA, 

if /LN (calculated in percent) will then be: 

if _.,4 .!+43 ?(7)' 
fN - I • • ·~ ff (45) 

This change in a means that if ft"' immcuiatcly increase;; from C.O % 

(cf. TabJe 3) to 117 .G % and then decreases to 74.4 %. If we instead 

assume a decrease in a from 30 % to 20 %. if w· will be: 

(46) 
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Fig. 3. 

With this relatively modest decrease in a, tf f lN < 1 and net dis

accumulation of concealed reserves will not lake place. The different 

possiLililics have been shov>n in Figure 3. 

The -change in the rate of depreciation :-i.llowance occurs at point 0 

and curve a represents tlw previous deYebpment. Cun·e b assumes 

that accelerated depredation allowances arc: altogethl'f discontinued. 

Curves c and d represent respectively a strong and less strong reduc

tion in the rate of depreciation allowance, which reduc0s the accelera

tion but does not eliminate it. 

\Ve shall now investigate the effects of a decrease in the firm's rfJfe 

of growth 011 its tax burden. \Ve can again use (-14) as our point of 

departure. x and k 1 arc now rcspecth·ely the limiting values for CtfE1 

before and after the change in g. Since g decreases, .r - k 1 > 0 ( cf. (58)). 

Thus, we see that a decrease in the rate of growth cannot result in a 

net disaccumulalion of concealed reserws (hut only in a decrease in 

net accumulation). This applies eYen if g becomes zero and the firm 

is stationary. If in equation (80) in the appendix we insert 
I . 

x = k 1 accord~ng to (58) we obtain: 

B _gk(1-a)(d-b)(l-d)' ( 4?) ,---J.(g+d_) __ _ 

In ( 4 7) g denotes the rate of growth before the firm became sta

tionary. If we start with Case IA an<l assume that 9 decreases from 

10 % to 5 %, Ifft-'' will he·: 
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0 
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iE 
_!..._ = ~n ') - 4 (• ('~)! fN liJ •• , .o 3 (18) 

tf!t?Y rises immcdin!ely from GO% lo 7-l.4 ~~ nnd then conYcrgcs towards 

79.2 %. Had 9 inste.Hl decreased to zero we wciuld have obtainrd 

~{ ~= 100---1 J .2 · O.i 1 (49) 

If, how~ver, lhc capital stock began to decrease after lhe period of 

growth and accekrated <lcpreci<ltion-as appears in the Appcndix--

disaccumulation of concealed resern·s would have been unavoid,lhle. 

Assume that g0 = - 10 % and g '= - 20 %. This means lhat the ea pi Lal 

stock decreases at a decreasing rate . .-\ssume further that lhe values in 

combination A apply for the other parameters. After inserting these 

values in (75), we obtain /f/f'. 

If 147.2·0.81 -112·0.71 

-- = 100 + ----·---·-------
IN 1 +0.81 (5-0) 

As is appiuent in this case, if> rv and if converges towards i'v. 

The cases Jrnyc been shown in Figure '1. 

Curve h (d) assumes, obviously, that the firm grows (declines) after 

the decrease in tlH•:ra!e of growth, while c represents the stationary case. 

Finally, we shall con,sidcr the case where the profit rule changes 

after the firm during a period of growth has utilized accelerated dcprc-
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dnlion allowances. If r incr<'as<'s, as has earlier been pointed out, 

tr:/t'' incr<'nscs but lz;it-" C\'itlently can never exceed 1. Thus, net dis

accumulalion of concealed rcscn-es cannot be brought about in lhis way. 

'fhc Profit Ilnte ll Fuuction of the Rate of Growth 

10. The problem on ,,-hkh the preceding nnalysis ha& attempted lo 

shed some light has been the following. If acc:ekrated depreciation is 

allowed in some forJ11 or other, how large will be the cffrc!iYc tax 

burden (if /f') for a firm which r;rows at a r,iven, constant rate and has 

a profit rate that is given an<l constant. In other words, we haYc not 

attempted to study the way in which the firm's behaviour possibly can 

be influenced by th{' introduction or accelerated dcprcciatiou allowance 

but I (~lhcr to study if /rv under allcrnatiYe assumptions about. in!cr alia, 

r and g. In the present section, the interesting JJ·,1t complicalcc.l (1ueslioa 

of whether aceelcralet! drprccialion allownnces pro\'ide an invcslmeHt 

inccnlin' for a firm \Yill be <liscasscd. 

To assume an exc,geneou~ly giwn profit rate r is of course cquhalent 

lo r.ssuming that prnflts l'1 change r.t the same rate (9 1) as the stork 

of capital, i.e. lhal the marginal c-fTiciency of inn·stment is indcpcndrnt 

of the size _and the speed of the changes in lhe capilri.I stock. Jf 1he 

actnal rnll~ of profit after taxes P =~ (1 -- tE)r exceeds the firm's required 

rate of rrofit aflrr taxes r*, the dLlancc between i' and r1' will further 

incrc(lse if the rate of growth hc·comcs hi0hcr. With the help of (18) 

we c.1n quite simply cakulate ll.wl rate of growth--at given values for 

d, a, lz, b, k and r-which gives fE =: 0 (or another value) and therefore 

i = r. The growth rate which the firm will choose can hardly be deter

mined without introducing many other factors into the analysb. By 

way of example, limited possibilities of financing may set a limit upon 

the rnle of growth. Or aYersion to increased debt or the greater risks 

that may possibly a<'company en increased gro\Ylh rate can limit g. 

These and other often dccisi\'e factors arc not taken into account in 

lhc ptcscnt analysis. However, we shall now abandon the rigid a::;sump

tion that the profit rate is independent of the rate of growth. 

Assume thal, celcris pa_ribus 

r = 1·(a) (51) 



r; -------".._ ___ _,,,,__ 
r:i---~--~'.<:-~t-----'..,.._ 

~~(H")r 

Fig. 5. 

and that r' < 0 in the relevant interval. The profit rate nfler taxes wilt 

now b_e r =(1 - f')r if accclcratecl <leprt.::ciation is nol allowc~<l and 

f =(l- t1)r if accelerated depreciation. is allowcd. 1 TJ1ese three: func

tions arc shown in Figure 5.2 

lf g and r are positive, 0 < lE < IN< 1 an<l therefore 

(52) 

Assume now that the firm's required yield (afkr taxes) is r:. Jf 

accelerated depreciation is not allowed, a firm, under our :-i;;;smnplions, 

will select the gro,vth rate g1 • GiYCn the possibility of accelerated depre

ciation allowances, howeYer, the firm will choose the higher growth 

rate g3 • One can conclude in this case that accelerated depredation 

allowances, by increasing the profit rate after taxes, proYiJc an invest

ment incentive for the firm. In this case the result was lhal the firm's 

rate of growth increased from g1 lo g3.3 This result assumes, inll'r alia, 

J We do not consider the transition period in the following discusslon. 
• \Vith our assumptions the function i' = (1- tE)r is in fart non-Jin~:ir. 
• Obviously this reasoning is also applicable to the capitalized current value of future 

profits. Under om· assumptions, the capitn.Ilzed Yalue of profits before tax<'s in (the be· 
ginning of) period 0 will be (if r* > g) 

r(g) 
No=~~--.::_-~ l<o 

Assume that X 0 Is first an increasing and then a decreasing function of g with maximum 
when g=g1• The current value of profits nftcr taxes is thus X0 =(1-l~.') N 0 if accelerated 
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that the firm's required yield is not influenced liy the fact that concealed 

reserves arc formed when drprccialion allowai~ccs arc utilized at an 

accelerated rnte. If the accumulation of cm~rcale<l rescrn's has the 

effect that the Hnt!'s managewenl raises their yield requirement to r;, 
the effect of accclcratirm oa the rate of growth wm not hi: r13-g1 lml 

rather g2-g1• Concein11ily, the requin~d ralc of profit can he raised so 

high that no ciTeet on g results. 

One can now ask whether management has reason to raise ils re

quired rate of profil because concealed resen-cs arc being formed hy the 

firm. Since co:1cealcd rcscrYes correspond to untnxed profits, a firm with 

concealed resc·ncs has, in a sense, a latent tax debt. Jf lhe firm is 

compelled to liquidate its reserves, the lax falls due and this can occur 

at a time whieh is disadvantageous from the Yicwpoint of the firm-

for example, when liquidity is low or because the firm's diYidencl 

policy h1 a given case cannot he pursued. The conclusion should there

fore be that an. n.\·crsion to concealed rescrns can he reasouabk. The 

relevance of ll!is reasoning is Clf course entirds dependent 011 the prob

abilily that a liquidation of coneealcd rescn cs ''°ill be necessary. Thrre 

has perhaps been a tendency in a part of the literature lo overestimate 

the risks in this context. 1 \\·e can refer to the analysis in Section 9. 

There it was shown that a net liquidatioa of concealed reserves was 

not necessitated by the fact that a growing firm hcg?.n to increase at a 

decreasing rate or became stationary. If, howenr, the firm's stock of 

capital begins to decrease, a liquidation of cm11:caled reserves will be 

unavoidable. The same will he true if the rale of depreciation allowance· 

decreases pronouncedly and liberal transitionnl regulations do not exist. 

Consequently, it appears reasonable to assume that a liquidation of 

depreciation is not allowed. The firm thr.n will choo~e the rate of growth that entails 
that d>:i0 /dg = 0, i.1:. g1• If aceelcralcd dt·prrciation a!lo-.rnnr.C's arc permitted the n1rrent 
valu( of profits aau taxes will Le X 0 = (1 - tE)X 0 • \Ye now seek the vall1c for g which 
In this case makes d:Y0/dg••O. This value for g i:. delerminc·d by 

dN N dtE __ _9= ___ L - . 
dg 1-lE dg . 

A calculation of dtE/dg (et equation (18)) shows that if in addition to our previous assump
tions we assume that r' < 0, dtE/dg < 0. In this case d.\'0 /dg < 0. Thb is true when g > g,. 

The rate of growlh g3 which the firn't chooses in this case is therefore greakr than g1• 

1 See, e.g., Hobert Eisners review of a study Ly Osmo V. Jaskari in Economctrica 196:~. 
pp. 619-20. 
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concealed rescrws in the manner discussed will he necessary only in 

i·elativcly .extreme cases. 

At the sale of the firm the sale price will prohably he lower the 

grc::ilcr arc the co!1cealcd resen·es. In passing it can he mentioned thal. 

this circumstance is obviously not necessarily n reason for the firm's 

management to allempl lo aYoid accumulation of concealed rescnes. 

If the tax saying, scty, is continuously in>:csted in productiYc cnpital, 

the result of the formation of concealed reserves can conceinthiy be 

an increase in the market value oi the firm. 

l.Jndouhtedly, the analysis Jrnse<l on Diagram 5 is nnsatisfaciory in 

a number of respcc:"ls. Firstly, the firm's choice obviously doesn't lie 

among dilTcrcnt cunslrwt rates of growth but rather among different 

variants of the function g = g(I). Jn the second place, nolhi11g has been 

said nhout the determinants of the sh:.:ipc, of the function, r = 1·(g) . .-\ 

fruitful discussion of !hb subject presupposes the introduction of a rather 

1arge Humber of hilhc·rlo unconsillcred faclors into the analysis. In the 

present discu~sion, this will not be attempter!. Bather, we shall indicate 

the exlent of the prnblcm with a few somewhat randomly chosen cxamp~ 

lcs of such factors. Firstly, it will be necessary to make certain assump

tions about the future market demand for the firm's products. Secondly, 

the naiurc of the marhel and the reactions of comprling producers must 

be specified. Thirdly, the costs of financing innslmcut occas!oncd by 

the aHcrnatiYc gnn\·th rates should be discussed. Fourthly, it will he 

reasonable to con~.i<lcr explicitly teclmological dew•lopmcnt and its 

effects (along with that of the assumed wage development) on the costs 

of the firm. 

Some Concluding Hcmarks 

11. Jn this paper, the term accdcrated depreciation has been taken 

to mean depreciation at a faster rate than the reduction in value of 
the asset as a result of wear and tear and aging. ll is Jl')\ necessary to 

emphasize that a specification and utilization of this concept arc fraught 

with exceptional difficuhics. Among these arc the difficulties of defining 

the capital concept meaningfully and .operationally and of measuring 

the physical wear and tear of the asset as well as the reduction in Yaluc 

as a result of technological and organizational change. That most 
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authors Im.Ye hC'f'll disinclined dircclly lo define accelerated dPprccia

tivn and have aYoicled inlr0dudng an explicit measure of lhC' cffocth·c 

tax Jrnrdcn into their analyses of accclcr:ikd dcprPcialion unrlou!Jtcdly 

relates lo these difficulties. ~Iorcovcr, i!. is <1uite possihlc: to drn.w con

clusio11s about the direction of lhP drnngc in the efTcclivc lax burden 

caused hy changes in the type and rates of dcpreciution allowance 

nwrely, by comparing the nmount of depreciation allo·s:mccs under 

difff'rent sets of conditions. 

in this article, firstly, an attempt lrn.s hN:ll madc--un<ler ideal assurnp

tions--to indicate the actual lax hurden that can result from different 

types of depreciation allowance. Jn order to keep ils scope '"ilhin 

reasonable proportions we haYc not discuss('<l how the firm f!na.1c 1,s 

investment and the relalPd dh·id('nd policy. :\or havc we ~or:.sidr:rcd 

the possibilities of transfers lo inn'stmcnt rescn-Ps funds ot· to in!crn::il 

pension funds which can be supposed to inlhicnre the profit rnlc afll'r 

taxes in a manner similar lo accdcrtt!Pd <lcprPcialion allo's anl'cs. 1 

Secondly, the investment inecnli\·es proYided firms by differPHI types 

of depreciation allowances haYe heeu discuss1·d. Thal this seconrl parl 

of the analysis is of a more experimental charncter tkm the first is 

readily apparent. The idea was not so much lo arrive at precise and 

dcfinitiYc conclusions but rather to point to rnmc factors whkh- ewry

thing else bPing equal-could be releYani to such a discussion. It 

appears not unfair to assert that Hw thcorelical literature u1l!il now has 

contributed relatively litlle to elucidate the question of accclcrntcd 

depreciation and investment incentiYes. Also, empirical studies have 

hccn rarc.2 

In the Swedish debate oycr gross and net profits taxation, one arr,n·· 

me11t put forward aga£11st net profits laxat!Lm has heen that it discri-
1 The extent to which Swedish firms h:wc utilized depreciation allowanc,•s or transfers 

to variou> funds can perhaps be indicated hy the fact that during the years 1953·-132 paid 
laxes (including investment tax) fluctuated in lhc interval bC"lWl'en 0.8--1.0 thousand 
million Swedish Kronor, whi!(l gross profits (i11rluding chan::;cs in inventory resc·rves) in 
lh<' sa111t• period incrnased ral!i.•r c";enly from :~.7 lo 5.2 thousand n1illion Swcclis!.1 J\:ronor 
aet·Qrc.ling 1o calculations carrircl out by Jaal; .Jan-. Thc~e data arc presented in Faxi·n's 
nrlkk in the aLovc menlionul puLlicalion from the ,\'nlf•,nal JJ11reau u/ Economic ncsccuch. 
How this dcwlopmenl sl:ould he interpreted must remain :ia open question in the present 
nrlic1c. 

1 Sl'e D. V. Corner and Alan Williams "The Scnsivity of Businesses to Initial and 
lunslmcnt Allowances", Economica 19G5, p. :55. 
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minates :i.gainst firms which earn larger rroflts and can thcrefo,·c l1c 

assumed to be the most efficient and the most worthy of expan.:.ion.1 

This, of course, would be: quite corrcd as long as actual prolits were 

those taken into a~count for tax purposes. Such an assumption, howcycr, 

is somewhat unrealistic. For, giYen accclcr:-1ted dcprecialion allowances, 

net profits tax.ation will favour the highly profitable and expanding 

firms and therefore probably pro-ddcs 3n inceniive to growth. The 

exact efTccts of gross profits taxation in this rcsped appear to be sc.nH'

what uncertain but would be well worth thorough analysis. 

APPENDIX 

Calculation of the Book value of the Fi.-.::ed CapitHl and 
th~ Concealed. Reserves 

12. In order to calculate the rffectivc tax rate the hook valnc of thr. fixed 
capital, C1, must he expressed in lerms of predetermined magnitudes. Tl1b 
step shall be carried out in this section. 0ncc this lws hcrn acc•)mplishcd, 
we can immediately obtain nn expression for tl1L~ concealed rcservrs in fixed 
~pit~. • 

a) Assume firstly that g ,~o. \Yhen initial allowances arc permitted (H) can 
be written 

C, = (1- d) C1-1 + (1- a) (Jf°~1 + bK1-1). (53) 

Since g =l=O Jt°' = 1~·(1 + g)1 (54) 

K, = /{ [1 - ~il +{jg (1 + g)'] 
0 g g 

(55) 

which insrrtcd in (53) gives 

C1=(1-d) Ct--t + (1-- a) K 0 [~(g+ b) (1 +g)1--1 + b(l -·~)]. (5G) 

Tl1e assumption that, atlhc start, the clcwcr.i:;fion allowance conesponds to 
the aelual c!ecrcase in the Yalue of capital due to wear :me! aging means that 
C0 E· H. 0• I Iowe\·cr, we shall not assume any special norm for comparison here 
and therefore we set C0 ··xl\.0 • In the event, the solution of the difference 
equation (513) will be 

l See, e.g. Rehn, Gijsta, "13rut~ob\'skal!ning", Franrtidcns furclagsl1eskaltnina, S.::\'.S. 
publication Stockholm 19GO, pp. 31-37. 
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(58) 

(59) 

(60) 

(61) 

If tlle stock of capital is increasing (i.e. g 0 > 0) Ctf K 1 will conwrge to\rnrds 
the following limiling values 

(62) 

c 
g-<O·-=k <1 • ]( 2 • (G:-l) 

That i·c ;;nu g arc positive, implies that C1, R 1, L 1 :mcl total concca]Pd reser
ves, R1, r,radnally (aftrr the transition period) will incre~ise at the rate, g. If, 
on the other hand, g0 > 0 > g, C1, ]{ 1, L 1 and Jl 1 will tend to become statiuuary. 

If the sloc-k of capital decreases (Yo <O)CtfE1 convergrs towards k 1 if g =g0 

and towards k, if g < g0 • 

Concealed reserves in fixed capital, Rf ( = 1\. 1 - C1), can be expressed thus 

Concealed reserves in inventories, Rf, arc 

(65) 

The change iu the total concealed rcserye during period l is therefore 

b) \Ye assume now that Ji' "~ J[{ > 0, i.e. g = 0. Instead of (5fl), we "·m then 
have 

Kt = go (l -t- Yo l) 

Which, sub~tituted in (53), gives 

Ct = (1-d) C1-1 -1: (1- a) [y0 + b + b(t-1) g0J ](0 .' 

(67) 

(68) 
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'fhc solution of (GS) is 

c, = [(.,;- k4) (1-d)i + k 2 g0 t + k4] H0 (6!l) 

where k = k + fb (1 - k - a) 4 2 d 2 • (70} 

From (67) and (G9), it app~:irs that with constant po3itive net investment 
we obtain tltc same limiting value for C;f ]{ 1 (namely k2) '.l.S when we assumed 
that g0 >O >g (erg <g0 <O). ln that case, R{, Rf and llR. 1 will be 

Rf= [l - k4 + (1- k2) g0 l - (x -- kl) (l - d/J K 0 

Rf= lhg0 L 0 

h.R, = [g0(1 - /..:2) + d(x -- k4) (1 - d)I) Kil+ hg0 Lr. 

Calculation of the Effective Tax Rate When the Profit Rate 
is Exogenously GiYcn 

(71) 

(72) 

(73) 

13. We start from th:l premise that initial allowances and inventory writc
tlowns as well as normal depreciation allowancrs (Case I) are pcnnilted. 
Substitution of (8) in (7) gives 

dC1 + alf + hl['-- b(1- a) 1{1 B,= ·--·-
rS1 

(74) 

\Ye shall view in tnrn the case of a fir:n with a gro,ying, a stationary and 
a declining st<•ck of c<•j)ital. 

a) The grow{ng firm (g 0 > 0). Assume first that g '-fo 0. lf in (7-1) we take 
into account (5·l), (55) and (57) and the expressions for If and St correspond·· 
ing to (51) and (55) we obtain 

(x- ka·) d/\'0(1 - d)1 + g0[(1- k 1) ]{0 + hL0 ] (1 + g)1 

B1==- ·---- (75) 

rS (1 - ~.9 + fb (1 + u>'] . 
0 g g 

TI1e numcrato;· In (75) is of course equal to ~R, according to (66). 
AU1 can aEo be written 

6.n, '= (x - k2) K0 d(1- d)1 + hg0 LQ(1 + g)' 

+ g0 J(c(1 -- /,·1) [ (1 + g)1 
- (1 -- d)1

) + g0 H 0 <!(1 - d)1
• (76) 

Parameters d, a, h and b :ire of course positive r..nd less than 1. :'lforeovcr, 
we have assumed that d is not less tl1an b. If now r as wdl as g and g0 arc posi
tive (cf. (7G)) clearly x > k, is a sufficient (but not a necessary) condition for 
B 1 >O or, in other words, for if <i~·., When g >O, as appears from (75) the 
limiting value for B 1 will be 

(1- k1) 1{0 + hL0 JJ = g------- > 0. 
rSg 

(77) 
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The limiting value, 11t, for the effl:ctin tax rate will therefore be 

P. ;\'r a g ) [' = (' p - ~ (1 - /,1) k - ; 11(1 - k) . (78) 

If net investme!lt is positive hut dcclining--i.e. g < 0 < g0--it can he shown 
that x >k2 is a sufficient hut not a necessary condition for if< lu. 1 \\'hen 
g < 0, the limiting value for flt will be zero (cf. (75)) and therefore tE =Iv. 

\Ve assume now a constant volume of invesll:1ent i.e. g =- 0. (67), (GS) and 
(70) are inserted in (7,J): 

__ (x- k2) 11]{0(1 - d)1 + (1-- k2) [lo J{0f1 - (l ·- <l)1
] + ag0 K 0(1 - d)i + l'go L 0 Bi - -------------------·--------- ---- ----

. rS0(1 + g0 /) 

(79) 

In this case the 1w.'l':\~W"ator is equal to l:i.11 1 according to (73). From (78) 
it appears that JJ 1 is 11c.:;itive if x > k 2• Further, it can be seen that D 1 coilwrgcs 
townrds zero when / ·-> o~ and therefore that we also obtnin LE= t"'. 

b) Tile Stationary Firm. ([lo =0). \Ye obtain 13 1 hy setting g0 =g =0 In (79) 
or in (75) 

(80) 

It r.an be seen immediately that B: > 0 if x > k, and B 1 converges 1110110-

touously to\ntrds zero \\·hen l -~ oo. 

c) The JJeclilling Firm (g 0 <O). Jt appear:; reasonable to start from tlie 
premise that fixed ci:pital cannot decline in value at a faster rate than it 
wears out. If g <g0 <O, the stock of capital declines at a decreasing r;itc and 
converges towards the Yalue S 0(1 --g0/g) (cf. (5E>)). \Ye assume x >k2 • H, for 
examrlc, we have g ~ d >O, then k 2 >k3 (ri. (58)-(60)). Jn that case, tbe first 
term in the "l'tu,;me-rator in (75)-as well as obviously the denominall>r-is 
positive while the second term is negative. It is ther~fore concciv~b!e that 
B, is positive for low yalu~s for l. However, B 1 will gradually become nl·gi.ti\·e 
since the positive term is reduced at a faster rate than the nef:ative ter111. 
B 1 converges towards zero. If g =g0 <O, the stock of capital convergrs tcwards 
zero at a constant rate. Also, in that ca<;c, Bi can he positin for low values 
cf I if x >/:2 >k3 • Bi decrease:; monotonkally towards the limiting value (77) 
which in this case is negative. 

1 \Ye can show this wit!~ (iu) as the starling point. Of tlie four terms in lhi~ expre%ion, 
under the pn·s1·nt assumptions, the two flrst trrms r.nd tlH' last trrm an' positive jn<;l as 
is thr factor g0 K 0• If jg I < d the third term is 1,osltivc because 1 - k1 and ((1 + g) 1 - (1 - d)t) 
are both positive. If d < I g I <(tl - b + ab)/a, 1 - k1 and [(1 + g) 1 - (1 ·- J}1] arc ncgaliYe and 
the tllird term Is lhcr('fore positive. If lei •·0 (d-b+ob)/a, 1-J.:1 =0. lf, finally, !al> 
(d -b + ab)/a, 1 - k1 > O. Since 

. (1 ·-·a) (d-· b) 
a-(1-k )= -----------> 0 

1 g+d 

the sum of the third and fourth terms will b.; posilive. The case where !u I = d ~hall not 
be analysed here. 
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Finally, if y >g0, [{ 1 will he zero after a finite number of periods lz where 

l "= }orr (1 -J!_) /1orr (1 +a) z n o J.. .... • 

Yo . 
(81) 

The limiting Yalue for B 1• has no economic meaning in this casl', and there
fore shall not be subjected to further analysis. 

Case VI 

H. In this section, we will calc1_11:J.te the effective tax rate in Case VI. As 
in Section 13, the prnfit rate is nssumed to Le rxogrnously given. 

Substitution of (1~~) in (7) gives 

~If 
(82) B,=--

rS1 

or Bi= akgt. 
r 

(83) 

If y >-0, Yt converges towards g (cf. (1)) and if approaches 

(81) 

If we as$nme that g = y0 , then tf will he consl ant and equal to the limiting 
value just indicated. If y =0, then E 1 converges towards zero and \VC have 
tE =(.'l. 

Faxfo's analysis is not rigonrously formalized and therefore the assump
tions he has used arc not cvidPnt in certain rrspcds. The cli:igram in wh!cll 
Faxen summarizes his nnalysis1 is based on an expression tal;ing the form 

(85) 

wlrnre s is a rnte of depreciation allowance. If is thus eqnnlly large in all 
periods. As can easily be seen, \Ye can arrive at this result in two ways. Firstly, 
we can start from Case YI and assume that the analysis only includes fixed 
capital (k~~1) and that{/ =g0 • \Ye then obtain (83) whe;e s =a. Alternatively, 
we can simply assume that the analysis applies only to inventory invc;;tment. 
If we set k •"O in (15) nnd then calculate If, we obtain (S5) where, now, s =ii. 

1 See Faxcu, op. cit., p. 61. 
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List of Symbols 

Thr following list indirnles the most impcrtnnl symbols u~ed m !lw 

annlysis. 

]{, 

C1 
nf 
L, 
nf' 
s, 
u, 
/; 

x 

b 
If 
If 
If 
A, 
\'I 
\'f 
w, 

the acl111!1 Yalue of fixr.d capilGl 
the boo]; yalue of fixed cai)ilal 
conccah:d l"l'S<'l"\"CS in fixed ca11ital (Rf~ J;, - r:,) 
tl1<' aclrwl yalue of in\'cPtory 
concralrcl n'seryr-s in in\'cntorh•s 
the firm"s Lota! stock or capital {Si_, 1\1 'L1) 
t!w total C'll!C\.'akd resr·rn·s in-capital Uli -· n;'; ,. n{) 
fixed capital as a proportlon of the total capital stock (k = J\.tfS 1) 

the rel:ltion hctwc("11 the Look Yaluc and the actual value of fixed capital 
in the initial position (.i: -- c.11'' o) 
the proportion of fixed capita! \\ hich wears or ngcs p<'r time pc;fod. 
gross inwslmciil in fixe<! cnpit al 
net inyest111ent in fixed capital 
net in\"cslnwnt in inYrnlorks 
totnl ckprcciation allowances (including 1wc;:;Jb!P invrnl ory write-downs) 
pro.fits- --in tbc economic sense-before tax(·.:; 
profit!> before dcprcciat ion allo,rnncrs ( 1·f ~ \'i -~ bl\1) 

taxable profits(\\"!~-. vf -.-1,) 
'1'1 the corporation tax (1'1 ~t-'"11' 1 ) 
IN the nominal cMporate tax rate 
tf the cffrctiYe tax rntc (t{ ~- Ttf\' 1) 

r the firm's profit rntc bc'(orc taxes (r = \'tfS1) 

the profit ratr after taxes, i.e. f '=<'', -- T 1)/S1 

the firm's rcquirerl rati' of yield after laxes r* 
d the normal (or current) rate of depreciation allowance for fixed capital 

(d ~ b) 
a the proportion of gross (or net) in\·cslmcnt wl1ich e:an be clC'prcciatcd immi'

dialcly. 
Ii the ratio indicating the allowed write-down of inyc11tory investment 

(calculated net) 
g the rate of increase of I;v and If 
g1 the rate o[ growth of the stock of capital (g1 ~ Jt/l{i 'c If /Li) 

Index l alludes to period l whcrewr flow quantities arc conccmcd and lo 
the beginning of period I wherever slock quantities arc inYolvcll. 
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the explicit a:i.m of in:iu.c:ing f irt::r., tn cut. ~.rr.·i~:,cnent 

provisions i.:1 t:beir fL1al form. 

' " ' ~:c:t:t\fl ty lf~ 

VII:~-

., 
~)00tr 

c:e:~tions tc· a:1 investment f1~nd (IF fc,t shcrt) :u.1 the pnn:o.'2;':'.t:i.vc •.:if co::po-

of in.Vo? & twent T~.!.1Jf~ in. add:L-

inc1wfo<l from 1955. And in 1963 spccL:iJ prov~don~; covering inv2stment:~ in 

inventorieo were added to the law (se~ ~ectio~ ~). If, fin2lly, it is c0n-

sidered im1.ortant, investment fundE ~&yin special c3~es ba ~sed for e.g. 

(provided that the geode ate pro~~~ed in s~ede2). 

2. The 19L;7 rules were very much c:ritf.;;h~~:d on. the ground tlrnt an n~-<.>.J.10-

cation incrcnse.d the firm's l:iqui.d·i ty "bv t:h:' :=1mYmt of t:::x~::'; that. othr:rwise. 

had to be paid. Thus in & b~0m yenr allocaticn~ ~3Ja it in fact po&sible 

for f:h:ns to finance <'"'"'1"':.;der'"l:l" ".,-... -· .. ·invp<-T-r·,,.,.,,. <"·nr•1";rl~~·1·· .. ,., thcr; if the .. \..J. L,;,•~ (,:., ~ .1 .::.:.-.. ::..~~:... ~. . .. \,,_. ___ .•. , .... _ ...... ~ -······.l.--1.! -

1) 
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somewhat lower than the corporate tnx r,:te. At tlwt tine (l 95l!) the avl?.rage 

corporate tax rate was about 47 per cent (cf. Table Vll:l) and thus a deposit 

rate. of 40 per cent was suggested by the comruittec. 2
) 

This view was evidently accepted in the goven>.ment's IF-proposition sub

mitted to parliament early in February 1955 and approved late in M2-y. 

Before this approval, however, the government had decided to take further 

steps against the rapidly developing inflatiollary pressures. Among the r:.1,,a

sures proposed late in April and enacted in early June was an increase of 

o the state corporate tax rate from 40 to 50 per cent. Thus, the gnp bet\rcon 

the corporate tax rate and the deposit rate bcccamc much wider than was 

originally suggested. This probably increased the attraction of IF-alloca-· 
• 'cl • f . 3) ti.ons consi crably and reduced the impact o the corporate tax 1ni::rensc. 

Another effect of the widening of the gap between the corporate tax rate 

and the deposit rate was to m11ke it ea::;ier for. the firms to adapt t!1~!mselvc,s 

to the more restrictive depreciation rules proposed by the Buci.n:.• S[~ Ta"K 

Committee and enacted in June 1955. It is not cJ ear ,.:·h:t:1~:.r th:i.s i.;J_,11~1~iug 

was deliberately intended or simply a result of incomplete conr.di.n:1tio!.1 cf 

the use of diffGrent instrument~ in a stormy period for economic policy. 

f After a lowering of the state corporate t2x rai:e from 1960 and an increase 

from 40 to 46 pr;;'.r cent of the corporate deposit rate at the same time the-·ga:) 

between th.: two was drasticRlly reduced as app~!ars from Table VII: 1. Since 1Sl60 

the gap has been increasing due to the steady rise in municipal tax rates 

and it now (1973) exceeds 8 percentage points. 4) 

2) See [l~ p. 244. 

3) When discussing; the proposed increase i.n corporate taxc.t:i.on in the 
Supplementary Bill in April 1955 (Proposition No. 190> p. 30) the 
minister of finance Skold stated: "To the e:.:t£nt that tlie firms wish 
partly to avoid the effects of increased profit taxation through tn;;:
free allocations to iuveotment funds this wnuld be a development which 
is al.together desirable from a conjunctural point of view." (My trans
lation) This argument seems to rest on the rather dubious assumption 
that a deposition in the Central Bank of /~O p(~r cent of a given profit 
will reduce the firm's investment outlays as much as a profit tax of 
56 per cent (cf. Table VII:l). 

4) For (most) unincorporated associations the ~taf-0 tax rate is only 32 
per cent which give.s a combined tax rate 1972 of 43.2 per cent. The depo-· 
sit rate has cccaequcntly been set at 40 per cent and the gap h-::tween 
the two is thus of the same size as that of corporations and saving 
banks. Before 1970 saving banks had the s.'.li:;ie standing as udnc:orporated 
associations in this respect. 
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3. The 1955 lesislation involved ch2nges of the ori:;:,inrii r·Jlcs :i.n f1J1d~ 

other important respects. The f:ixst concerns time limits for t.:<x-frec ~llo·· 

cations. According to the older provisions alloca.tio:lS which were not used 

within six (later ten) years would be subject to taxation. This time limit 

lJas abolished in 1955. In the second place the share of profits which could 

be allocated to investment funds was raised from 20 per cent (the main rule) 

to 40 per cent. Concerning fore~try the maximal allocation was set at 10 

per cent of gross income from 1955. Thirdly, a so-called 11 fre.c sector" w11s 

introduced. If allocated funds have not been ;:cleased by the authori d.es v;it:hin 

five years after allocation the firms are free to withC:1aw a certain p?.rt of 

them (30 per cent) for investment purposes. But the normal procecture would 

still be (at lc:-~st until recently) that the government Authori ?.;cs the Lal.~<?~.:~::. 

~ket Bonr~.' a central administrative agency s to grant firms permissioa 

after application to use their irwestment funds during a limited period of 

time in which total demand t~therwise would be in.sufficient t0 secure fuJ. l 

employment. Such "general releases" may cipply to all or c2r.tain firms p,ncl 

types of investment and further conditions may be prescribed. The gen~_::;~:_ 

E?.;:nt. may also in special u1ses permit releases of past and future alloca·-

tions to iuver.tm.:.nt funds to finance desirable projects, the completion 

of which might take more than two years. Releas12s on a selectiv.c basis 

might also be g:r;;inted hy the government to individual firms in order to 

stimulate investments Hi certain resions or in general. When fu.nds are 

set free by the government releases c:in neither exceed 75 per cent of exist

ing (or future) investment funds nor 75 per cent of the cost of the project. 

Finally an extra investment deduction amountinr, to 10 per cent of releases 

was introduce<l :i.n 1,955. This extra deduction J.s not given if releases are 

granted directly by the government (whfltev<.,r the purpose is) or if funds 

are withdrawn from the free sector. 

4. In the boom yenr 1960 special IF-arrangements we.re mnde in order to 

check private investments. 5) Firms were invited to de!'osit :i.n the Central 

Bank not 46 per cent cut 100 per :::ent of profits. The volunt~;ry part of the 

deposits would be repaid at the end of 1961. 6) As a compensation for the 

5) See [13] p. 31. 

6) To avoid repayments at the end of 1961 the firns were offorcJ a d0duction 
amounting to 10.5 per cent of extra deposits which wer!"! not wit.h<lr.rm 
before the end of 1962. 
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Table VII: 1. Nominal corporate ta:·: rate nnd investn;ent fund dcpoc::i. t rate in 

Sweden 1951-1-1972 (pl!rct"mtage points) 

1954 

1955 

1956 

1957 

1959 

1960 

1961 

19(;2 

1963 

196t~ 

1965 

1966 

1%7 

1968 

1969 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

Nominal 

State 
ts 

-·------·, 
corporate tax rate1) 

IF-deposit rote 

t }1 

L t"' 

Municipa~--·r~ Tota~ 
-----+--------- _____ , __ _ 

I 

40 

45 

50 

50 

50 

50 

12.40 · 47.4 I 

l+O 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

40 

12.2fi. 51.7 

12.37 56.2 

12.61 56.3 

13.69 56.8 

14.20 57.l 

14.62 48.8 

14.99 

15.24 

15.46 

16 .1~9 

17.25 

18.29 

49.0 

/~9 .1 

49.3 

49.9 

50.4 

51.0 

40 18. 71 .51. 2 

51.6 40 19.34 

40 20.24 

40 21.00 

40 22.54 

52.2 

52.6 

53.5 

t..O 

40 

40 
46 2) 

46 

46 

46 

'~6 

116 

46 

fi.6 

46 

! 
tN-(~ f~ I 

J\~ I I .:. 

~----·~ 
I I 

11.7 I n.4 ! 
16.2 I 71.2 I 

lG.3 I 71.0 ll 

1~.e , 70.4 

17.1 70.J 

2,8 91+,3 

3.0 Si3.9 

3.3 93.3 

3.9 92.2 

4.4 91.3 

5.0 9G.2 

5./. 89.8 

5.6 89.1 

f.s. 1 I 
87.5 I 

I. 5 ' 86 .o I 

6.2 

6. (, 

40 23.78 54.3 lf6 8.3 Ul~. 7 I 
40 2.3.94 

.._ ____ ___. ___ .. ~---~ .... _..,_,.¥ ....... .-,~ .... 54 '· : 46 8 Li SL.. 6 li ,. __ ..... ~.::~ ... " _ ..... -L .... _ .. ~,-..... , ·---.. -...... .... r ... .... ---··~-_. _...._ .... :..,_.. :.~ ..• . ...... :_.:,_-__....,..,_. ,,. ...... , 

1) The municipal tc1:x: rate is tlH! 1rntiorwl a.ve'.'.:.wc ta~~ rat~ for all l<l'Jr,icinali.~:ic,;. 
The to~al. tax r.:te is cAl::ulat<:.d '~-. t)._--~--i~s'';:;· tL(J·-ts) sine(: the ·~u'1i~i?~1 
tax pai.d in a g1v0n year is di::du('tl.Gl.e for state tnx puY.pOS(-~.G the J·o1lo;:-1n:~ 
year. Under such a syst•:'"'~ thE: tc.:21 t<'lx r:itc is, l.ltrictl_v s;)e'.Jk:i.nz, C\)n~;;:2nt 
only if municipal taxnbJ.e rrofi ts i::YOW l!t ri con:o tr:at rntc. 

2) The increase beca!'.le effec<..:ivE: fr0r~' .iu.J.y lst, sc~e [13] p. 27. 
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extra deposits the firr.ns were given r~:<tra ded1!ctio11s from taxable incom.:: 

corresponding to 12 per cent of the voluntary deposits made before August 

lst 1960 and 8 per cent of voluntary deposits nadc after that date but 

before the first of November. A similar arrcir,gement was made in 1951. 

In its report presented in 1962, the. IF-committee considered the po:rnibility 

of making such special rules a permanent pa._-t of the IF-legislation. The 

committee concluded., however, that if a temporary profit sterili;oation is 

desirable in a boom, then it is preferable th'lt the provisions nrc ccs:igned 

in accordance with the special circumstances prevailing dm:-ing that parti

cular boom. 7) The special rules were consequently not mau;c~ permanent. 

In 1963 the IF-legislation was extendad in different respects. One ruain 

purpose was to stimulate firms to rni'lke invesLnents in inventories during 

recessions. According to the new provisions the Lo.bour Harket BonrJ ;··a,y 

n~lease investme.nt funds for inventory iI"!.vest1nents. When this happcrc·;, 

deposited funds are paid out hy the Central Bank in the usual propo:~t.:ion ail~ 

an extra investment deduction of 10 per cent of the release-financed stock 

increase is also given. In addition to that, IF-financed iuventories ~cy 

be written down to the same extent as inventories financed in other w:1ys. 

After four years, released funds ace c.ubject to taxation but if the firm 

prefers h, they may instead be reallocatr~d to the investment furd, Such 

a reallocation does not diminish the scope for normal allocatiom;. lr, this 

case allocations may in other words exceed liO per cent of profits, If re

leased funds eventually are reallocated, the system simply implies that 

the firms obtain four year interest-free loan8. 8) In what follows we shall 

disregard inventories altogetlwr.. 

Another change concerned the right to transfer investment funds. Since the 

IF-system naturally cannot give tax benefits to firms without investment 

funds (e.g. all new firms) concerns have b~eu allowed from 1963 to transfer 

investment £unds from one corporation to another within the concern. 

7) See [17] pp. 52-53. 

8) For further details, see [18] chap. 7. 
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Two intcrprctntio1'.s of the I~.:~Y2__!=em 

5. The IF~systcm may be conceive:d of in different l<mys and this ha;; p:robably 

caused some confusion in the literature on the subject. According to one 

interpretation allocations may be regarderl as denrcciatinn all~wances in --·-----·--·----... --
advance of the purchase of plant and equir:nnent. When the investment funds 

some years later are rele.'.lse.d and the investments actually are made, the 

book value of the capital stock (and thus the base for future current de

preciation) is imr,1cdiately reckced by an llmount equal to the IF---financed cost 

of the new capital goods. This depreciation is of course not deductible since 

a deduction was allowed when tbe allocation ·was mnde. The use of the lF·

sysU!m implies in other words that depreciation allOl>lances reduce taxable 

profits and the book value 111 differcn!_ periods and not simultnn0ously as 

is normally the case. With this conception the IF--system is viewed as a 

variant of accelerated ("pre-initial") depreciation combined with a depodt 

arrangement. 

When seen as a depreciation scheme the IF-system thus offers two tax bene-· 

fits comp;:ired with other w;:iys of financing investments. The first is tbe 

tax credit involved in admitting deprccic::tion allmmnces a't the tirn(~ of 

allocation instead of during the normal life-time of the capital good, With 

regard to a single investment project the 11 repc::yment" of this tax credit is 

made during the active years of the asset when otherwise normal denreciation 

allowances cannot be claimed. This benefit is of course larger for ;:; building 

with a long writing-down period than for machinery with a short one.. The 

maximum benefit is obtained in cases where depreciation for tax purposes is 

not admitted at all (e.g. road construction before the chanee of the rules 

in 1969). Similarly, the tax credit benefit is smAllest when immediate clw~ 

preciation normally is possible (which is true of cost for e.g. repair and 

maintenance). The second IF-benefit is the extra 10 per cent deduction 

mentioned earlier. From these two benefits should be deducted (in a proper 

present value calculation) the interest forgone on deposited funds from 

allocation to release. 

According to another interpretation, allocations to investment funds are 

regarded as a temporary sterilization of profits for tax purposes. When 

the funds later arc released they are consequently subject to taxation. On 

the other hand the firm would now be entitled to immediate and d0ductihle 

dcpn'.ciation allowances corresponC.ing to the investments financed by re

leased funds. Thus the firm' l: ;.axablc income 1s not affc·cted by the 
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"desterilization" of profits and the immedi:::'c Jc:prr~ciation since tlwE:l>. 
9) 

two transactions cancel out. The tcr:;porary iW<J':it steriliz:1tion is a] so 

combined with a deposit arrnngement. 

It is clearly immatcrinl whether the If-system :i::: ser>n gs c: device aining at 

a reallocation in time of depreciation allow'.1nccs 0r of taxable profits. In 

all periods the book value of fixed cRpit8l as i.;ell ns tm:;:;blC? profits are 

independent of whether one or the other intcrpr<:!tr1tio!1 is chosen. The 

discussion in thir paper will be based on the Hxst And, as it seem~', rr:cn~ 

straightforward interpretation which :i.s also the! one acccryted in the l1w 

. . h IF . l ) . J ' • h 1 f J 1 conta1n1ng t e -previous. It 1s a.so acccpt0a in t e stu~y o· nJansson-

Edenhammar.2) 

6, That the IF-oystcm in som:?. car?.~s has be0.n pre:Jcnt.f:d in n portly r:onf:td~·~ 

ing way may be due to a failure to keep the two intcrprct~~inns strictly 

apart. In his survey Wickman stresses that 11 
••• Hllocatin~~ to such r0scrvec 

are not tRxable at the time when they 2re set aside ... The tax bcn<:fit~; 

con:e when the reserves r.re utilized: the buildin;:;, m::-:ch:i.cc:Y.y ond othc:~ pr:;r-

mir;sible costs may be written off at once ar,J nn extr<• 10 r2r cent;: c•f the 
') \ 

cost of investment may be deducted from taxal·lc inco:;:e. 11
·'

1 Si'T::=.lc:r (1e.::cr ip-

tions of the tax benefits of the IF-system an· g"iv2n by e.g. Con:u-p, T~'-Hicl

berg and OECD, 
4

) The immediate writing-down o.f IF-·finr~nccd invest:w?r;ts is -

strangely enough - also seen as a tax benefit by the IF-cGrnmittee rercrting 

in 1962, by the minister of finance (Str~ng) in the 1963 proposition 2nd by 

the Labour Harket Commit.tee reportine, in 1965,S) Also Hansen 31~d T;iun::,,11<1 in 

their presentations of the Swedish IF-rules fail to say .snythin3 cl];,:ut tit'! 

consequences for the firm's future tnx burden w~Jch releases (and with

drawals) lead to. 
6

) As pointed out above, the inunccliate writing of£ 

9) The taxuble profit in years of release is of course rciluced by tlH' C:J:tra 
investment deduction. 

1) See Law No. 1963:215 paracraph 15 where it is stated t11at the bool~ vdue; 
must be reduced by an amount corrc s:-iond ing to thr~ If-re lease~ and tl:r,':. 
this depreciation is not deductible. See also the com1!'r:.:!nts to the lo,,.: in 
Adolf Lundewall Skattehandb~c, Stockl1~lm 19Gli pp. 955-66. 

2) See [18] pp. 16-17. 

3) See [35j p. 4-5, lt should b•:> pointed out, h')WF\·er, that the m1r:i2rical 
analysis in Appendix A is clear and c~T112t be misunderstood in this respect. 

4) See [9] p. 34, [22] pp. 227-29 3nd [291 pp. 26-29. 

5) See [17] pp. 82-83, [131 p. 10 :md [1J p. 159. 

6) See [16] pp. 35f1-·57 and [:!i] n~. 302-05. 
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in connection with a release is not a tnx benefit becau~e either it i~: not 

deductible (interpretation one) or it is matched by an increase in ta}:nblc 

income due to "desterilizati<'n11 of profits (intc~·pretation two). 

In the literature it is often stressed that it is more advrint<!.ge(Jus foe a 

firm to use investment funds to finance invest111cnts in buildings than in 
. h 0 7) h . . b . . ma.c inery. T c reason is .!!2.!. that the tax ben2f1.t o t:n.ncd through ll:lrrt:~-

diate depreciation is larger whe.n l0ng-term n'!ther than shcn·t··tcrrn assets 

are written down·. Since the depreciation cannot be deductf'd from taxable 

income, no tax benefit is involved at all. The reason is instead that the 

value of the increased future ~-£-OSt.:...s_ (resulting from the loss of future 

tax base after the immediate dt.~precl.<ltion) is Emaller the longer tl:e dur;:-,

bility of the IF-financed asset is. 

The IP-sys~cms in the Nordic countries 

7. After this brief presentation of the development and prcoent fnrn uf 

the Swedish IF-system it is probably of some interest to compatr; t}1e S•,:c 12iui· 
. . . . . . . 8) 

variant with the corrcspondinB syste~s in the other NnrJ1c countries. 

In order to make a long story short, the main fenturcs of All four syste~s 

are presented in Table VII:2. In that table the countries are placed accordius 

to the degree of similarity with the Swedish II-system. S1·::t:-den nnd Dcrn112rk 

are thus the extreme cases. 

The Swedish system is par excellence an instrurr.o.nt for countercyclica~. (::n1,l 

regional) policies. This is so even rrore than Table VII: 2 shows since in Swec:en 

the so-called free sector (the 30 per cent of ;i.llocations which may b8 

withdrawn freely after 5 years) has played 2n insignificant· role in the~ 

sense that only rather limited amounts of funds have been set free through 

this channel. The Finnish investment funds and the Norwegian A~rystr:m 

(cf. Table VII: 2). have also been designed to se;::ve countercycliccd. purpnses but 

4-5 years after allocations are made all funds automatically become p~rt of 

the free sector and may be withdrawn according to the firm'c wish2s. 

The basic aim of the Norwegian B-system and the Danish EF-legislaticn is to 

stimulate industd al rrowth and not to influence conjunctural deVC!1opments. 

Thus, with regard to these funds, the authoritic;s cannot make releE.ses et 

7) In chapter IX it is shown that this rule :is not valid unck:r all cirC'un
stances. 

8) The Finnish IF-law can be found in f)] 1%9 pp. 50-55. The Danish yu1es 
arc orescnted in [27] ~rl1ile the Norwegian system is outlin0d in [a] an~ 
[26]·. The Nordic rules arc also compared in j)S] chap. 3. 
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Table VII:2. Main features of the present IF-system; in the Nordic countries 

I 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Year of introduction I 
Passing of present 
legislation I IF used mainly as an I 
instrument for stabi·- · 
lization policies JI 

(SP}, regional poli
cies (RP) or ~:rowth l 
policies in general I 
(GP) j 

Can unincorporated 1
11 firms participate? 

ls. 
i 

. i 
Maximal share of pro-1 
fits (before taxes) 
which may he allocat-j 
ed to IF, % (a) j 

Share of allocations ! 
r 

I 
\6. 

uhich must he derosit·~· 
ed, % (8) 

' 

I 
r 18. 

Present nominal cor
porate tax rate, % 
(tN) 

Deposits as a percent
age of the altcrnativ~ 
tax paymer.t 

I. f3/tN(l+y )] 
• A 

9. Deposit received by 
the Cent~al Bank (CB) . 
or private banks (PB)? 

10. Interest rate on de
~ 

posits, % (r ) 

taxation? 
11. Interest subject to I 
i
12. Number of years after

1 
which firms may with-j 

I draw funds freely (m), 

h3. Share of allocations I 
I 

I 
which firm3 may with
draw freely, % (6) 

;

1

?4. Releases and/or with
dra.wals limited by 
current investment 
outlays? 

1963 

SP+RP 

no 

404) 

84.6 

CB 

0 

5 

30 

yes 

1969 

SP 

yes 

30 

100 

CB 

3 

no 

5 

100 

yes 

1967 

SP 

yes 

18 3/!1 
(25) 

U3 1/3 
(100) 

1969 

yes 

90. /) 
(50) 

( 010 5r-. ea. J ea. u 

200 100 

en PB 

1965 

GP 

yes 

20 

50 

1 " ) 36 .. J 

138.9 

PB 

3 current current 

no yes yes 

4 1-5 1-12 

100 100 100 

no no yes 

continued 



~ J Swc·den l<'inl<tndl) I r,:on.;;1y
2

) I -. 1------;--r- ·-n:i;-
------- -------;.----·--·-·-----·' -·- I 

~5. Extra deductions 

Dcnn;ar1.: 

' 
---~ 

I given ~s a percentage 

I 
of allocations, % (y A. 

33 1/3 
(25) 

81.8 
( 4;;) 

I 
16. Extra deductions 

given as a percentage 
of releases, % (y) 

0 

1012) 

0 0 

6 0 0 0 

!11. Addition to taxable 
income when f unJs are 
not used according to _J_ 
rules, % (of misused 

i--~f_u_n_<l_s_)_l_3_)~--~~~-"-~~l-0~__,.__~-5~--~....__ - --~.._ __ s_-_sc_i 

1) The Finnish rules apply only to state taxation. 

2) In the official Norwegian terminolccy the extra deduction (ree line 15) is 
considered pre rt of the al location. In order to make th(~ Non1cgian and 
the other Nordic IF-systems directly comparable, we consider as IF-allo
cations only th2 funds which can bt! transfen:etl liack to the firm if they 
are use<l to. finance invcstm(mts (ns sp2cificd in the law). for th.'.. s rcasc·n 
ci1e extra Norwegian deduction is nnt included in allocntions. This expla~ns 

1d f • f --, Tl '' ' r· r • • 1 the somewhat oc. :igurer; :or Norw<;y 111 some cases. ·1e ·rn.c'~ · ·u.~!,urcs wit:, __ 
in parentheses are the officinl r::ltios based on the Dss:.iir:t•t:ion th:·:.t the 
extra declnctic·n is part of allocations. 

3) With regard to the extra deduction the IF-system for development areas 
distinguishes between Northern Norway and the r0moinin~ development Rrcas, 
In the former area this deduction is 81. 8% (officially 45;;) and in the 
latter area it is 53.8% (officially 35%). The figures in column B apply to 
Northern Non.my. The fir,ures for the remaini r;g clcvelor-ment 'lre<l would 
be 16 1/4 - 32 1/2 in line 5, 76.9% in line 6 and 53.8% in line 15. 

4) In forestry the limit is 10% of sales. 

5) Allocations (including the extra deduction) may exceed 25% of profits to 
the extent that taxable rrofits thereby ere not reduced below the averag<·: 
for the two preceding years. 

6) Entrepreneurs subject to progressive taxation are required to deposit 
38%. 

7) Instead of depositing, the firm may pref.ent a private bank r;uarantee 
of the stipulated deposit. 

8) For calculation, see note to Table 1. 

9) The normal (state) rates are 47 per cent on distributed profits (in 
excess of dividends received) and 49 per cent on other profits. 1968-70 
the rates were increased on a ternp.orary 'basis (1970 the temporary surt<lx 
was 4 per cent). Municipal tax rates vary between 9-18 per cent. Hunicip::l. 
taxes are not deductible for state tax purposes. 

10) The state ta~~ rate is 30 per c 1?nt whereas municipal tax rates vary bet':c:en 
16-19 per cent. Municipal taxes are not deductible for state tax purpose~;.;. 

11) Danish corporations are allowed to de<luct from profits 2.5 per cent of 
the ~o~inal) value of stocks. This deduction cannot exceed 50 per cent 
of profits. The corporate tax is collected by the state which transfers 
15 per cent of it to the municipalities. 

12) This deduction is not admitted when f.:ncls are withdrm-m by the firm or 
released selectively by the eovernraent. 

13) Furthen1ore interest on t.::xes \>'hich would h;;vc hem~ due in the absence o;' 
allocations are payable accord.irif to the Nun-7egian B-systcu (4%) ':~Hi tl1e 
Finnish I~-la~ (5%); 
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all, and these two variants Arc thus nure 
. Y) .. 
tree sccl~r oy5tcms. 1he 

wing comments to Table VJI:2 \·Jill, as far ::is N0r .. :,o;y is cuncerne~, be lrn~;e;; on 

The maximal share of profits which mny he alloc.1tcd to inv·.·:str:-2nt fnds 1:; 

twice as high in Sweden os it is in Denmark ard l~cJ:r:way ,d.i:h J1iul :Td in 

between. The :foposit provisions in Sweden and ::<"inlau:J er,·- IH)~:e li.lwral tiJ:rn 

in the other two countries. In the foru~r countries th~ t~le is thtlt depo-

sits should not exceed the amount of taXC!S that othcr~»isc ~;hould have be2:1 

paid. Danish firrrs with compulsory honkkeuping hnvc to d"'''."08i t 502 of 

allocations or a~out 140% of taxes othecwisc Jc2. Other Danls11 firms ruu8t 

deposit an amount f!qunl to the allocatic·n.
1

) Urv1c0 r tbe NonJC'.~:Jan l":\'Dt(•m clc

po~~::i i ~: of the sarn0 size [J.S allocatiC;'llc3·· (;~ro;"-cr) .'.::_~~ t11c c~:t1::c. Clc-'r}uctinn (1.»~.H'.. 

lh~ D implies depc·sits which arc. twice as r,reat •1s Lhc alternat :;_v2 t:Dx p<!y-· 

rr,.e11ts. 

With regard to the purposes for which a-l locate(: funds mny 11'~ t~s<~·1 the 

N~~,;.:·cgi2n system is the m:ist H'b2r:-il, since it peri.1its chat withJrnwn (or 

released) funds are used to write dovn old plant ~nd equipment as well aa ne~ 

investments. The amount of inv2r~tmcr.ts currently uml<>rtc:kcn doe•; not, :.1:: 

oi:h'-!r words, limit the firrns' ability to use fml'.l e:~ is ti1e celo:c: j,, th': 

other three countries. Another imrlic<.tion c1f this Nor1-:1egi.'1n rule is 1-::,::it.: 

the freedom c·f the withdrawing enterprise to cJwns•~ ass2ts wi tli ci f~nrour,;::U cc 

durability for dc•\m-writin13 purposes - i.e. lon2; tern: cissc.ts - is likely 

to "..~e greatly t>nhanced, Under the Norwegian system a firm finAlJy has the 

op+:i0r1 to mr.kr! withdrawn funds subject to trixntion with0ut peE::ilty :on.d 

this too is a unique fcAture of the Norw0gian IF-system (cf. line 17 in 

Table VII:2). 

9) The Danish ,,,;; comF:itLec, which outlL1ed the original IF--syste•:1, n:1-:::i 
out~ stranssly cnou~h, the possibility that D9nish invcstm~nt fuvd~ 
should Le u::;ed as a tool for short·-term dcmzmd manap:c:mcnt. The n1a} n ar,:~u--· 

ment appe'.\18 t'o be th<.t th-i s would invoh'e und:1e reuul11tif'll of rriv.'tt(> 
enterprises, C()nse~J-.JC•ntly the IJnssible forrrn of such <'. system were not 
investir;atr-:d at all. See [7] pp. 140-l;l, 

1) As in~~ica~-.::~l in Tnblc 2~ de,osits in De:nmar\ .'1re made ·in ya·ivnt0 credit 
instiu.1.t;.;-:;. It is of course possible th<lt a bnr:k r·~.?.j n;.rcc to financ;: a 
d~posit throu~h ~new loan - especially sj~;~ ~he_ b3nk can do that Yith
out ~-~·y:i.r.t; 0·1.:.t ca~;h. As pointed out by l'.o:"~·· .. r>. [2-~j th1:~ iirm 1 !3 ahi~ir.y 
to fin.:ince iir-."estmenti:; is hardly inf h1erlc'.'.e·l by tiL· It--all ocaL:i.on j n surh 
a c.ase. 
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general rE'leasc. The F:inni;:;h dc:duct!cn is l•ov~t:ver giv01, only alter .'.t dis~· 

crctitirt3.ry gmrernrn~nt deci[;ion. 

In Non;ay allocc.t:Loris t:o ir:vestmF~nt f•:ndc. arc see:1 AS tc;:;; ::nry profit Bte

rilizations (inte·qnete:1tion 2), lfoen funds s.re t:.ted only 7.5 fer c;:;nt of the 

Norw""Y can be sc:..::n as a deduction from taxBblG income t\~c11.rn:.<11;-; :. ) '.""!r·:: 

thil'<l of allocations p-rcy_.::E_• The:; word prop:::r is added tc :l (;r'Jc;1'."·· i.:>;rit: \•c'.~ 

h.s:vc net cr1nsidcn::1 tbe dcd.ucti0r1 a p8ri: of alloc,1tio;·1s (i~~· r,:;_;: !.: <· :::;c~ t:lJ;:. 

mcrmin~; of allc'.'.:2t~ons becorncs the sm:i.3 <is in Swc:(1cu.). Thi~; m •.. ifh :::~.~'!. p•.l.i.'.1t 

'" • "1-- • 1 h 1 f } " : - • f • " · ·\ i, " • " · ' " 1 "r. t · '1 .'. • '" 1 J · \7 J ]'; ) o.i: VJ.<.::U) w.n c i f,~: on y orrna . , • .1.r,ai 11_anr.,, J t.rAs ,_,c:e.1 "'"'''!' •.:ll .1.1, .1..11) '-· - · -

ns e:rpln:i.ncod in note 2 aft-c~r the t2.bJ c, An :u~·yH·::nnt cliff(·"i-.;:nc-c. '"j i:Ji -rq~r.:·d 

to th2. c:;~i:!.·u tm: b<:-ncfl.t is evic1c~nt1y !.:bat Norw21:::: .. ,,'1 f-:.r .. ·.; ~ cc,n.t: ': ,·y tc• 

Sv~d:i s:, r:nd Fir.nish, get th:J extra deductioa reesrdleus .-.f \·,;:;; t·[-,,:c fr;:1d::-: 

t:h.s: extrfi (op~ortun~ty) 

cost wh:i eh is cquBl to the value of the investment: deduct.Len not 01,;::1::1.!;:::J, 

No extra tax benefits are given accordin£ to the Danish IF-rul~R. 

Investr,:?n~ funds in op(c:rati,:;n 
·---~-·------ ............. 

8. Beft-il.c-:! the fcn:;c;l an'llynis 1-t may b,; uscfnl to present dat:« ~~L:i eh will 

us~d i~ the past. Such descriptions have app2arcd cl~2ci1cre and it 

fm~e h:·:rt1ly necessary to be very detsiled be!.·~. 2) We :::lw11 dr:<d 

. , ls tnc1~c .. 

Swed<:m, but data for the oth,C!r N:i:edic c.0u;-;tdes wi]l '""° 1i:iscuBs.::<l b:.:icfly in 

ser.:tion 15. 

·-------.-..... a....-.... ..... -----... --·-----·--····-

2) See {or ins~auc.-; 
cl1.r;.pc 4c 

32-::;c,. 
,- 'l 

[ 9J 



The Swediflh investment fu;,) s playc.d c.-, 

the older rule, th.-=it i;..vestn:<~nt fuc~::~ not r-~lccsc~d witU.•1 l'.) y:;,~r:s ,,.-o.:~Id 

be subject to taxatio;1; reduced intC>rc:~1t in the ~.F-·systc·m. !J ~-,-.: r:l;e· Lic-.t 

poraticns' lack of int~rcst. Final.ly, in o=der t0 r~~uce pr~~its afte~ 

is mainly due to t ~,,-, 
l,_ ...... 

year an.d to so:.r:.::. of th::: ne.w feAturc.::; in tL-:: 1 ~;-55 H'··~i.ct (c:. ;.: , '..-".ie f.:.-c:-_, 

in most y(~<;~·n h::<v,~ elloc;;ted e. sirr1::.ficantly h·r;.'.'~r thatt~ of ,_T;;J.ue '°·'i1L 1 

to i.nv;:.:ctt!::~11t funds th:1n the latter. 4 ) 0£ t'i.1e tc•U:l c.ccL:;·,_,1_,~r.:·<l fnn-:>,:; <-i.t 

ths L~d of 1960, 70 per ~cnt had crnne fro~ corr0~~ti0~s wirh 8J~c t~an 

1000 employee.:;, 15 peJ: cent fro1.1 i::i-.crrs w.itli 300--lOC.:O u:1pLlycd uid the n'· 

mai11-i.ng l'.) r-e:r Cl'l!t from corporat iuns \'l th fe1-•e1· than 300 c-rnplc;y'cd. T1> 1.:.rP 

eaterpriscG 2ad the correspo~din~ figures for lS70 were 51, 14 and JS pe~ 

cent respectively. 

3) 
,-:- ... 
I j j 1' l . .L j__ ~. pp. lSS-96. 
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13,4 
21.9 
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1968 J 

1959 , 3235 :034 7 ··•{'\ 
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15.4 
20.2 
22.1 
28.5 
29.3 
30.3 
27.5 
29.2 
30. :i 
27.9 
29.2 
26.5 
27.7 
28.0 

122 
209 
238 
318 
304 
289 
424 
44!+ 
507 

97 
338 
455 
241 
136 
147 
167 
576 
530 
252 
330 

1140 
1276 

S'S9 
88:2 

1073 10 • '· 
1::10 ! 3517 755 
l 072. i ! \ , ' I 
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l ________ .J._ . 
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! 406 605 ! 1051 
_____ L. ___________ 4_6_3 _______ Li._. 6_7 ___ J_JJ?!;._7 __ ..:.-------· ------·---

3~S11 12.50 

,. 1 
Sou:·;.-:es: Ll9. (1%5 p. 72 :~rid 1970-71 p. 105) ~ the L2.bo-..:r H.3.rket Bo~rd) (5}, Bank of Sweden, Enterprises 1970 Table 

Z, SDS l9'i2 <:u.d ~i2tion.::~1 Accoun.~:> 1S50-71 St~tist:i.cal Re.ports N 1972:93 published by thCCer.traC'f;.:.;.-~eau of 
S~a:istic~ (CLS). 

l!ott. r:o tl'1(:. :..-:tbl.r.:4. The LJ.lH) .. ~~ lt~c:·-:,.~ct Bo·:;.::c: d2tr:. (cn:u!:TdS 1-5) arF.: bG.sed on tax.;t:io::. stc..tistics. Si:tce depo~it~ are !:tade 
after ~r~e ac.ccl!:\t:!~ns ye.al: (~vhic~1 ;113.J" di.(:fe.r f-ro:~1 t1-:e calendar Jrea.r), tl"'.e Labour 11arket Board data 2re n.ot di!.ect ... 
ly ccr1parc:ble l·1it!1. the; C~-::tral :3dr11-: St::iti.st.i...:s. ~1hicl1 are on a cale1i.dar year basis. The figures include t~""!e a:?~lo
cation~ 1960 and 1961 which - &c~ordi~g tQ :he special ad hoe rules ~ assumQd 100 per cen~ deposit3. The special 
allocations 1960 arr~u~tsd to 776 million 2~s. and of the 54 per cent excess deposits 300 ~i:lion crs. ware re
paid i1~ Dec~::~:i.C~:e 1962 :~~:;<l 115 ;,:iJ.lior' .. c.r-st ir~. Decer.iber lS0 62 .. In 1961 290 rr~illion crs. \\Tero al].o~at\~d a2-cor~ir!g 

t t .,__..,. :.--.c-~1·,,; ..,..., '·- - ~.,.. .. ., ~·'- -,--· .,,.;-L 1 .;.-,, -ov ,.,.,, ',..,.,.._,,.· "• -.···o · "',..._.;,;.; 7"- -.. ,1-, i9'? rs ~ f1~1 ,.., "'-32) 0 "'- ""::'""'' "'"- s.UJ.i::!S "'.··'-' l-u2 •. )/ , .. ~ ___ v_. '-"·C"'-.S ae,v,,1r:., .vt;.1.._. r<J.;/<•~-.. ~n .:.1e-..e:11L'er ... 0-• " ee "' :>..1 .:·P• .;;_ • 
The CBS-date in colu:nr:. 9 cov!Sr oni.y largt:;;:::- £i:-1;:s,. t~1.st is frcm 1955-64 firn:.s with n:ore than 25 employees and 
tLereafter fi.rr;;s ';Jith more. tha1-:. 50 et:qloye2s. Gross profits .:.re adjusted for change.e in invento'l:.'y re!:lcrves but 
do ;,i;t inc:lu·d,;: the balan:;e of finanda1. inco::iies and e~q>en:>cs. 
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As appears from Table VII:3, total allocations rose at a rapid rate after 1955. 

The very large allocations in 1960 (and to some extent even 1961) were due 

to the special ad hoe incentives mentioned in section 4. Since the bcginninr. 

of the sixties, yearly allocations in Sweden have varied between 400 and 

1000 million crs. It would of coursebe interesting to relate allocations 

to gross profits but the latter data are not readily available. The Central 

Bureau of Statistics has, however, presented estimated figures for manu

facturing industry which give at least a rough idea of the size of 8ross 

profits and allocations. Accordingly, to the CBS data (presented in cofomn 

9 in Table VII:3) less than 5 per cent of gross profits (adjusted for changes 

in inventory reserves) were allocated to investment funds 1955-57. The 

sharp rise during the recession 1958-59 is explained by declining profit~ 

as well as by increased allocations. After 1960 (when as much as 22 per cent 

of gross profits were allocated) The ratio has varied around 7-11 per ce~t. 

Taxable profits have also been kept down through accumul2tion of hidden 

reserves in buildings, machinery and inventories and (in the beginning of 

the period considered) through allocations to pension trusts. 5) On a 

trend basis allocations to IF in manufacturing industry have ri£;en at a 

faster rate than current depreciation allowances and after 1~60 the fcr.ner 

expressed as a percentage of the latter have varied between ll• a.n.d 24 per 

cent. 

At this point it may also be illustrative to indicate some results of 

Sodersten's recent analysis of Swedish corporations 1953-68. 6) During this 

period the profit margins7) of Swedish corporations have been squeezed sig

nificantly (from about 34 to 26 per cent), The corporations have, however, 

been able to maintain an almost unchanged gross saving ratio in the period 

due in particular to the declining tax ratio. The latter development is of 

course partly explained by the profit squeeze but to a considerable extent 

it is also the result of larger depreciation allowances and allocations to 

IF (in relation to value added). 

5) Of all these transactions aimed at reducing taxable income, alloca
tions to IF accounted for 11-17 per cent 1955-57 and for 27-29 per cent 
1958-62 with the exception of 1960 when the share was 62 per cent. 
l'hese ratios are implied in the data for manufacturing industry 1953-62 
which have been presented by Muten-Faxen, see [28] p. 360. 

6) For m~re details, see [33] pp. 323-32. 

7) Gross profits as a share of value added. Even the saving and the tax 
ratios as used by Sodersten are measul'.·ed as percentages of value added. 
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It is also of interest, finally, to com?are the accumulated investment 

funds with private fixed investments (net of residential construction). 

This is' done in Table VII:3 column 5. The percentage ratio rose significantly 

after 1955 and in all fears since 1960 it has exceeded 25 per cent. If, in 

other words, all corporations were asked to use their investment funds anci 

actually did that, an anticipated 25 per cent decline in private invest

ments in plants and equipment could be avoided. This is naturally an 

extreme case and actual releases have been far smaller than that and have 

taken place only after application by the firm. 

10. The first general release of investment funds took piace in the reces·· 
8) --- " 

sion 1958-59. From May 1958 to Septembi~r 1959 the Labour Marb.:t I'oard 

approved of almost all applications for releases. The dominating pnTt of 

the applications was for funds to finance buildings and plants. In order 

to secure employment during the winter, compliance with a construction time 

table approved by the local labour market authorities was a condition for 

release. The funds could only be used within a specified period of time. 

which usually was 12 or 18 months, in a few cases 2 years. The Lo.br)Ur Market 

Board permitted the release of 695 million crs. - about one half cf exist

ing funds - to a total of 1118 corporations, approximately one third of 

those with investment funds, At the same time another 315 millions were 

released for long-term projects by the government. It has been estiwBted 

that about 90 per cent of the above mentioned funds was actually used by 

the firms. To judge the~ impact of these releases it would of course be 

necessary to know to what extent investments now financed by investment 

funds would have been made if no releases had been allowed. No thorough 

empirical investigation of the net effect of the 1958-59 releases has been 

made. It has, however, been argued that a large part of the expansionary 

effects came too late and stimulated private investment activity well into 

1960 when the new boom had begun.9) 

The next large scale release came in 1962. In May the Labour Market Board 

was authorized to release funds for investments in buildings. A condition 

8) For an account )f conjunctural development and economic policy in 
Sweden in the post-war period, see [24] • 

9) See The Swedish Econnmy, November 1960, p. 40 and [13] p. 33. This 
experience influe::nccd the designing of the subsequent releases. 
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was that construction had been started before Nuvember 1962 and only costs in

curred before May 1 1963 would be coverc:,,c1 by the:'. re}e;1se. The latter pro

vision was changed in April 1963 so that outlays made between Nove;mber 1 

1963 and March 31 1964 would also be coven::J. f.pproximately 700 million crs. 

were released to 554 corporations in tbir; way but th~ estimAted costs fer. 

the projects in question were~ coiisiderably higher (1150 million). 

Late in 1962 it was decided to release funds for investments in machinery 

(and ships) as wPll. In •~his case it was stipulated that orders had to be 

made before May l 1963 and delivery should take place so early that the 

main employment effect would occur during 1963. About 300 million were re

leased for this purpose. 

In the empiric'll st.udy made by Eliassoi.1 rJo], the aim waP to YN;c!&Ure the 

net impact of the 1962-·63 release. According t:0 his study th::; ~r21::ult 0.f 

the release was a subst.i::.ntial and well-dme.d net effe·::t of. P.br)ut 300 

million crs. on p,ross indue:trial construction r.uring the 10 month release 

period from July 1 1962 to Apr. i1 30 1963. This a:rounts to abG;.:t 15 l'er 

cent of total inciustrial conf;truction during the fin~al year 1962/63. 

The s!rnre of total construction would of c.:ourse be mu<.:h s:naller. Eliasson 

points out also, however, that a r:.on-desire<l b!:icklog effect rem.'li.n.;;~d during 

the suruner of 1963 and that the geogr&phical distrHmtion of the net e.ffocts 

was less fuvoureble since the strongest impact was found in regions with 

no particular unemployment problems. As far. as the release for investm~nts 

in ma.chinery and equipment :i.s concerned a net incrE:ase in orders plnc.ed 

at about 160 million crs. was regif;tered. An estimated 30 per cent of these 

orden1 was placed abroad, 

11. A third rour1d of general releases began in 1967. In Mey it was announc

ed that investment funds could be used to finance investments in manuf actur

ing industry and mining. Concerning investments in bui ldin~!S, costs incurred 

during the last quarter of 1967 and the first quarter of 1968 could be 

written off against IF if constructfon had startctl after May 19t 1967. 

With regard to investments in machinery n condition ·was th,,-:t r-urchases were 

made during the period May 19 - September 30, 1967 and that delivery took 

place before March 31, 1968. Late in 19&7 this offer was ~xtennC?.d to cover 

purchaees in tl~e per:io<l D8c.embQr ~L 1967 - M:nch 31, 1968 if the equi.pri:cnt 

was delivered before July 1, 1968. The estimatr;d total cost of the invr:.st

mcnt proj~~.cts co•Jered by these two relecses wad 1850 aillir.n crs. 
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In October 1967 it was deddeJ to re>lease IF fo!'.' inventory inve.~:t:ments mn.de 

in the period Novt:!m"!:icr l, 1967 - M.srch 31~ 1%8. About 140 million n·s. 

were released for this :1Urpose. 

The last reh~ase to check the 1966-68 recession ~,;as announcen in Apri 1 

1968. Again investments in buildings outside manufacturin~ industry o.r:r..' 

mining were not eligible whereas no such restriction W3S r,rcscribed this 

. f . . h' l) 0 d f b' . d b l d time or investments in mac 1nery. r ers or mac 1nery na to e p ace 

between May 1 and September 30, 1968 an'1 delivery should be rr-a<le befo:ce 

April 1969. Investments in buildings could be written off r.gninst j nw~s t·

ment funds if construction started after May 1, 1968 and the costs were 

incurred between October 1, 1968 and Murch 31, 1969. The tatal c0st cf the 

proje:;ts which benefitted from the April 1968 release wc-.:s approximate:.y 8HO 

million crs. This brin[;s the total for the genere,1 releases durin~: the 

1967-68 recession to 2870 million crs. Of this investment cost C·nly a part 

was IF-financed. 

The two general releases announced in May and De:ce1r.ber 1967 hcLVC been th::> 

subject of an empirical investigation [31J similar to the; oac uE<le bj' 

Elias son [10 J. The new study, uLdertaken by Rucherg-Ohrn<m, deals rnaixuy 

with investments in machinery whereas Eliasson's main field of interest 

was construction activity. According to the new study the net effect ~f t~e 

two releases was to increase outlays for machinery and equiprr2nt in man:i-

facturing industry and mining by more than 7 per cent (measured at an 
.... , 

annual rate) during the last quarter of 1967 an 11 the first quarter of 19()8. '·' 

The corresponding fip;ure for the December 1962 release was 5 per cent. It 

has, however, been estimated that the import leakage was somewhat lar.zcr 

1967-68 than 1962-63 (42 per cent and 30 per cent respectively). 3) 

The fourth round of counter-cyclical releases was undertaken during the 

1971 recession (the most se.vere in Sweden in the post-war period). A general 

1) 

2) 

3) 

It may Le pointed out here that a temporary 25 per cenr tax on building 
investments was in force frmr1 April 1967 to September 1968, The i:ax 
was not deductible and therefore prohibitive. Among the sectors exempted 
frotn the (:;2lcctive) tax were e.g. manufacturir-5 and mining, residential 
construction and the Development Are.a. 

See (31) pp. 54-55. 

See 
the 
(53 

r: ... 
l31J pp. 66-67. Another difference between the releases 'W&i:> thl'lt 

net effect as a percentage of the ~ross effect was greater in 1962 
per cent) than in 1967 (35-43 per cent). 
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release for inventory investments during t:he rest nf the yc:nr wa3 announced 

in July 1971. A total of b80 million crs, wao. us0d in this wa:y. Apart from 

that no general releases were authorized 1971-72. Instead. th2 govi:~rnment 

decided to rely for the first time on selective releases for conjunctural 

purposes. According to Gru11dberg 918 million crs. were released by the 

government during 1971 for projects outside the di::velopmenc area. 4> Whether: 

the new way of handling releases should be seen as a permanent feature or 

not is not clear at the present .time. If all future releas£s are going to 

be selective, enterprise attitudes towards investment funds would be chang~d 

for at least two reasons. In the first place expectations concerning the likf!

lihood of releases would probably be influenced. Secondly (as pointed out 

earlier) the extra investment deduction is not admitted ,.;hen releases are 

selective. 

12. It should, finally, be pointed out that the Swedish IF--.:iystc!m since 1963 

has been used not only to fight recessions but also to encoara.g~ ~:nvest-

. h' 1 . S) . . . 1 ments wit i.n tle development area. The first maJor r2f.:1.onal re.ec:.se was 

a general one from mid-1963 to rnid-1965. During this period at0~'t: 370 

million crs. were set free for investments in Northern Sweden. The sub-

sequent regional releases have all been selective. Two typsr ean be dis·

tinguished. In the first group we find rcle.ases to be used e::.dusively with

in the development area. During the years 196~-71 releases of this type 

amounted to about 760 t:iillion crs. The second group consif'ts of so called 

combined releases which means that funds are made available for investments 

outside the development area as a reward for using investment funds 

within this area. The combined releases 1964-71 anounted to about 2.5 

milliard crs. According to Gnmdberg' s e:::timate only 14 r>~~r cent of this 

sum was used within the developr•E:nt area. The combined n~lea::::es were 

rather large 1961+-·65 and 1969-71 but of modest size 1966-68. Although this 

evidence is not conclusive it seerus probable that these relenses h'id smn~ 

undesirable infladonary effects during the boom years 1964-65 tmd 1969-70. 

• On the other hand the combined rele<'lses 1971 reinforced the general anti· 

recession policy. 

4) See [15] Table 17 p. 141. 

5) For a discussion of regional releases in Sweden, see [2] and [15]. 



With regard to the free sector it has earlier. been pointed out that 

withdrawals from that sector have been relatively unimporumt in Sweden 

until now. 

13. Let us finally take a brief look at allocations in the other Nordic 

countries. These are shown in Table VII:4. As appears, allocations in Norway 

and Denmark have been quite substantial in recent years where~s investment 

funds have played a minor role so far in Finland. Allocntions in Norway 

rose sharply after the counter-cyclical IF-law was changed in 1967 (colum~ A) 

and the passing two years later of the new regional IF-provisions (column P). 

At the end of 1971 accumulated A··deposits in Bank of Norway amounted to 

1486 million crs. which corresponds to 7 per cent of private fixed capital 

formation 1970. 6
) Allocations in Denmark were more than quintupled between 

1958 (the first year of operation) and 1967, The decline 1967-68 was probably 

to a large extent due to the anticipated introduction of a pay-as-you-go 

tax collecting system from 1970. 7) 

Table VII:4. Allocations to IF in Norway, Denmark and Finland 1951-71 (Million 

Norwegian and Danish crowns and Finnish marks) 

1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 : 

1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 

Sources. -------

Norway Denmark r Finlan<l 
·-

·A B 

- - -
- - -- . - -
- - -
- ~ 717 - 6 
- - 10 
- - 6 
- 113 4 
- 113 8 
- 86 133 15 
- 100 165 12 
58 125 216 11 
83 93 230 -

106 127 260 -
114 162 412 11 
148 145 463 14 
268 130 605 17 
352 150 365 13 
373 255 -
410 342 83 

30 

Denmark: [27] p. 80 and Statistiske efterretninger, Norway: [15 J 
p. 94 and p. 114, Finland: [15J p. 173. 

6) 

7) 

For a_ detailed survey of orierations under the Norwegian regional n~-syst:em, 
see Lis] pp. 93-120. 
The reform implied that taxes on incomoc earned in 1968 and payable in 
1970 would not be collected. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

AN IP-MODEL FOR A GROWING FIRM 

A1aum.ption1 Underlyiag the Formal Analysis 

14. In this chapter we shall present a model which may serve as a starting point 

at an evaluation of the tax benef.ita which a growing firm may obtain through an 

IF-system. The approach is e1sentially the same that was used in chapter VI to 

analyse veriou1 forms of accelerated depreciation. This means that the effective 

tax rate is the basic concept in the analysis. It also follows that profitabili

ty effects will be our main concern and that liquidity constraints on the firm's 

ilivestment activity will be disregarded. We investigate how the effective tax 

rate is affected when a firm with an exogenous growth rate makes ~early alloca

tions to investment f\lllds while funds are released by the authorities or with

drawn by the firm according to a certain time pattern. The analysis is, in 

other woeda, not concerned with individual investment projects but with a grow

ing flow of such projects. The assumption about an exogenous growth rate (and 

therefore investment decisions which are independent of the IF-system) is 

essential in the first step of the analysis. Ultimately the aim is of course 

to arri•• at a more or less precise evaluation of how the IF-systems may 
influence the behaviour of firms and capital formation in.the private sector of 

economy. 

As we have seen in Chapter \'U the Swedish IF-systeip contains most of the 

features of the IF-systems of the other Nordic countries. In order to be 

specific we shall therefore use the Swedish provisions as a starting point for 

the formal analysis• The Swedish rules which are most important for the analysis 

can be sumnarized as follows: 

1° Each year corporations in Sweden are allowed to set aside in an investment 

fund a maximum of 40 % of profits before tax. The allocation is deductible 

for tax purposes. We shall suppose that our firm annually makes allocations 

A~ amounting to the share a of profits, i.e. 

G 
At • aVt (1) 

2° Of the allocation 46 % must be deposited in a blocked account in the 

Central Bank which is not interest-bearing. Let 13 denote that share of 



the allocation which is deposited in the Central Bank while 

deposited sum in a given year. Thus 

A~ • f!A~ 
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is the 

(2) 

3° If total effective demand for goods and services is considered insufficient 

to secure full employment the authorities may grant firms permission to use 

their investment funds during a certain period of time. We shall assume 

that such releases of investment funds occur regularly with an interval of 

p years between the releases. We shall further suppose that the release 

constitutes a certain fraction fB of the firm's gross investment during 

the year of release. As an alternative to this, the releases are assumed 

to amount to a certain fraction, q, of the allocations during the p years 

before the release. If the first allocation is made in year zero and the 

first release takes place in year p then t • np (n=l,2, ••. ) will be the 

years with releases. The two alternative assumptions about the authorities' 

release behavior may therefore be written 

RG • f IG 
np B np 

(3) 

RG 
p-1 

AG 
- q I np 

1•0 
(n-l)p+i (4) 

The amouni paid out by the Central Bank in connection with the release is 

(5) 

4° If the release is granted by the labor market authorities firms are 

entitled to a so called investment deduction. This is an extra deduction 

from··taxable income of 10 % of the (actual) release at the tax-assessment 

of the same year. If the investment deduction is denoted H and the np 
fraction of the release which may be deducted y we have 

H 
G 

(6) • yR np np 

5° When funds have been blocked in an IF-account during at least five years 

(including the year when the allocation took place) 30 % of such funds may 

be used freely for investment purposes. If, however, a part of the alloca

tion in question previously has been released with the authorities permission 

the free use of that allocation is reduced correspondingly. That part which 

actually can,_ be used freely constitute the so called "free sector" while 
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the remaining part will be referred to as the "tied sector". Withdrawals 

from the free sector can be written in the following way 

t>m • 
(7) 

m is the number of years between the allocation and the withdrawal and 

6 is the share of the allocation in year t-m which can be withdrawn by 

the firm. The part of the withdrawal which is paid out in cash by the 

Central Bank is as before 

(8) 

6° When funds are released from the tied sector or withdrawn from the free 

sector the new investments must be written down by an amount which is 

equal to the investment funds used. These immediate depreciation allow

ances are not deductible. The firm's volume of investment puts in other 

words a limit to the total use of investment funds in a given year. Let 

D: denote depreciation allowances which are not deductible. Thus we have 

(9) 

and 

( l.O) 

15. To the rules of the IF-system should be added a number of simplieying 

assumptions. 

1° We shall assume that the rate of growth of the firm's capital stock Kt 
is a predetermined function of time. This means of course that in the 

present model the firm's investment decisions are not affected by the 

existence of the IF-system. Two possibilities will be considered. In 

the first place the rate of growth is assumed to be constant and equal to 

e • Secondly we shall suppose that the growth rate is G in years with 

releases from the tied sector and g in other years where G>&· For a 

full IF-cycle of p years the rate of growth is in other words constant 

and given by 

K (_j._){ l_\p-1 K 
np • 1-G/ I=iJ (n-l)p (11) 
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a0 'nle actual depreciation in the value of the capital stock as a result of 

wear ant tear and aging constitutes in every period a constant proportion, 

b, of the stock of capital at the end of the period. 

9° Normal (or current) depreciation allowances constitute in every period 

a constant proportion, d, of the book value of the capital stock at the end 

of the period (the declining balance method). The extent to which convention

al depreciation is accelerated can be measured by the difference d-b which 

is assumed to be non-negative. Actual differences between depreciation due 

to wear and tear and aging on the one side and current (or normal) 

depreciation allowances on the other are consequently attributable to the 

working of the IF-system as well as conventional accelerated depreciation. 

At the end of this chapter it is shown that the size of the tax benefits 

which a firm may obtain by using the IF-system depend upon the degree of 

acceleration of current depreciation. It is for this reason that no attempt 

has been made in the formal analysis to separate the effects of the IF

system from effects of conventional accelerated depreciation. 

10° Net profit taxation is proportional and constant. 

11° The firm's rate of profit before taxation, r, is constant and inde?~~ 
f h • f h · 1 · f. i... capital o t e size o t e capita stock, its rate of growth and the 1r~ 

. . · . . n the firm 1 s structure·(the shares of internal financing and debt). r.~~~ 

dividend policy the rate of prof it is futthermote ass~d to be large enoug' 

to permit the formation of concealed reserves t-Jo~ough IF-allocations and 

accelerated depreciation which occurs. 

12° AvaUable internal funds (includi.-i!r ~ayed deposited funds) and the firm's 

borrowing potential are auffjci.JN« to rule out that investments are 

restricted by liquidity ~de~ations. 
···-·· 

13° nte use of accelerate~.1t~preciation and other schemes influencing taxable 

profit• Jj1:A ... c ~~d by th.o ~••of the IF-systems. 

140 All ~elevant prices are constant. 

15° nte model is deterministic: expectations about future receipts and payments 

are single valued. 
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These assumptions are very similar to these used in the study by Johansson

!denhammar .11 

Some implications 

16. After the main assumptions underlying the formal analysis have been 

.presented it may be useful to indicate some implications of these assumptions. 

This will be done in this and the following section. 

Let us start with the tied sector and point out in what way assumptions (3) 

and (4) are related to each other. From asst.nnption 1° it follows that 

IG • (G+b)K np np 
(12) 

According to assumption 11° the amount of profit before taxes is 

(13) 

We insert equations (1) and (11)-(13) into (4). After summation (4) can be 

written 

RG • ar(l-G) [i-(1-g)PJ 1G 
np q g(G+b) np (14) 

Equation (14) shows that the assumption that the release from the tied sector 

every p'th year amounts to 100 fB per cent of the firm's gross invesment is 

equivalent to the assumption that the release constitutes a constant fraction 

q of the allocations during the p years before the release. This is hardly 

surprising with the assumptions we have made. q and fB are thus related 

in the following way 
.. •. ar(l-G) [i-(1-g)~ 

f B • q g(G+b) (15) 

In the subsequent a~lysis the way in which different parameters enter depends 

. upon whether assumption (3) or (4) is used. It is for that reason that they 

will be used alternatively. If q(£ 8) is regarded as the authorities parameter 

of action then f B(q) is a dep.endent variable determined by r, G, g, b, p, 

and q(fB) as indicated by (15). 

l/ See (1s] pp. 56-62. 
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q is the part of the allocations which is actually released. It is of course 

possible that the authorities permit the release of a larger part of the 

allocationa than the firm can or is prepared to invest in new machinery and 

buildings within the prescribed time limit. In that case the actual value of 

q is lower than the maxim.um value. As a rule we shall suppose that q in 

these two senses are equal. Although it is conceivable that a release from 

the tied sector exceed the allocations during the previous p years it is 

appropriate in the present context to assume q < 1. 
= 

We now turn to the free sector. Since there is no a priori reason to believe 

that withdrawals from this sector will affect the time pattern of investments 

in any particular way, we shall consider only the possibility of a constant 

growth rate as far as the free sector is concerned. Let fF denote the ratio 

between withdrawals and gross investment in a given year (i.e. F~/I~). 

If equations (1), (7) and (11)-(13) are taken into account fF can be 

expressed as 

From equations (9) and (10) it follows that 

(16) 

(17) 

Equation {17) in combination with (15) and (16) define the combinations of 

parameter values which are consistent with the condition that in any given year 

the total use of funds cannot exceed the firm's gross investment. We shall 

therefore refer to equation (17) as the investment restriction. At the same 

time the .. ·total use of I-funds naturally cannot be in excess of previous 

allocations. For simplicity this condition is stated in this way 

(18) 

6 is the part of the free sector which is actually released. This part may 

be less than the maximum fraction permitted in the law if releases from the 

tied sector are extensive or gross investments are small. 

17. We shall finally indicate the firm's cumulated investment fund S~. We have 
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A~ -
1 

R~ lp 

t 

- .l F~ 
1-m 

(19) 

If the rate of growth is constant and if t is a year with release from the 

tied sector (t • np) we get .after emiaation~ 

SG • !!. K [1 - q(l-e) - ~(1-e)m - (l-q-6)(1-e)t+l] (20) 
t e t 

The cumulated deposited IF is thus 

SN - asG 
t t 

(21) 

With the asstDDption used here (that releases from the free sector is possible 

only after m years while releases with the authorities permission never occur 

earlier than the year after the allocation) a growing enterprise cannot clear 

its investment funds completely, even if q + o • 1. The accumulation of funds 

is evidently smallest when q • l and <5 • O, other things being equal. In 
G G 

that case St • At. 

Determination of the Current Tax Ratio 

18. We are now ready to determine the firm's effective tax rate in a situation 

with an operating investment funds system. Introduction of what is here called 

the tax ratio is postponed to section 22. As pointed out earlier the growth 

rate is assumed to be constant as far as the free sector is concerned. 

Taxable profit Wt is gross profit less deductible depreciation allowances, 

allocations to investment funds and - in years with releases from the tied 

sector ~. investment deductions. According to assumption 9° current deprecia

tions allowances Dd are 
t 

Dd • dC 
t t 

(22) 

Index d indicates that these allowances are deductible for income tax purposes. 

We may thus write 

W • V + bK - dC - AG - H 
t t t t t np 

(23) 

In the following the firm's cash payments to the Central Bank in connection with 

allocations to investment funds are regarded as tax payments while repayments 

from IF-accounts in the Central Bank are treated as transfer payments (negative 
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taxes). Accordingly the firm's total tax payment in a given year will be 

(24) 

tN is the statutory corporate tax rate. The effective tax rate is defined as 

tE • T /V 
t t t 

which - after insertion of (23) and (24) - becomes 

(25) 

(26) 

Substitution of equations (1)-(3), (5)-(8), (12), and (13) into (26) gives 

the following expression for the effective tax rate 

E N [ d-b d et~ t • t 1 - a - - + -(1 - -) + aB -
t r r Kt 

f £8 (tNy+8)(G+b)J . [ m] 
- - aB6(1-9} r t•np t!Jn 

(27) 

With all terms included (27) is valid for t • np ~ m. If withdrawals from the 

free sector have not yet been possible because t <·m then the term inside the 

paranthesis with the subscript t > m -release from the tied sector (t • np+i 

is zero. If t is a year without 

where i•l,2, ••• ,p-1) then the term 

inside the paranthesis with the subscript t • np is equal to zero. In what 

follows .~his notation will be used. 

19. In order to develop expression (27) we now have to determine the book value 

of the capital stock et. Since the change of the book value is.the firm's 

gross investment less depreciation allowances et can be expressed as 

et • ct-l + 1~ - o: - n~ (28) 

or, after inserting (9) and (22) 

(l+d)Ct • C + IG - RG - FG 
t-1 t np t 

(29) 
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From this point on it seems convenient to keep the tied-sector and the free

sector systems apart. The solution of the difference equation (29) for the 

former respectively the latter system is11 

cnp+i • 1 - f (1-x-A)~ yi - ...!!._ [1-yi+l + x(l-yp)l-Z~ yi] (30) 
K . I 1-1 1-y 1-3 np+1 

where 

u t+l 1 - -(1-v ) 1-v 

= !::& y l+d 

z = p-1 xy 

The time variable is composed of the following parts 

m+j = t = np + i 

t>m 
= 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

where i = 0,1,2, ••• ,p-l; n • 0,1,2, ••• and j = 0,1,2, ••.• j is thus 

the number of years which have gone since the first release from the free 

sector. 'i, on the other hand, is the number of years which have elapsed since 

the latest release from the tied sector. As long as no funds whatsoever have 

been used (in which case t is less than m and p while n = 0) and in 

the absence of normal accelerated depreciation (which means that d = b), 

et = Kt as equations (30) and (31) show. With fB = o = 0 and a constant 

rate of growth . 8 (so that v = x • y and z "" xp) any difference between 

Ct and · Kt would be due to accelerated depreciation. In that case both (30) 

and (31) would be reduced to 

- d-b [ - (1-0) t+i] 1 9 +d 1 l+d 
(38) 

1/ For a derivation, see Section A in the appendix to this chapter. 
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20. Having got the solutions for Ct we may now calculate the effective tax 

rate. Instead of dealing with t~, however, it appears convenient to consider 

the tax ratio tt defined as the effective tax rate as a ratio of the 

statutory tax rate or 

(39) 

tt may of course also be seen as the ratio between tax liabilities when 

depreciations are accelerated (one way or the other) and tax liabilities under 

a system without acceleration. 1/ We insert in turn (30) and (31) in (27), 

divide by . tN ... au ·get 

[ 

(G+b)~+ f3 W ·i-
f ' t .· + 
B r =np 

+ fB~(l-x-u)l-zn Yi - ~ + ud [1 - Yi+l + x(l-yp)ll--zzn YJ (40) 
r 1-z r r(l-y) ] 

· J( f3) m [f3 d J
0

+l] t • 1 -~ 1- -a(&(l-e) - - -(1-v :> -
t tN' N e+d t>m 

. t = 

_ d-b + ud (l-vt+l) 
r r(l-v) 

or, for the sake of brevity 

tnp+i • ·1 - A - [BI] + BII _ DI + 0II 
t-np· .t. t 

.. tt - 1 - A - [11 - ,.n] - n1 
+ DII 

t t>m t -

(41) 

(40a) 

(4la) 

In equations (40) aud (41) the firm's current tax ratio has been expressed 

as a function of the p.rametars of the IF-system Q, S,~ ,o, m, P and fB and 

the tax rate tN, the wear-and~tear. ·coefficient b, the depreciation allow

ance rate d, the profit rate r and the rate of growth. Instead of tB we 

may think of q as the authorities' parameter of actiM. If q is substituted 

for fB according to (15) the terms BI and BII in (40) are changed into 
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t•np 
(42) 

(43) 

Expressions (42) and (43) contain a but not r and b while the 9pposite 

is true for the same terms in equation (40). We thus see that the choice between 

fB and q as action parameter determines, in our model, whether or not the 

firm's tax ratio is an explicit function of the rate of profit and the 

depreciation rate. 

21. In this and the following section the solution for the tax ratio will be 

discussed in some detail. More precisely we shall interpret the solution and 

say something about the size of the tax ratio and its development over time 

after the introduction of the IF-system in year zero. 

4s is evident from equations (40a) and (4la) each of the two tax ratio 

expressions consists of six components. Let us start with the tied sector and 

(40). The second term . A shows how allocations change the tax ratio. This 

effect is of course due to the fact that the deposit rate e is not equal 

to the rax rate tN. The third term B1 shows the lowering of the tax ratio 

every p'th year which is the result of the transfer of funds from the 

blocked account in the Central Bank and the extra investment deductions in 

connection with releases from the tied sector. B1 is consequently zero in 

years without such release (i.e. when t = np+i where i = 1,2, ••• ,p-1). 

The fourth term in (40) s11 indicates how it affects the current tax ratio 
t 

that previous releases have reduced the depreciation base (the book value) and 

thus current depreciation allowances. This term is therefore equal to zero as 

long as releases have not yet occurred (i.e. when t < p so that n • o). 

The fifth and sixth terms in (40} reflect the influence on the tax ratio of 

normal accelerated depreciation and in the absence of such acceleration (i.e. 

when d • b) these terms will of course disappear. n1 represents the reduc

tion of the tax ratio which would have been brought about by the current excess 

write-down if Ct • Kt. n11 
shdws the increasing effect on the tax ratio 

which is due to the fact that previous accelerated depreciation has reduced the 
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d . • b 1/ current eprec1at1on ase. 

We next come to the tax ratio expression under a free-sector IF-system. 

Evidently the interpretation of each term in (41) is quite similar to that 

of the corresponding term in (40). FI indicates how much the tax ratio is 

lowered when deposited funds are paid out from the free sector account in 

the Central Bank. F~I, on the other hand, reflects the size of the tax ratio 

which is due to the decrease of the depreciation base following.from previous 

withdrawals from the free sector. FI and F!1 are of course equal to zero 

before year m when funds may be withdrawn for the first time. 

22. We shall now discuss the development over time of the tax ratio. With 

normal accelerated depr~ciation,a constant growth rate and no IF-provisions 

~ • fB .. • 15 • O) •. The current tax ratio would be 

[ 
( ) t+l] 

tt • 1 - r(~::) e+d\{:: (44) 

After a sharp decline after the introduction of accelerated depreciation in 

year zero the tax ratio would thus in this case increase monotonically towards 

the limiting value l--8(d-b)/r(0+d) which is less than unity provided r >e. 

The case with a free sector IF-system is similar to accelerated depreciation 

in the sense that the tax ratio converges. With no accelerated depreciation 

the tax ratio is equal to 1-A from year zero (when the first allocations 

are made) to the last year before the first withdrawal (i.e. year m-1), cf. 

equations {41) and (4la). For t-m we have 

tm is smaller than 1-A provided s/tN > b/(l+b). As t increases beyond 

m, tt rises monotonically towards the limiting value (indicated by the absence 

of a t-subscript) 

~ 
6-\ mf6 b\: 

1- --- cS(l-9) - - -·-N 1 \ N 0+b) 
t , t I 

(46) 

1/ In a given year an excess of current depreciation allowances over wear-and
tear reduces the tax ratio by 

or 
~d~b)Kt - d{Kt - Ct) 

rKt 
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If the free-sector IF-system is combined with accelerated depreciation the tax 

ratio still converges towards a limiting value which is given by equation, (41). 

If this limiting value is denoted tFSAD it can be shown that 

as (47) 

where fF is defined by (16). In terms of the limiting value of the tax ratio 

it is in other words advantageous for the firm to combine a free-sector IF

system with conventional accelerated depreciation provided the free sector 

is smaller than 100 per cent of allocated funds. 

Even under a pure tied sector system the tax ratio is 1-A as long as no 

releases have been granted, i.e. from year zero to year p-1. If S < tN (as 

is the case in Sweden but not in the other Nordic countries, cf. Table VII:2 and 

if the firm for one reason or another chooses not to accept releases of funds, 

then the tax ratio is constant, less than unity and -qual to 1-A. 

How does the tax ratio change after the releases have started? The successively 

increasing loss of depreciation base in connection with the releases implies a 

decrease in the book value in relation to the value of the capital stock. That 

this is so can be seen in equation (30) where the factor (1-zn) in the second 

term increases monotonically towards unity as t ~ m since z is positive and 

less than one. This means, as (27) and (40) show, that the tax ratio increases 

over time. The tax ratio does not, however, converge monotonically but 

fluctuates cyclically around the rising trend. The cyclical fluctuations are 

of course due to the assumption about periodical releases from the tied sector. 

In a formal sense the fluctuations can be ascribed to the factor yi in the 

term B~1 in equation (40) which gives fluctuations for the whole term. Besides 

it is only every p'th year that BI in the same expression is not zero. 

Under a pure tied sector IF-system and with our assumptions we may therefore 

say that the tax ratio t . (i•O,l, ••• ,p-1) converges towards p different np+1 
limiting values when t approaches infinity. If i•O the limiting value is 

R G+b .. [ e 
t(. ) • 1 - a(l - ..t!...) - f -· · · y + - -

1•0 tN B r tN 

1 
b l 

(l+b) (1-z) j 
"" 

(48) 

If i•l,2, ••• ,p-1 the liniiting values will be 

t(it'o) • 1 - a(l - :N) 
+ f b(l-x)yi 

B r(l-z) (49) 
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Other things being equal the numerical ~alue of t(i~O} is greatest when i=l 

and smallest when i•p-1. 

If the tied sector system is combined with accelerated depreciation even the 

last term in equation (40) would contribute.to.cyclical fluctuations around a 

using trend. 

The Average Tax Ratio 

23. With a fluctuating c~rrent tax ratio it is of course somewhat difficult to 

survey how the tax bu~den is influenced by the use of the IF-system. As far as 

monotonically converging systems are concerned one possibility would be to bas~ 

an evaluation on the limiting value of the tax ratio. An obvious difficulty 

when alternative limiting values are compared is, however, that the pace at 

which convergence occur, may differ significantly. 

In this section we shall therefore carry the analysis a further step forward • 

through the introduction of a measure which sums up the tax effects of the IF

system. This measure is simply the mean value of the tax ratio. We first 

calculate the average effective tax rate: 

~ .. 
T (SO) 

D equals l+rd vbere rd is the discount rate of interest which the firm 

considers relevant. It should be noted that when this subjective discount 
1/ . . 

rate is determined taxation is taken into account. We assume that the dis-

count r~te b greater than the average rate of growth. 21 In the numerator of 

(SO) ve have tbe sum of the discounted tax payments - defined in accordance 

with equation (24) - and the denominator is the sum of the discounted profits. 

~is thus a weighted average of the firm's effective tax rates between year 

zero and year T and the weight is for every year the discounted value of pro

fits. If in equation (13) Vt is expressed in terms of K
0 

the average tax ratio 

can be written 

1/ 

2/ 

The .iiscount rate of interest is also "after" taxes in Johansson's and 
Edenhammar's study, see (18] p. 60. For a discussion of the relationship 
between the discount rate of interest before and after taxes, see (18A] 
p. 72. ~ 

p-1 p 
Formally tbis means that oP > (_L) (-1-) = ( 1 ) · where 0 the average 

1-G 1-g H 
rate of growth. If G•g=e the condition is D(l-0) > l. 
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(51) 

where 

r 1 ln [ l l n(p-l)+i 
wt = l D(l-G)] D(l-g)j 

(52) 

In order to simplify let us assume that the firm's time ho~izon T is not 

limited. If we.use (40) and (41) to calculate the average tax ratio letting t 

approach infinity we obtain for the tied-sector system11 

(53) 

and for the free-sector system11 

t • B ~ r. f3 Dd 1 d-b [ Dd J 1 -cil.(l - tN) -
0

m LtN - D(l+d)-lj- -r- 1 - D(l+d)-1 (54) 

or, for the sake of brevity 

t=l-A-B-D (53a) 

and 

t • ·l - A - F - D (54a) 

In equation (53) q and not fB is considered as the authorities parameter 

of action. If fB is substituted for q in accordance with (15) B is 

changed into 

(53) 

1/ For a derivation, see Section B in the appendix to this chapter. 
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If £8 is the parameter of action B is a function of b and r but not°'-. 

If q is the action parameter the opposite is true. In this respect the B-terms 

in equation (40) and equation (53) behave not surprisingly in the same manner. 

It is interesting to point out, however, that with q as the exogenous and 

f 8 as the endogenous variable the mean value calculation entails the elimina

tion of G. This is not the case whtm. £
8 

is the action parameter. Thus B in 

equation (SS) is a function of g and G while B according to (53) contains 

only the growth rate g. It should also be observed that the growth variable 

disapp.ears from the free sector expression when the tax ratio is transformed 

into the average tax ratio, cf. equations (41) and (54). 

24. In this section .... comments to the solutions for the average tax ratio 

will be made. When equations (53) and (54) are seen in relation to (40) and (41) 

it is obvious that B is the mean value of (B1 - B11) and reflects the 
t t 

impact of tied sector releases on 

is the mean value of (FI - FII) 
t t 

the average tax ratio. Ft on the other hand 

and shows the effects of withdrawals from the 

free sector. D, finally, indicates the effects of conventional accelerated 

depreciation in the absence of an IF-system and is thus the mean value of 
I II (D - Dt ). It should be stressed, however, that the presence or absence of 

accelerated depreciation is of importance for the extent to which the IF-system 

influences the tax ratio. This is easily seen in equation (53) and (54). The 

depreciation allowance rate d affects B and F only through the term 

E • Dd/(D+Dd-1) which varies positively with d. This means - all other things 

being equal - that the reduction of the average tax ratio brought about by the 

IF-system is smaller the greater the depreciation allowance rate is (or - given 

the value of the depreciation coefficient - the greater the absolute accelera

tion d;..b is). 

D is positive provided d> b. Concerning the size of A, Band F we see 

that 

A~ O as -1: l (56) 
Ill: tN > 

-> O as 13 > Dd 
(57) B • f + tN ~ D(l+d)-1 < 

-> 
0 

a > Dd (58) ·F·.., as tN ~ D(l+d)-1 < 
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Given our assumptions use of the IF-system will evidently lead to an average 

effective tax rate below the statutory tax rate if A, B and F are all positve. 

Needless to say, this condition is sufficient but not necessary. In Sweden at 

. present s • o.46, l • 0.10 and tN • 0.544 (national average). This means that 

a/tN • 0.846 and (as mentioned earlier) that A > O. The term E on the right 

side of condition (57) and (58) is positive and less than one. As we have seen 

dE/dd > O. Furthermore dE/dD < 0. Thus the smaller d is and the greater D 

is, the more probable it is, other things being equal, that the effective tax 

rate is less than the statutory tax rate. If d • b • 0.30 and D • 1.10 then 

E • a.77. With these parameter values the average effective tax rate for a grotring 

firm is less than the statutory tax rate whatever numerical values are chosen 

for the other parameters appearing in equations (53) and (54). All parameters 

are of course important in determining the size of the average effective tax 

rate. 

Another {and less special) statement that can be made is the following. Since 

we have assumed that D > 1/(1-~) - where 0 is the average rate of growth, 

cf. note on p. VIII:l4 - A, i and F are positive if the following condition 

is fulfilled 

(59) 

Since d/(e+d) is larger than the term E provided D > 1/(1-9), conditions 

(57) and (58) are fulfilled if (59) is valid. 

~ N As is evident (59) is a sufficient but not a necessary condition for tt < t . 

A very interesting implication of condition {59) is that the higher the rate 
.... 

of growth is the more probable it is that the use of the IF-system leads to an 

average ef£ective tax rate which is lower than the nominal tax rate. If for 

instance d • 0.30, a• 0.07,A.Dd. f,/tN • 0.846 condition {59) is fulfilled. 

25. One may ask if it would be possible to increase the tax benefits from the IF

system by investing more than otherwise in years in which releases are granted. 

We shall look at two different situations. In the first place it is assumed that 

the rate of growth in release years is increased from e to G without chang

ing the rate of growth in other years. Secoadlywe consider the case where the 

increased growth rate in release years is matched by a reduction of the growth 

in other years vhich leaves the growth rate for the full IF-cycle of p years 
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unchanged. In the latter case the average growth rate e is determined by 

- p-1 (1-6) • (1-G){l-g) {60) 

Let £8 and not q be the authorities parameter of action. As appears from 

equations (53) and (55) it is only the B-term of the average tax ratio which 

depends on the rate of growth. We can therefore use {55) to discuss the two 

situations. The case with an increased average growth rate is very straight

foiward. If the initial growth rate is e an increase of the growth rate in 

release years would result in a B-value which would be (G+b(l-0)/(0+b)(l-G) 

times larger than the initial i-value. Since this factor is larger than unity 

the increased growth rate would lead to a lower average tax ratio. 

The same would be true in the second case with a changed time pattern for 

investments but unchanged average growth rate. 'nlis has been demonstrated in 

section C in the mathematical appendix to this chapter. We have thus seen that -

whether the average growth rate is increased or not - a concentration of the 

firm's investments to release years will lower the tax burden. The IF-system 

provides in other words incentives to change the time pattern of private invest

ments in accordance with the authorities' wishes and to increase the growth rate. 

Needless to say a number of other circimstances will have to be considered in 

order to evaluate past developments and make predictions about the future. 

26. In the formal analysis we ended up with expresaions showing how the current 

and average tax ratios depend upon the parameters of the model. Tax ratios are, 

however, somewhat indirect indicators of profitability effects. It may therefore 

be helpful to relate the tax ratio to the firm's profitability after taxes. To 

answer the question how the firm's profitability after taxes is changed by the 
.;, 

use of the IF-system knowledge about the firm's after-tax-profitability in the 

absence of the IF-system is of course needed. It is assumed that the only alter

native to making IF-allocations is taxation.If r. and y!f denote the average rate a a 
of profit after taxes when the IF-system is used, respectively when it is not 

used, we have 

and 

- -:-£ r • r(l-t ) a (61) 

(62) 
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The relative change of profitability after taxes which is due to the working 

of the IF-system ia thus 
...... 

r - r a - a 
...... 
r a 

(63) 

Alternatively (63) may be said to indicate the present value of all tax saving 

due to the use of the IF-system measured as a percentage of the present value 

of profits after taxes, With a statutory tax rate of approximately 50 per cent 

the after-tax profitability effect would (in relative terms) simply be 1-t'. 

Quite analogcua expressions may of course be obtained in terms of the 

correapoDding current variables. 

··" 
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APPENDIX III 

MATHEMATICAL APPENDIX TO CHAPTER VIII 

A. Determination of the Book Value 

1. The determination of the book value for the tied sector IF-system 

is complicated a little bit by our assumption of a non-constant growth 

rate. As a result of this the difference equation (29) - ~~en written 

in the ratio form C IK -· 1.s bound t\.' contain "constant" terms which 
t' t 

are functions of time. The rate of growth is c'.N1f;t.:n1t t how2.ver, in 

any p-year period from one relea.se to ai~ot:c.er, as equation (12) shows. 

We shall consider this fact when we solve (29). We thus express the 

book value at the end cf year np as a fi.:nction of c (n-l)p p 

years before, gross investments and depreciations during the p years 

and the release in year np or 

c np 

p-1 
c - + I IG + 

(n-l)p iml (n-l)p+i 

p-1 
- d I 

i=l 
C _ - dC 

(n--l)p+i np 

Divide by K and let Y . represent the ratio C ./K .. After np np+i np+i np+i 
having considered (3), (11) and 

IG . = (g+b)K . 
np+1. np+i 

(1°) may be written 

ynp = y(n-l)p 

p-1 

l 
d i=l 

l+d 

(1-G) (1-g)p-l 
1 + d 

c(n-l)p+i 

K 
np 

(i + 0) 

p-1 
\ K 
l (n-l)p+i 

g+b i=l + G+b ) 
+ _l_+_d ---¥-~ --- l+d (l-fB -· 

np 

or, when (32), (34) and (35) are taken into account 

y 
np 

p-1 
\' 

p-1 p·-1 
Y xy (l+d) + 

(n-l)p 

i~l K(n-l)p+i 
(1-y-u) K + 

d 
+ (1-x-u)(l-fB) - l+d 

p-·1 

l c(n-l)p+i 
i=l 

K 
np 

np 
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2. Calculate the first sum 1n (3°) while taking into account equation 

(12) and 

K _ (n-l)p 
K(n-l)p+i - --i 

(1-g) 

We thus get 

p-1 

l K(n-l)p+i = 
i=l 

K np 

(i + 0) 

(1-G) (1 - (1-g)p-ll 
g 

3. 0 The next step is to calculate the second sum in (3 ). From (28) it 

follows that 

c(n-l)p+i 
= C + IG - dC . 

(n-l)p+i-1 (n-l)p+i (n-l)p+i 
(60)_ 

Divide by K and consider (2°) and 
(n-l)p+i K( 1) .(1-g) n- p+i 

K (n-l)p+i-1 
(since ifO) and we get 

y(n-l)p+i 
y 1-g + g+b 

(n-l)p+i-1 l+d l+d 

or after using (32), (34) and (35) 

y(n-l)p+i yY( l) . l + (1-y-u) n- p+i-

(7°) is a difference equation of the first order with the solution 

y(n-l)p+i Y 
i 1-yi 

(n-l)py + (1-y-u) 1-y 

In order to get C we multiply by (n-l)p+i 
sider (4°) and (35). We get 

K( 1) . , n- p+i We also con-

c(n-l)p+i k*(l+ld)i + l~:~u K [-1-)i (n-l)p 1-y 
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where 

~ 1-y-u K 
k = c(n-l)p - 1-y (n-l)p 

We now calculate the sum or 

( 1 Jp-1 
p-1 * 1 - Ii+~ + K 

r lp-1 
1-y-u J}_~~g~ __ -_1 

l cc ·) · = k d c 1) i=l n-1 p+i n- p 1-y g 

Multiply by d/(l+d) 

we obtain 

p-1 

d iL c (n-1 )p+i 

l+d K 
np 

and divide by 

~ 

k 

K np K(n-l)p/(1-G)(l-g)p-l 

+ 1-y-u 1 (1-g)p-l d(l-G) 
1-y ----'g= --1--+d 

0 or after using (10 ), (34) and (35) 

p-1 

d Ji c(n-l)p+i 

l+d K 
np 

c 
K(n-l)p xyp-l[Cl+d)p-1 - l] + 

(n-l)p 

x(l-y-u)[ 1 - (1-g)p-l p-1 p-1] + . d - ( 1-g) + y 
1-y g 

4. We now insert (5°) and (12°) into (3°) and get 

and 

(12°) 

[ p-1] _ p-1 (1-G) 1 - (1-g) 
Ynp - Y (n-l)pxy + (1-y-u) ·g + (1-x-u) (1-fB) -

x(l-y-u) [ 1 - (1-g)p-l p-1 p-1] - d - - (1-g) + y 
1-y g 
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or 

y 
np 

V p-1 1-v-u [l (l )p-1, = -(n-l)pxy + l~y x - -g J -

l-y-u x[yp-l - (1-g)p-l] + (1-x-u)(l-f ) 
1-y B 

or since 
p-1 

z = xy 

y 
np 

where 

<1>1 

y z + h 
(n·-l)p 

(1 - ~) (x·-z) + (1-x-u) (1-f ) 
1-y B 

The solution of (13°) is 

y 
np 

n 1-zn 
Yoz + <1>1 1-z 

or since according to (29) and (32) Yo = (l+b)/(l+d) 

y 
np 

n 1-zn 
= (1-u)z + <1>1 --1-z 

1 - u 

5. We are now able to determine y .• 
np+i 

0 From (8 ) it follows that 

y . 
np+i Y 

i 1-y 
npy + (1-y-u) 1-y 

]_ 

or after inserting (14°) and (15°) 

y . 
np+i 

i n 1-zn i[ ] (1-u) y z + 1 _ z y ( 1 ·- 1 ~y) ( x- z) + (1-x-u) (1- f B) + 

or after dissolving the two last terms in (17°) 

1-zn i i n 1-zn i 
Y . = 1 - fB(l-x-u) -- y + (1-u)y z + -- y (x-z+l·-x) -np+i 1-z 1-z 

1-zn i[ J - -- y (x-z) -~ + u - yi 
1-z 1-y 

(150) 



or 

y . 
np+1 

1-zn i · = 1 - f (1-x-u) ·-- y + (l-u)y1
<::n + B 1-z 

1-zn 
- 1-z yl l~y (x-z+l-y) - yl 

n i (1-z )y 
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Terms number three, four and six in (18°) are reduced to 

and after dissolving term five we get 

1 n 
- uy z 

or 

or 

y . 
np+1 

1 n · 1-zn 1' 
1 - f ( 1-x-u) -z 1 i n _ u ( ) 

B 1-z y - uy z - 1-z Y l·-y x-y -

1-z 
11 

i l · 1-z n :i. ri. i i 1 Y . = 1 - fB(l-x-u) l-z- y - ~ y1zn(l-y) + --· y (x-y)+(l-z )y +1-y ' 
np+i · 1-y 1-z l 

y . 
np+i 

1-zn i ~ [ i+] n 1-zn i J 1 - fB(l-x-u) -- y - - 1 - y z + -- y (x-y) 
1-z 1-y 1-z . 

Add and subtract 
i+l 

y within the bracket and we finally get 

y . 
np+i 

1-zn i u [ i+l = 1 - fB(l-x-u) l-z - y - l-y 1 - y 

(19°) is identical with (30). 

1 n '] p -z l 
+ x (1-y ) 1-z y 

6. This case is quite straightforward since the rate of growth is assumed 

to be constant. Until the first withdrawal is made in year m, Ct will 

differ from Kt only because of accelerated depreciation. We therefore 

calculate the book value for the last year before the first withdrawal 

or rather the ratio 

t < m 

(l+d)C 
t 

Y = C /K . 
m-1 m-1 m-1 

From (29) it follows that for 

-
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Since (8+b)K 
t 

and K t-1 (l-8)K we have after considering (32) and 
t 

(33) 

Yt = vYt-l + (1-v-u) 

The solution of this difference equation for year m-1 is 

m-1 1-vm-l 
Ym-1 = Yov + (1-v-u) 1-v (21°) 

Since according to (29) Yo (l+b)/(l+d) J-u 0 (21 ) may be reduced to 

y 
m-1 1 -

1-vm 
u--

1-v 

7. For t ~ m - or what is the same J > 0 cf. (37) - we have according 

to (29), (7), (1) and (13) 

G m (l+d)C. =C. l +I. - aorK.(1-8) 
J J- J J 

which is changed into 

Y. = vY. l + ~2 
J J-

where 

m 
1-v-u - aor(l-8) 

l+d 

The solution of the difference equation (23°) is (since the number of 

years between year m-1 and year J is j+l) 

Y. 
J 

. 1 1 j+l 
y VJ+ + ~2 _-_v __ 

rn-1 1-v 

which after insertion of (22°) and (24°) is reduced to 

Y. 
J 

1 t+l 
1 - u _-_v __ 

1-v 

rn 
aor(l-8) (1-vj+l) 

8+d 

(25°) is identical with (31). 
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B. Calculation of the Average Tax Ratio 

8. According to (50) we have 

00 

(26°)=(50) 

As weight we use the discounted value of profits or 

where d D = l+r is the discount factor and 

rate 0£ interest. We get 

rK Ko 
+E t r 

wt = -;t" = 0np+[ (l-G)n(l-g)n(p-l)+i 

or 

or 

where 

1 A = --=---:-
D ( l - G) 

0 < B ..,-,-1--:- < 1 
l)(l-g) 

and 
p-1 0 < AB < 1 so that 

00 

AnBn(p-l)+i I 
t=O 

tt 
t 

00 

l AnBn(p-l)+i 

t=O 

rd the relevant discount 

(28°) 

(310) 



9. Calculate the sum of the weights wt 

00 

00 

l w 
t=O t 

00 

l AnBn(p-l)+i l 
t=O t=O 

00 

l 
n=O 

1 1 - BP 
1 - ABp-1 1 - B 

or after inserting (29°) and (30°) 

00 

l w 
t=O t 

10. The current tax ratio is 

which inserted into (26°) gives 

or 
00 

l w BI -
np - A - D

1 n=l 
t = 1 -

00 

l 
't=p 

00 

l 
t=O 

w BII 
t t 

wt 

-

., 
w /rK 0: 

t 
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00 p-1 
l L (ABp-l)nili 

n=O i=O 

00 

l w DII 
t t t=O 

We shall in turn calculate each of the three terms which depend on tir.i.e. 
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11. The weighted of 
I 

is average B 

00 00 00 

l w BI = BI l (ABp-l)n BI(ABp-l) I {ABp-l)n-1 = np n=l n=l n=l 

The weighted average of BI is thus (36°) divided by (32°1 or 

BI = BI 
(l-B)ABp-1 (37o) 

1 - BP 

We insert (29°) and (30°) into (37°) and obtain 

BI = BI D(l-g) - 1 

D(l-G)[DP(l-g)P - 1) 

Using (42) I 
B becomes 

aq(y+ BN)(l - (1-g)P] (D(l-g) - 1) 
BI = · t 

gD(DP{l-g)p - 1) 

12. The weighted average of 

II n i 
Bt = k1 (1-z )y 

where 

= f d(l-x-u) 
ki B r(l-z) 

w BII is thus 
t t 

or 

According to (40) BII may b~ written 
t 



so that 

00 p-1 
l [(ABp-l)n - (zABp-l)nj l (yB)i 

n=l i~o 

zABp-l 1 1 - (vB)p -- ----!_...--::: 
1 - zABp-i°j l - yB 

p-1 p 
_ k (1-z)AB 1 - (yB) 
-

1
(1-ABp-l)(l-zABp-l) l - yB 

Since 

Ax = By 

it follows that 

00 

l w BII = ki 
t=p t t 

so that 

(1-z)ABp-l 
p-1 (1-AB ) (1-yB) 
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The weighted average of is thus (44°) divided by (32°) or 

BII = ki (1-z)ABp-l 1 - B 

t 1-yB 1 - BP 

or, after using (29°), (30°) and (35) 

BII = ki (1-z) (l+d) (DO·-g) - l] ____ _ 
t (1-G) (D(l+d) - 1] (nP(l-g)P - 1) 

From (15) and (41°) follows that 

= agd(l-G)Ll - (1-g~ 
ki g(l-z)(l+d) 

which inserted into (46°) gives 

BII = aq(l (1-g)P] d [D(l-g) - _Ll.__ __ _ 
t g (D(l+d) - 1] [DP (1-g)p - 1} 



13. The weighted average of Dll 
t • A~cording to (40) 

where 

ud 
kz = --r(l-y) 

so that 

00 

I w DII = kz 
t=O t t 

We calculate the 

Lz = kz(k3-y) 

= k2 (k3-y) 

00 

13 = kzk3 I 
t=O 

00 

= kzk3 I 
n=O 

last two terms 1Il turn: 

00 00 

(ABp-l)n(yB)i I 1 
kz (kry) I y w 

t=O l: t=O 

00 

I (ABp-l)n 
p-1 

(yB) i l 
n=O i=O 

n i 
00 

(zABp-l)n(yB)i z y wt = kzk3 I = 
t:.:0 

p-1 
(zABp-l)n l (yB)i 

i=O 

A III:ll 

II 
Dt may be written 

(51°) 

(52°) 

= 



As mentioned earlier it follows from (43°) that 
0 

and (54 ) may be reduced to 

A III:l2 

p-1 
(1-zA.B ) = 

The weighted average of DII is obtained when (53°) and (.55°) are inserted 
t 

into (52°) which is then divided by (32°). We get: 

or 

DII 
t 

DII = 
t 

The expression within brackets in (56°) may be written 

Since according to (43°) A-ypB A(l-z) we get af~er insertion of (51°) 

or, considering (43°) 

which inserted into (56°) gives 

DII 
t 

1-y 
k2--1-yB 
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After combining (58°) with (30°), (50°)
1 

(32) and (35) we obtain 

d-b Dd 
r D(l+d) - l 

14. We now add terms together to get the average tax ratio (for the 

tied sector). The average tax ratio according to (35°) may be written 

t = 1 - A - (B1-B!1) 

We combine (60°) with (39°), (48°) and (59°) and get 

t = l-A- aq(l-(1-g)P] _D(l-g)-1 [y+L _ Dd ] d-b[l Dd ] 
gD nP(l-g)P-1 tN D(l+d)-1 - ~r~ - D(l+d)-1 

(61°) is identical with (52). 

15. The average tax ratio is 

co co co 

l F1w I Fllw I DII w 
t t t t t - I t=m t=m t=O t = 1-A-D -

(X) 

I wt 
t=O 

0 In this case the sum of the weights becomes, cf. (32 ) 

(X) 

1 = --1-E 

where 

0 < E 
1 1 = D(l-8) < 

We thus have 

(X) 

D(l-8) l w 
t D(l-8) - 1 t=O 
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16. The weighted average of F1. According to (41) we have for t > m 

FI m S = acS(l-e) -
tN 

00 00 Em 
I FI FI I Et FI 

t=m 
wt 

t=m 1-E 

FI l. s thus (67°) divided by (63°). After considering (64°) we get 

s 
acS r 

I 
- ~ 

t F = 
Dm 

17. The weighted average of According to (41) we have for t > m 

where 

Thus 

or 

m d acS(l-e) -e+d 

1 t 
k4(1- -- v ) m-1 

v 

(1-v)Em 
= k 4 (1-E)(l-vE) 

We divide (71°) by (63°) and obtain after using (64°) and (70°) 

FII ao Dd 
t = Dm D(l+d) - 1 

(710) 

(720) 



18. The weighted average of 

DII = 
t 

so that 

00 

u<l (1-vt+l) 
r (1-v) 

A III:15 

DII 
t • As (41) shows 

t I 
t=O 

ud ( ~ 
r(l-v) l 

t=O 
E - v I (vE) t] 

t=O 
ud [ 1 v J 

r (1-v) 1-E - 1-v E 

or 

00 

I 
t=O 

ud 1 
r (1-E)(l-vE) 

We insert (32), (33) and (64°) and divide by (63°) to get D~ 1 . 

0
u d-b Dd 
t = ~r~ D(l+d) - 1 

19. We now add terms together to get the average tax ratio (for the free 

sector system). The average tax ratio according to (62°) may be written 

-
t (DI-DII) 

t 

We insert (68°), (72°) and (75°) and get 

- = l A ao[8 Dd ] d-b[l Dd ] 
t - - Dm tN - D(l+d)-1 - ~r~ - D(l+d)-1 

(77°) is identical with (53). 
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C. The Effect of a Changed Growth Pattern 

( 20. In this section we shall compare the average tax ratios resulting 

from a constant and a non-constant growth rate when the growth rate for 

the full IF-cycle of p years is the san:e in the two cases. The latter con

dition implies the following relationship between the growth rates g<6<G: 

(1-e)P = (1-G)(l-g)p-l 

We assume that fB and not q is the authorities' parameter of action. As 

appears from equations (53) and (55) only the B--term of the average tax ratio 

depends on the growth rate. We can therefore use equation (55) to make the 

comparison. Let BGg and B
6 

denote the value of B, when the growth rate is 

non-constant, respectively constant. Using (55), the ratio BGg/B may now 

be written 

The numerator of the expression within brackets is now multiplied by 1-0 

while the denominator is multiplied by 1-G. This makes the last term in the 

numerator and the denominator equal, cf. (78°). We now compare terms number 

i+l in the numerator and the denominator by calculating their difference di+l' 

(80°) 

or 

d. = 1+1 
oi . [c1-e)i+1c1-g)p-1-i - c1-c>c1-s>p-1J 

(1-g) p-l-1 

From condition (78°) and (81°) it is now evident that d1, d?, ••• , d.+l' ••• ,_ 
~ l . 

d are all positive. Since it is also true that (G+b)/(6+b) > 1 it follows that p-1 

(82°) 

If the firm increases its growth rate in years with releases and lowers it in 

other years without changing the growth rate over the IF-cycle, this would 

result in a reduced average tax ratio. 

. .. 
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CHAPTER IX 

SIMULATIONS WITH THE MODEL. THE TIED SECTOR 

27. The formal analysis carried out so far could not, of course, give the 

reader a precise idea of the extent to which the IF-system is capable of re

ducing the tax burden of participating firms. In this chapter as well as in 

the two following chapters a series of simulations will be presented to meet 

this obvious need. As we have seen, the numbers of parameters is fairly large 

despite our simplifying assumption. From this follows that the numerical 

analysis will have to be a partial one, that is, a few parameters will be 

varied at a time while the rest is kept constant. Evidently, tax ratios calculat

ed in this way will be more or less sensitive to the choice of numerical values 

for the constant parameters. It is therefore essential to choose numerical 

values which are empirically important. Needless to say, it is far from evident 

which parameter values are empirically important. In three important respects 

we shall add further simplifying assumptions to those introduced in the previous 

chapter. It is in the first place supposed that the growth rate is constant and 

equal to e even when the tied sector is considered. In section 25 it was shown 

that with a given share £
8 

of investments financed by releases a higher growth 

rate in release years would result in a lower average tax ratio. This is true 

whether the average growth rate is constant or increased. Regarding fB as tlic 

authorities parameter of action, the assumption of a constant growth rat::! ~,rould 

thus prevent some of the potential tax benefits inherent in the IF-system f roin 

appearing in numerical simulations. 

We shall secondly assume that conventional accelerated depreciation does not 

occur of that d•b. As pointed out in section 24 the tax benefits offered by the ... , 
IF-system are smaller the larger d-b is, given the value of b. By assuming d=b 

we have consequently introduced a bias in our numerical calculations which 

tend to exaggerate the tax benefits which may be obtained from the use of 

investment funds. Finally, q and not £8 will be seen as the authorities release 

parameter. 

In this chapter we shall deal with an IF-system consisting of a tied sector of 

the Swedish type. The simulations in the next chapter illustrate the working of 

a free sector system and all the four Nordic IF-systems will be considered. In 

Chapter XI finally, some numerical comparisons with other tax systems (accelerat

ed depreciations, investment allowances and an investment tax credit) will be 

presented. 
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-In a tied-sector system the average tax ratio would be t = 1 - A - B, 

cf. equation (53). Setting G = g : e and d = b we get 

-t. 1 - (l 8) (1 - o-e>Plln(l-e) - i] ~ e Db a - - - qa _ y + - - + 
. tN. 6DjDP(l-e)P - l] . ·. tN D(l b) .. . . 

(64) 

In.the .following sections we shall isolate and discuss the importance of varia

tions of the release rate q, the allocation rate a, the deposit ratio B/tN, the 

investment deduction rate y, the.interval p between each release, the deprecia

tion rate b and the discount. ~actor P•l+rd.The significance of growth variations 

wjll be considered in the.next section where q is the variable parameter. 

28. With all other pa~~~ers constant the average tax ratio is a linearly de

creasing function of q. Equation (64) may be rewritten as 

t ~ 1 - + -;!) ~ qak1 (65) 

where of course k1 • Bqa. Now as q increases so does f 8 given by equation (15). 

Since releases cannot exceed gross investments currently undertaken, q-vulucs 

which make f 8 > 1 are not feasible. The relationship between f
8

, q and a can 

be expressed as 

(66) 

where k2 = f rf qa. Assume now that the allocated share of profits is varied 

such that a • l/qkie In that case we have f'.R = 1 for all q. Insert a = 1/ qi., 2 
into (65): 

(67) 

Equation (67) expresses the average tax ratio as a function of q when 

a = l/qk2 such that t 8 = 1. t! is thus the lowest attainable value of t when 

q is varied as en independent variable and a is varied dependently as indicated. 

Instead of ·a we could of course have chosen to vary another variable appearing 

.in the f 8-expression. The °t*-tunction is a hyperbole with the asymptotes q = 0 
- a . N . -

and t = 1 - k1/k2• With k2 > 0 ande/t < 1 (as in Sweden) the hyperbola is 

positively sloping and upwardly convex • 

. Table 5 contains a number of equations generated by equations (65) and (67) 

through variati~n of a, e and b while keeping B/tN, y, D, rand p constant. Some 

of these functions are shown in Figure 1. 
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-AB can be seen in the table t decreases when the rate of growth e rises b~t this 

inverse coovariation is relatively insignificant.· With the paramet~r values 

assumed in Table 5 the average ~we ratio will change less than one percentt:l.ge 

unit vhen the growth rate varies between 2.5% and 10%. The eight t-functions 

in Figure 1 are all based on e = 5% and with the scale used it would make nea.r1.y 

no visible difference at all if the growth rate was decreased to 2. 5% or increas-· 

ed to lQJ. 

Although the t-function is insensitive to variations in the growth rate the same 

is not true of the t*-runction. The higher the rate of growth the lower the 
Cl 

value ott'* for any given value of q as Figure l shows. A higher growth rate 
a 

will in other words make it possible to release a larger share of allocated 

funds without violating the investment constraint (implying that releases cannot 

exceed current investments). Such a development would at the same time reduce 

the firm's tax burden t.· Assume for instance that the firm's depreciation rate 

is 5j 1 that the permitted 40% of profits are allocated and that the fixed pare.me

ter values fran Table 5 apply. With a growth rate of 2.5% only about 40% of 

allocations could be 

point A in Figure l. 

nearly 88%. Had the 

released without violating the investment restriction, cf. 

With releases of this size the average tax ratio vould be 

growth rate instead been 5%, about 57% of the firm's invest-

ment funds could be released giving an average ta.x ratio of about 84%, cf point 

B. Finally, with a growth rate equal to 10% practically all funds could be re

leased and t would be as low as about 76%, as is indicated by point C in the 

figure. 1 ) · · 

It is o.lso evident from Figure 1 that - although t is negatively related to q -

a relatively small release rate combined with a large allocation rate may bring 

about a l~er average tax ratio than a. larger q combined with a smaller a. 

Campa.re for instance points B and E (in Figure l) which are based on the growth 

and depreciation rates e = b = 5%. With allocations corresponding to 40% of 

profits and releases of about 57% the average tax ratio is about 84% as shown by 

point B. With a = 100% and (approximately) q = 23% the average tax ratio is about 

78% cf point E. 2> 

l) Point C is in tact the crossing point for the curves given by equations (72} 
and {86) while A is the crossing point for (68} and (84) but e.s pointed out the 
tunctions (68), (70) and (72) would nearly coincide in the diagram if they all 
had been shown. 
2> s· t al th -:-it • , ... • • 1nce movemen s ong e t -curve imp...., inverse proportional changes of a 

a 
and q the values Qf B and rb are not affected. The changes oft is thus due 
entirely to changes ot 'I. 



Table 5. 

b 

5 

. 

10 

20 

30 

.. 

5 

.. 

10 

IX:4 

The average tax ratio t as a. function of q accordine; to equations 
(65) and (67). Fixed parameters: 6/tN = 89%, y = 10%, D = 112%, 
p = 4 and r = 12.5%. Perc~ntage units. 

-
e - ~ equation 

a t or t number a 

2.5 40 t = 95.60 - o.2oooq (68) . 

100 t = 89 - 0.5037q {69) 

5 40 t = 95.60 - 0.2023q {70) 

100 t = 89 - 0.5058q (71) 

10 40 t = 95.60 - o.2036q (72) 

100 t = 89 - o. 5090Cl (73) 

2.5 40 t = 95.60 - Q.152lq {74) 

-- 100 t = 89 - 0.3803q (75) 

5 40 t = 95.60 - o.1527q (76) I 
100 t = 89 - 0.3818q (77) 

10 40 t = 95.60 - 0.1538q {78) 

100 t = 89 - o.~845q (79) 

5 40 t = 95.60 - 0.0763q (80) 

100 t = 89 - 0.1908q {81) 

5 40 t = 95.60 - o.0762q (82) 

100 t = 89 - 0.10050 (83) 
I• 

2.5 t* = 92.01 - 176 (l/q) {84) 
a . 

5 t! = 88.52·- 250 (l/q) (85) 

10 Cl = t* • 80.27 - 427 (l/q) (86) 
I> a 

2.5 l t* = 89.99 - 291 (l/q) (87) 
qk2 a 

5 t! = 86.99 - 375 (l/q) (88) 

10 t* = 80.12 - 569 (l/q) (89) . 
ii a 
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o.=40, 9=5, b=30 ( 82) 

a=40, 8=5, b=20 (80) 

6=5, b=lO ( 76) 
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a=lOO, a=5, b=30 (83) 

a=lOO, e~s, b~20 (81) 
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From Table 5 and Figure 1 it appears not surprisingly that the average tax ratio 

is relatively sensitive to changes in the allocated share of profits a and the 

depreciation rate b. given the· value of q. If a= 40% we have t = 95.6% if no 

releases occur (q•O). With a • 100% the corresponding t-value is 89%. If all 

funds are released (q•lOo%) and the depreciation rate is 30% t wculd be 87.98% 

with 40~ ot ptotits allocated and as low as 78.95% it all profits &re allocated, 

et, equations (82) and (83). Had the durability of the firm's plant and equip

ment been longer so that b • 5% instead of 30%, the corresponding t-ve.l.ues would 

have been 75.37%. respectively 38.44%, see equations (70) and (11)• 

To what extent these hypothetical t-values can be realized will of course depend 

upon the actual growth rate end the permitted allocation rate. In terms of 

Figure l onl.7 those t-vl\l.ues which o.t the same time lie on or above the relevant 

t-curve and the. corresponding t *-curve vill be attainable. In Figure l b = 5% 
a ' 

was assumed in the calculation of the three t*-tunctions. With a larger deprecia-

tion .rate the t!-tunctions are likely to shit: downward (as in Table 5) •1 > 

29. ·Let us next regard the allocated share ot profits a as the main independent 

variable. From equation (65) it is clear that t is a linear !unction of a, given 

the values ot all other parameter&~ The negative slope or this straight line is 

- (1 - S/t1 + qk1) while the vertical intercept is unity. A !'lumber of such tunc

tiODS generated by equation (65) can be seen in Table 6 and in Figure 2. The 

largea~ share ot allocations which can be released without making releases exceed 

current gross investments is q = l/uk.2, et. equation {66). Substitute l/ck2 for 

q in (65) and we ·set the linear t'*-tunction , q 
ki 

t* • (1 - r-) - {1 - L) a (90) 
q 2 t• 

Equation (90) indicates the (lowest attainable) values or the average tax ratio 

when a is v~ied and the release rate q is chosen such that releases precisely 

match gross investments ( tB • l). Four tunctions generated by ( 90) through 

variation ot the depreciation rate b are shown in Table 6 and Figure 2. In the 

fiau_:e .A, B, c. ~. E and 1 are the points where the t:-curves cross the correspond

ing t-lines. With complete release ot tunds (q • 100%) 9 a depreciation rate of 

5S and the other parameter val.ues as assumed in Figure 2 azi allocation rate or 
approximately 22' will give the lowest attainable average tax ratio which in 

this case is about 86% 1 et. point A. It, however, q is lowered to 40% a can be 

increased to about 56 and in this way the average tax ratio goes dovn to about 

82'. er. point E. 

l) In equation (67) k2 varies negatively rith b. It can turther be shown that 
the ratio k1/k2 • 'ilt varies positively with b it (y + S/fN) is "large". A 
v&lue in the neigbborRooct ot unity· such as the present Swedish one would be 
sutticiently large to give a positiv~·covariation between k1/k2 and band thus 
a downward shift of (67) when b increases. · 
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Consider now q as given and assume that the depreciation rate b is varied 

so as to secure f
8 

• 1 •. According to equation (15) b is thus determined as 

1 - (1-e)P 
b • aqr(l-e) 0 - e • ak3 - e (109) 

If this b-value is inserted into our t-function (64) we get the following 
-M 
tb -function 

(110) 

where e < k4 < 1 and 

k
4

• q(l - (l-e)PJ(D(l-0) 

ne[nPc1-e>P - l] 
l] (111) 

In Figure 2 the curves ABCD and EF are in fact generated by (110). 1) Usin~ 
the assumed parameter values, ABCD and EF can be expressed as 

-M 967 + 5.Q6a 
tb • 1 - a 640 + 49.34a (l 12) 

and 

-M 430 + 2.12a t • 1 - a ..,....,...,...___,,..,,......,,,...,.._ 
b 640 + 19.74a 

(113) 

respectively. As in Ta&le 6 a is measured in percentage units in equations 

(112) and (ll3). 

It is interesting to note that the derivative dt~/da from equation (110) is 
.... 

1) Since we are concerned only with positive values of the depreciation rate b 
it is clear that to values of a below a certain limit no corresponding positive 
b-values can be found which make fs = 1. In such intervals (110) is not de
fined. For equation (112) - or ABCD - the lower limit to a is a = 11.5 %, for 
equation (113) or EF it is a = 28.4 % • 

•.. ·~· 
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'l'able 6. Tbe average tax ratio t as a function of a according to equations 

(65) and (90). Fixed parameters: S/t?l a 89%, y = 10%, D = 112% 1 

p c 4 and r = 12.5%. Percentage units. 

q e b t ~ .. equation or q 
number 

5 -t"= 100 - 0.3123ci (91) 

5 10 t a 100 - o.2628a (92) 

-20 t = 100 - 0.21201 (93) 

4o ~ t = 100 - 0.186~ (94) 
.. -5 t • 100 - 0.3135a (95) 

10 10 t = 100 - O. 2638a (96") 

20 t s: ioo - o.212&:i (97) 

5 t = 100 - o.6158a (98) 

5 10 t = loo - o.4918a ~-99) 

20 t = 100 - o.365oa (100) 

100 30 t = 100 - 0.3008 (101) 

5 t = ioo - o.619oa Cl.02) 

10 10 t • 100 - o.~948a . 0.03) 

20 t c 100 - 0.3650a (104) 

5 t°* • 88.52 - O.lla (105) 
q . 

5 10 ~ (106) q• •.'1 t • 86.99 - O.lla .. q 
1 2:> 

"'."'1: (107) ai;- .t = 85.52 - O.lla q 

30 ":"'t tq • 84.85 - O.lla (108) 

.. . ..... . . 
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negative. 1) Curves such as Al1CD and. EI• are in other .... ords downward sloping. 

Let us explain the mean11~g ci tho.t. 

It is true - all other things being equal - that the tax burd(:n t is lower the 

smaller the depreciation rate b is. This has been pointed out by nearly all 

vriters who have discussed the investment funds. But it is also true, given th~ 

release rate q, that the greater the depreciation rate b is, the larger can 

the allocation rate c be without violating the investment restriction. A!ld 

the larger Q is the smaller will of course the average tax ratio be. W~ have 

in other words seen that with a. larger depredation rate (and a. given release 

rate) it becomes possible for the firm to allocate more of its profits to in-

f { . ) . -:--* • vestment unds increase a and that the lowest attainable tax burden t is 
Cl 

reduced in this v~. Return to Figure 2 and assume that s.11 allocated funds 

are released. {q = 100). The firm with capital of long durability (b = 5) can 

at most allocate 22% of profits and its true burden will then be about 86%. !u~ 

enterprise with equipment lasting fewer years (b = 30) would be able to allocn~e 

more than 80% or profits (disrec;erding the present 40 % limit in Sweden) and 

reduce its tax burden to less than 76 %. 

Quite a similar argument can of course be made in terms of variable release 

and depreciation rates assuming a to be given. This will be postponed to sec

tion 33· 

1) We have 

where 

-)f' 

dtb .. - [1 
da 

8 8 ] - - + k1. (y + -) 
tN .., tN 

... ks .. 1 _ (D-1) loc1-e) - ii 
[»Cl-e) - 1 + Dk3a] 2 

Having assumed that D(l-e) - 1 and b = o.k3 - e are both positive it follows 
that 0 < ks < 1. Now k4 is also positive and less than unity so that 

1 - B/tN + ( + !...) > (1 - .t_) + (y + BN) > ks 
k4 y tN tN t 

and dt~/da is negative. 

-~ 
In Figure 2 the intercept of the linear tq-function decreases as b in-
creases. This is sufficient but not a necessary condition for the negative 
slope of (110). 
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\ 
The present maximal allocation rate of 40 % in Sweden means of course 

. I\ ·~. 

,. , . 

Figure 2 only tax rates to the left of or at a = 40 i. and above or at the 
-tt 

vant t -curve can actually be reached. 
:; . l 

30. 

·ft . i . 

When the average tax ratio is seen as a function of S/tN (the deposit <:d:.i<:i)\ "{\.• 

r1\\'., equation (64) can be written 

[1 Db ] + et(l - 8 
t .. - a - ak" (y - D(l+b) - 1) k1t> N" 

t 

(114) 

where k4 is given by equation (111). 

(114) is a straight line and the slope is positive since 0 < ki+ < 1. In Table 7 

and in Figure 3 a few equations based on (114) are presented. The slope 1s in

variant for changes in b but varies negatively with q and positively ~·ith Y.. '.'.he 

intercept, on the other hand, varies positively with bas ~ell as q but nez3:1~c-~ 

with a. In Table 7 is also indicated the value of fB corresponding to the cn~~i · 

nation of parameter values used in each case. f B is of course in<lepen.;l12t1t cf tL.: 
N value of S/t • With b = 10 %, q = 100 % and the values of the other paramelers 

fixed as shown £
8 

• 117.48 %. Equation (119) is in other words not feasible be

cause releases in that case would exceed current gross investments. 

Table 7. The average tax ratio t as a function of S/tN according to equation 

(114). Fixed pare.meters: 0 = 40%, y = io%, e = 5%, p = 4, r = 12.5% 

and D = 112%. Percentage units. 

q b t f B equation I 
l 

... number I 
40 t = 62.62 + 0.2796{8/t!i) 

I 
5 70.49 (115) ' l 

t c 64.61 + 0.2796(6/tN) 40 10 46.99 (116) 

40 - 66.63 + 0.2796{6/tN) 20 t I: 28.20 (117) 

I 40 10 - 67.67 + O. 27G6{ S/ttr) (118) t = 20.14 I 

- 7l 0 52 + 0.0990(8/tN) 100 10 t = ll7.48 (119) 

- 76.59 + 0.0990(8/trl) 100 20 t = 70.49 (120) 

- 0.0990(S/tN) 100 30 t = 79.17 + 50.35 (121) 
-
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From Figure 3 can be seen how high the deposit rate would have to b.: C()!lpa2·e~~ ::c 

the tax rate in order to eliminate the tax benefits of the IF-system. With ~O -

of allocations rel~ased and b = 30 i. the average tax ratio would be 100 ;: if 

S/ N 116'"' • 1 "'hb 5% h <l" .,N 1 ••• t "' 1. approxunate y. wlt = • t,e cor.cespon·::.nJ .)Jt -va&u0 wvuL:I oc· 
' ~ N • , about 134 %. If on the other hand all funds were released and o < 30 !, ':./t -;,•o!IL<.: 

have to exceed 200 i. before all tax benefits had disappeared . 

. Figure 3 may give some impression of the size of the tax benefit which is dut"' to 

the fixation of the deposit rate below the no~inal tax rate in Sweden. This ta~ 

benefit, which varies positively with the allocation rate and negatively with the: 

release rate, is at most 4 percentage units with the functions show'!\ in Figure J 

and the present 8/tN-value of 85 %. The diag!"am also indicates the very large ea:·~ 
benefit that would appear in a system without obligation to deposit a part of 

allocations such as the pre-1955 Swedish IF-system. If for instance b 5 %1 

q • 40 % and S • 0 the average tax ratio would be about 63 i. instead of 88 % 

with S/tN = 89 %, cf. equation (115). 

31. In this section the extra investment deduction rate y is regarded as the 

variable parameter. For that purpose equation (64) can be written 

-
t '"' [ 

B Db ] 1 - A - ak4(~ - D(l+b) _ 1 ) - ak4y (122) 

Functioq; obtained from (122) are presented in Table 8 with the corresponding f.,-
r .. 

values, showing whether or not the particular combination of parameter values is 

feasible. Some of the feasible functions are shown graphically in Figure 4. 

How large a reduction of the average tax ratio a given investment deduction rate 

can bring, about depends of course on the size of the slope of (122), which in its 

turn depends on the allocation, release and growth rates in addition to D and p. 

The depreciation rate affects the intercept (positively) but not the slope. With 

the present Swedish value of y = 10 % the extra investment deduction reduces the 

average tax ratio by a little more than three percentage units at most in the 

examples given in Table 8. The reduction of the average effective tax rate would 

'thus be about 1.5 percentage units or less. The relative importance of this tax 

benefit will vary according to the size of the intercept. With 40 % allocations, 

all funds released and a depreciation rate of 20 % - as in equation (130) - about 

20 % of the total tax reduction offered by the IF-system can be attributed to the 

investment deduction. In instead a = 40 %, q = 40 % and b = 5 % - as in equation 

(123) - the corresponding share is only about 10 %. 
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Table 3.:. Th·= avt:·r:lg-:: tax ::-"J.-r.j._o t as .'J. t"~mction 0~ "f a.c~orclint: to .. :;.1-...;::::i .. :::1 

a 

40 

100 

( 122). Fixed parar.lle"t :'!rs: 0 = % , p = 4, r = 12. 5%, S/ tN =- 6·~<0 ~td 
D = 112%. Percenta:~ u...•its. 

b 

10 
70 

-t 

t = 90.69 - 0.1204y 

t = 87.02 - 0.2107y 

___ _.,_._.l ..... O ..... O __ _..t._= .33. 33 - 0. ~Cl l Y 

t = 92.72 - 0.120~y 
20 

10 t = 90.57 - 0.2107y 

(125) 

(126) 

027) 

(128) 

(129) 

46.99 

82.2~ 

I 

! 
I 
I 

30 

100 

4o 

70 

::::~:.:-r::::~,· -. :~~:·: ---1 
-;; ~ 92.38 - C.210[y (1J2) ! 35.24 1 

t = 88.41 -

t = 93,75 -

100 t = 90.98 - 0.30lly (133) . 50.2!~-----

lC t = 76.73 - 0.30lly (134) 11? .1+8 

-20 40 t = 81.31 - G.30lly {135) 70. :»o 

___]_0~-+-------------"--' 

30 70 

- 84.38 - (136) t - 0.301Jy 

I 
~Cj 

t = 80.95 - o.5268y (137) 88.10 
I 
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32. The significance for the average tax ratio of how often funds are released 

is illustrated in Table 9 and Figure 5. Whether t rises or is reduced when p 

increases depends upon the values of D, e and p.
1

) With the parameter values 
- -

assumed in Table 9 the covariation between t and p is positive. As appears t 

is more sensitive to variations of p the longer the durability of capital equip

ment and the larger the release rate is. With b = 5 % and a complete release 

of funds t increases by 4.90 percentage units when p goes up from 1 to 5. With 

b = 30 % and q = 40 % the corresponding increase is only 0.74 percentage units, 

cf. Table 9. 

Table 9. Covariation between the average tax. ratio t and. the number of years 

between each release p. Fixed parameters: a ::;.: 40%, y ::: 10%, e == 5%, 

r = 12 .• 5%, B/tN = 89% and D = 112%. Percentage units. 

b = 5 b = 10 b = 20 b = 30 
q p I - f t f t t t f f 

B B B B 

1 86.oo 19.00 88.3'l 12.67 90.76 7.60 91.98 s. 43"" 

2 86.53 37.05 88.75 24.70 91.03 14.82 92.18 10.59 
I 

40 3 87.03 54.20 89.13 36.13 91.28 21.68 92. 3'( 1S.4Ql 
4 87.51 70.49 89.47 46.99 91. 52 28.20 92.55 20;lh 

r::====: ~===~=== 87.96 ~==§~=~g 89. 3~ ==~1=~~: i:=~~=1~ =~~=J~ =~§=1~ =§~=~g ~=======: ~====== 

1 78.80 33.25 82.92 22.17 87.13 13.30 89.26 9.50 

2 7Q.73 64.84 8? t:? 
J•V_; 43.26 87.60 25.94 89.61 18. 53 

70 . 3 80.61 94.85 8l+. 28 63.23 83.04 37.94 89.95 27.10 

4 81. 44 123.35 84.91 82.24 88.46 49.34 90.26 35.24 

5 82.23 150.43 85.50 100.29 88.86 60 .. 17 90.56 l+2.98 
: ===== ====== ------ ======= ------ ------- ======: ====== ~====== ------ ------ ------- ======== 

1 71.60 47.50 77.48 31.67 83.50 19·.00 86.56 13. 57 

2 72.92 92.63 78. 51 61. 78 84.17 37.05 EH. 06 26.46 

100 3 7l+.18 135.49 '79.43 90.33 84.80 54.20 87,53 38.71 

4 75,37 176.22 80.33 117. 53 85.40 70.49 87. 98 50. 3!+ 

5 76.50 214.90 81.18 143.27 85.96 85.96 88.40 61.40 

1) We have more precisely that 

bt = t - t > 0 
p+l p < 

as 1 - e > DP - 1 
< p+l 1 D -
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33. Next in turn to be regarded as the main independent variable in the tied 

sector system is the depreciation rate b. Now equation (64) can be written as 

(138) 

According to (138) the average tax ratio is a rising function of b with the 

intercept (1 - A - Br). The slope is, however, decreasing so that the average 

tax ratio is more sensitive to changes in the depreciation rate when that rate 

is small than when it is large. Six functions based on expression (138) are 

shown in Table 10 and in Figure 6. The table also gives for each function the 

value of the depreciation rate which makes fB equal to one. These b-values, 

which are all positive, have been marked as points A, B, C, D, E and F in 

Figure 6. The largest share of allocations which can be released without 

violating the investment restriction is determined by equation (15) as: 

e ce+b) 
q = ~~---~---~~~~ 

ar(l-6)(1 - (l-6)P) 
(145) 

Inserting this expression into (64) gives us 

t~ = (1-A) - (O+b)k6 (y + ~ 
q tN 

Db ) 
D(l+b) - f (146) 

where 

D(l-e) - 1 
> 0 (147) 

-~ Now curves such as ABC and DEF in Figure 6 are actually t ~curves generated by 
q 

equation (146). Both ABC and DEF are downward-sloping. Under the present 

Swedish system this will be the case if the rate of growth is small compared 

to the firm's discount rate of interest and/or the depreciation rate is rela-
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•. ,~ .. •!--.\' : l ·1 • .; ', • • " .......... 

. . 1) 
tively high. 

With a small deprecie.tion rate the tax burden will, ceteris paribus, be rela

tively small, as we have seen. On the other hanc1. only A. relatively small part 

of allocated funds can be released in this case since releases are limited by 

the amounts inves·ted. With a larger depreciation rn.te and thus a larger volume 

of gross investment more funQs cen be released and this tends of course to 

diminish the tax burden. Thus it may very well be so that the lowc:::st i:i.ttainable 

average tax ratio may be lower for o.. fi~ with a high depreciation rat2 and a 

large release rate than for a firm with a low deprec:iation rA.te and therefore 

a rather small (maximal) release rate. 

In Figure 6 assume that maximal allocations ff1:e made (a = 40%). With releases 

amounting to 40% of allocations the lowest obtainable tax burden 85.61% will 

be reached with b = 2.05% (point A). If instead the depreciation rate is 

12 •. 65% all funds can be released without violating the investment restriction 

and the average tax ratio is lowered to 82. 07% (point C) •. 

l) The 

dt* 
derivative of (146) with regard to b is 

--9.. = -
db 

where 

k = 1 -7 . 

k (y + L - k) 
6 tN 7 

(D-1) [D(l-0) - l] 

[D(l+b) - l] 2 

From assumption D( 1-0) - 1 > 0 it follows thc.t 0 < k
7 

< 1. 
have 
--1: > N< 

dt /db = 0 as y + B/t = k 
q < > 7 

Now k > 0 and we 
6 

N 
Assuming y + S/t = 0.99 and D = 1.12, b = e = 0.10 gives k.

7 
= 0.982 while 

b = 0.30 Md 

k = 0.995. 
7 

positive in 

8 = 0.05 implies k 7 = 
---:}: 

dt /db would in other 
q 

the last. 

0.963. With b = 0.30 and 0 = o .. 10 we get 

;wrds be negative in the first two cases a..11d 
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Table 10· The average tr ... x ratio t as 11 function of b according to equation 

( 138). Fixed parameters: e/tN = 89~~, y = 10%, 0 = 5%, r = 12. 5%, 

D = 112% and p = 4. Percentage units. 

- equat~~ b-value which 
a q t number makes fB equal 

to 1 

40 
-

83.68 
l3.48b 

2.05 t = +------ (139) 
1.120 + 12 

-
7li.. 74 23.59b 7.34 40 70 t = + ( ll•O) l.12b .J. 12 

-
65.79 

33.71b (141) 12.62 100 -<- = +- --v 
l .12b + 12 

-
- 33. 71L_ (142) 12.62 110 t = 59.19 + l.12b + 12 

- 59.oob (143) 25.86 100 70 t -· 36.85 + l.J,2-0 12 + 

-
14.47 

8l;. 30b (144) 39.05 100 -~ = + 
I 

\, 

l.12b + 12 
---~~-· 

34. Let us conclude the numerical analysis of the tied sectcr by considering 

very briefly the importance of variations in the discount factor D. Table 11 

contains a few t-values obtained by using the actual Swedish values cf a, S/tN 

and y and assuming a growth rate of 5% and complete releases every fourth year 

while varying b and D as indicated. Whether the t-values in the table are 

feasible or not is unimportant in this connection. 1 ) According to the table the 

average tax ratio decreases 2-3 percentage units when D increases from 6 to 12 

percent. The size of the interval in which t varies does not seem to depend 

on b in a simple way. Larger intervals are of course conceivable. If p = 1 

and b = 10%,D = 1.06 and D = 1.12 would give t = 81.96%, res~ectively t = 77.49%. 

The interval would thus be about 4.5 percentage units. 

l) This depends also on the profitability rate r. With r ::: 12.5% the parameter 
combinations with the two lowest b-values will in fact violate the investment 
restriction. 
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Table 11. The average te.x ratio i..mder differc.ont assumptions with regard to the 

discount factor D and the depreciation rate b. Fixed parmneters: 
N 

a = 40%, S/t = 89%, y = 10%, 0 = 5%, q = 100% and p = 4. Percentage 

units. 

-
b 

D 

1.06 1.08 1.10 1.12 
-

5 77.56 76.21 T5°57 75.37 

10 83.08 81.54 80.59 80.33 

20 88.31 87.00 86.06 85.40 

30 90.45 89,39 88.58 87 .98 
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CHAPTER X 

SIMULATIONS WITH THI.MODEL. ril£ 1REE SECTbR 

Introduction 

35. If we want to colllpare t·he tu•reducing capacit.j of tied-sector attd 
free-sector IP-syatelij, t~ .Ost cou~ertient starting point seems to be 
the expressions fof the ••e;ra1e tax ratio given by •qWitions (53) and C54). 
A few comparisons of that kind wif1 be liade in Chapter XI. A property of 

the average tax ratio in the absence of a tie;!d sector is, as we have ieen, 

that it is not a function of the growth rate with our aasuniptions wheteas 

the current tax ratio depends on e. This is of course related to the fact 

that the size of the weight attached to each year's current tax ratio 

when calculating the average tax ratio depends on the growth rate. In this 

chapter our main concern will be comparisons between the free-sector 

systems in the four Nordic countries and since the growth parameter is of 

some interest we shall take the limiting value of the current tax ratio 
~ .. , 

as OUT point of departure. 

The limiting value of the current tax ratio for a pure free-sector system 

is 

t • l - A - P 
CID CID 

(148) 

or 

- A . m B b 
t • 1 - cx(l + y - .t:-) - cxcSCl-e) (X - - -) 
• A tN tN e+b 

(149) 

where 

(150) 

Compared with (46) ~n p. VIII:l2 the expression for t. is here generalized 

so aa to include the free sector systems in all Nordic countries as special 

cases. The role of the factor K is to take account of whether or not 

deposits are interest-bearing. If they are not, the rate of interest on 
M 

deposits r is zero and K•l as in Sweden. If payments of interest on 

deposits are tax-free, as they are in Finland and Norway (cf. Table VII:2), 

tR•O in equation (150) and K • (l+r")m. Although the market rate on time 

deposits are paid in Denmark, K is probably smaller than in Norway and 

• 
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R N 1) 
Finland since m in Debmatk ~y be as low as bne while t • t • In 

,(~49) th~ special lor¥ekia~ iiivisdlent deduction in connection with 

fi~locationsbas ~Uo beih c~h~ider•d by adding the parameter. "!A· The 

iLniting ~alue t•• as given by (149), is fiually based on the assump

tion d•b or that conventional accelerated d~preciation does not occur. 

Al pointed dut eariier a difficulty when limitihg values are compared is 

that the pace at which convergence takes place may differ significantly. 

It may therefore be helpful to present the followint measure of the con

vergence rate 

(
!:!.1t-m 
l+bJ 

(151} 

This expression measures the increase in the current tax ratio from period 

m (when the convergence starts} to period t measured as a fraction of 

the largest possible increase t~ - tm. With the assumption used here, 

this fraction will depend only on e and b and the convergence will 

be quicker the greater are e and b. 2> 

36. Under a free-sector system, the investment restriction is much less 

likely to. be an ac~ive constraint than with investment funds of the tied

sector type. The reason is of course that intermittent releases in general 

are baaed on all?cations during a number of years whereas withdrawals, 

made as soon as legally possible, consist of only one year's allocation. 

Given the use of investment funds over time it therefore tends to be 
easier to synchronize the flow of investment activity to withdrawals than 

to releases. Let ua take a look at the probable size of the investment 

restriction fp • ac5r(l-e)m/(9+b) - cf. equation (16} p. VIII:6 - with 

the present parameter values in the Nordic countries. fF varies nega

tively with the growth rate e and the depreciation rate b and we shall 

therefore choose the relatively small values 0•1 % and b•5 %. Calculat

ing fF for Sweden .(where a•40 % and c5•30%} it then appears that only if 

1) With a market rate of interest of 6 % K would be about 1.04 in 
Denmark. In Norway and Finland K is 1.13 and 1.16.respectively. 

2) The same expression as (151} applies to the case of accelerated de
preciation, see p. VI:ll. 
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the profit rate exceeds 52.6 % will the investinerit restriction be violated. 

For Finland the corresponding border value of r is much lower (21 %) 

mainly because the size of the free sector c5 is much larger (100 %). 

As mentioned earlier, the Norwegian system contains no investment restric

tion. Concerning Denmark, assume that funds are withdrawn after one year 

(m-1). In that case the border value of r which makes fF equal to one 

is about 30 % (since a•20 % and 6=100 %). Higher m-values imply of course 

that the border value increases. 

Since the calculated border values of r are much higher than the values 

of r considered in the numerical analysis; the investment restriction 

may in most cases be disregarded as far as free-sector systems are con

cerned. 

The impact of parameter rafi.ations 

37~ it appears collVenieftt to start the discussion of the impact of para

meter chaftges on the lililitift8 value of the tax ratio by indicatirtg the 

relevant partial derivatives and their sign fot each of the four countrie!. 

The derivatives are, cf. equation (149): 

atm m 
- • ac5(1-e) 
ae 

[...!!... (K L - ..E....1 - b ] 
1-e tN e+bJ Ce+b)2 

at 
.......!! • L -

N aa t 

at 
GO 

ilc5 

m a b 
- a(l-0) (KN - 0+b) 

t 
-· 
at 0 
___!! • ac5(1-e)m --- > O 
ilb (0+b)2 

-·-
am 

ac5 [1n(l-0)] (K L - _!?_) 
N e+b . t 

(152 

(153) 

(154 

(155) 

(156 

(157) 
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Table 12. Sign of the t - derivatives co 

Derivative of 
t with respect 

co 

0 

a 

a/tN 

6 

b 

m 

The growth rate 

cies. The factor 

to Sweden Finland Norway Denmark 

+ or - + or - + or - + or -

+ or - - + or - + or -

+ + or - + or - + or -

+ or - - - -
+ + + + 

+ or - + + + 

0. appears twice in F giving rise to opposite tenden-
co 

(1-0)m reflects the importance of the !!lag11 after which 

withdrawals and loss of depreciation base occur. The faster the firm is 

growing the smaller is the net tax benefit from a withdrawal in relation 

to current profit, given the time period m after which funds may be with

drawn. The term b/(e+b) represents the tax increasing effect of the loss 

of depreciation base in connection with withdrawals. For a given deprecia

tion rate this tax increase is smaller the higher the growth rate is. 

Whether one tendency or the other will prevail, depends on the actual 

parameter values. The larger the value of the (initial) growth rate and 

the policy parameters m, K and B/tN are, the less likely it is that 

the covariation between tco and O is negative. 



With the parameter values used in Table 13 and 14 the Danish t and the 
co 

growth rate vary not surprisingly in opposite directions whereas a strong 

positive correlation is found for Norwayo 1) With regard to Sweden and Fin

land the covariation is not unambiguous but the sensitivity of t to growth 
00 

variations seems to be relatively smallo To be somewhat more precise it may 

be pointed out that a sufficient - but not necessary - condition for a 

positive covariation between t and e under the Norwegian system is that 
ID 

the growth rate exceeds 2.,5%0 For Finland and Denmark the corresponding 

conditions are 0>804%, respectively 0>22.,3%o 1) 

1) Let us explain this briefly., Equation (152) may be written 

at co = - acS( 1-e)m-1 M 

ae ( e+b)2 

M is a quadratic function of b which is upwardly convex provided 
KB/tN>1 o If the discriminant D of this function is negative, M would 
be negative for all bo D is a quadratic function of 0 with the roots 

e = 1 + mQ:bng;; 

1 + m2 + 2mQ 

where 
B 

Q = 2Ktw - 1 

Dis downwardly convex if K13/tN>1o Denoting the lower and upper roots 
0L and 0u, it follows that 0I,<0<0u would imply D<o and thus M<o and 
ato/a0>oo The figures given in the main text are 01-valueso The 
corresponding SU-values for Norway, Finland and Denmark are 71 .2% 
respectively 30o4% and 7706%0 It may be added that if D should be 
positive the sign of at.Jae would depend upon the value of bo If either 
b<bL or b>bU, atcxifae would still be positivec This may be illustrated 
by the following pairs of (e,b)-values where 0<0Lo 

e b at.Jae 

Oo5 10 -Norway 1 10 + 

Finland 1 10 -
I 

1 5 + 

Denmark 15 10 -
15 5 + 
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Another sufficient but not necessary condition for atco/ae>o (still assuming 

that KB/tN>1) is that the depreciation rate b exceeds 1/m(Ka/tN-1). With 

the present parameter values it would be sufficient to assume b>12o5% for 

Norway. For DK and SF this condition would demand b-valuea in excess of 100%. 

380 From Table 13 and 14 it also appears quite clearly that the tax re

duction obtained from the free-sector system becomes smaller the shorter 

the durability of plant and equipment iso Contrary to what is the case 

under a tied system this pattern is !!2.!. likely to be modified when the 

investment restriction is taken into accounto As we have seen in Section 36 

it is only in relatively extreme cases that this constraint becomes an 

active one with a free-sector systemo 

The way the allocation and withdrawal rates and m influence t is rather 
CCI 

obviouso Provided allocations and withdrawals involve a net tax benefit 

(that is if A + F > o) the tax benefit is of course proportional to the 
00 

share of profits allocatedo Then it is also truE. that atoofoa<o o Similarly 

if withdrawals are profitable (F >o), the benefit will, needless to say, CCI 
be larger the shorter the "freezing" period m is and the larger a share 

of allocated funds that is withdrawno As appears from Table 13 the sensi

tivity of t to changes in a varies considerablyo An increase of a by 10 CCI 
percentage units would in Norway reduce t by 508 percentage units if CCI 
&=5% and b=10%, cfo equation (166)0 If, on the other hand, (e,b)=(15.10) 

the reduction of tCCI would be only Oo3 percentage units, cfo equation (168)o 

The impact of changes in a also varies a great deal in Denmark depending 

on the values of e and b whereas the impact of changes in a seems to be 

more even in Sweden and Finlando That t in Denmark and especially Norway 
co 

are more sensitive to variations of the withdrawal rate than t would be 
CCI 

in Sweden and Finland is of course due to the higher deposit ratio a/tN in 

the former countriesc 

Whether the covariation between the tax ratio and the deposit ratio is a 

positive or a negative one depends on the size of the growth rate compared 

to the after-tax rate of interest paid on deposits. In Sweden with no in

terest on deposits otCCl/a(a/tN) is of course positiveo With tax-free interest 

payments as in Finland and Norway atcofa(a/tN) would be positive if 0>r*. 

In Denmark the same would be the case if 0>(1-tR)r*c 
1

) 

1) The precise condition is cHCCI > 
-a (,...a....,/ t-..N ..... ) ~ o as > ( 1-tR~r* 

e < 1+( 1-t)r* 



Table 13. The free-sector IF-systems t -functions under the Nordic systems (Percentage units) .. . 
Variable 
oararneters SWEDEN. 
e b 

5 
10 too=100 - 0.1925 a (158) 

30 t 00=100 - 0.1484 a (159) 

15 10 too=100 - 0.2099 a (160) 

30 tm=100 - 0.1744 a (161), 

10 too= 66.19+o.3071J (174) 5 
30 a (175) te11= 67.96+o.3071tN 
10 e (176) 15 t.= 62.13+o.3468ti 

too= 63.55+o.346a.& 30 (177) 

5 
10 too= 94 - 0.0567 6 (190) 

r 

30 too= 94 + 0.002.2 cS (191) 

15 10 too= 94 - 0.0799 6 ( 192) 

30 too= 94 - 0.0325 cS ( 193) 

5 
10 

30 

15 10 

30 

FL"Ced 
parameters ~ 

I a 40 

!s/tN 85 
io 30 I 

FI:lli'LAND 

t .... 100 - 0.3817 a (162) 

t .. -100 - 0.2344 a (163) 
t .... 100 - 0.3372 a (164) 

t_=100 - 0.2189 a (165) 
B (178) too= 85.47+o.0308tf.i 
s (179) t .. - 89.89+o.0308ti 
8 (18o) too= 15.32+0.1456tN 
B t.= 78.87+0.1456trr (181) 

too=100 - 0.1145 cS ( 194) 
t ... 100 - 0.0703 6 ( 195) 

tco=100 - Op1012 o ( 196) 
tOC>=100 - 0.0657 0 ( 197) 

30 

iOO 

·100 

5 

NORWAY 

t.=100 - 0.5780 a 

t.=100 - 0.4229 a 

tCD=100 - 0.0308 a 

t_ ... 100 - 0.1084 a 
B 

t 00= 85.18+0.0149:t'N 
s t 00= 88.09+o.0149:fj 
B t.= 78.92+o.0769t'N 
13 too= 81.53+0.0769tN 

too ... 125 - 0 .3583 cS 

tco=125 - 0.3293 6 

I 
tco=125 - 0.2559 6 
t,.,=125 - 0.2297 0 

t.,.:: 95.42-0.1875YA 
t.,.= 98.32-0.1875Y. 

ii. 

t-=105.66-o.1815yA 
t ~108 ?0-0 187~y oo •--.. • ,~ A 

I 
I 
I 

18.75 

266 2/3 

100 

I
. '.I' ,, h, - -' , I --

DEt.'lf:ARK 

(166) t;.=100 - 0.3500 a 

( 167) t.=100 - O., 1691 a 

(168) t.=100 - 0.4988 a 

(169) l t =100 - 0.2721 a 

(182) 
. B 

t 00= 92.67+o.0033ty 
(183) t.= 96.28+0.00_33-q 
{184) t 00= 86.8o+o.0232tu 

~ ( 185) t.= 91.33+0.0232tN 

(198) too=107.8 -0.1480 cS 

(199) t =107.8 -0.1118 co 0 

(200) t.=107.8 -0.177? cS 

(201) t_=107.8 -0.1324 6 
(206) 

(207) 
(208) 

I 
(209) I 

I 
I 
1 

I 
I 20 
I 

139 I 
I IOO I 
I 1 

I 

I 
! 
I -------·-----·--~ l __ F~·-~·------..--~--- --· ---·---!------------

(170) 

(1?1) 

(172) 
( 173) 

( 186) 
(187) 

(188) 
(189) 

(202) 

(203) 

(204) 
(205) 

I 
I 

I 

I 
I 
' 

x .. 
-....) 



Table 14. t -vaiues under the Nordic free-sector IF-systems 0 

Percentage uriitso 

b 

e 5 10 20 30 5 10 20 30 

SWEDEN FilU,AND 

3 91 o68 , 93o 17 94020 94061 86024 89.95 92.54 93c55 
5 93.54 94007 84.70 88057 91.66 92098 90075 92030 

10 90.34 91.52 92.10 93029 85.37 88.32 91027 92.75 
15 90080 91.60 92052 93002 81090 89089 92. 17 93044 

NORWAY DENMARK 

3 85.55 87095 89.61 90.27 91092 94.72 96067 97 043 
5 86.,Bo 89034 91 .38 92.25 89.88 93004 95.58 96.66 

no 92. 18 94.23 96028 91030 87 .. 82 90.82 93.82 95.32 
ns 98.07 99.,54 ~01.22 102.15 87051 90006 92098 94.60 

x~8 

I 
Note. The values of the fixed parameters are as given in Table 130 

Tax Benefits under the Nordic Systems 
39. In this and the next section rather sketchy illustrations of the tax 

reducing potential of the free-sector systems in the Nordic countries will 

be presented. A series of simulations are shown in Table 13 and 14 to which 

reference has been made already. Table 14 is based on the following t~

expressions 

(210) 

SF 5 b 
t = 1.00 - 0.30(1-e) (1o16 - ~b) 

00 ~ 
(211) 

(212) 

DK b 
t

00 
= 1o08 - 0 0 20(1-0)(1.44 - ~b) (213) 



The values of the fixed parameters utilized in these four equations are 

indicated in Table 140 In the cases considered in Table 13 the invest-

ment restriction - equation (16) - is not violated unless the profit rate 

is very higho In the table withdrawals as a percentage of gross investments 

are highest when (e,b)=(3,5)o For Finland a profit rate in excess of 31% 

would be required to bring about a vioiation of the investment restriction,. 

For Denmark and Sweden the border value of r woUld be even higher or 41%j 

respectively 75%0 In Table 14 the investment restriction would in some cases 

be violated if the variable !F-parameter is given a high value and the pro

fit rate is lowo This would for insta.noe be the case in Finland and Denmark 

with an allocation rate of 100% and a profit rate greater than 13% while nt 

the same time 0=b=5%. 

As pointed out earlier the term A in equation (148) reflects the tax effects 

of allocationso Since it is only in Sweden that the deposit ratio a/tN is 
less than unity, it follows of course that, in contrast to Sweden, allocations 

per se are not profitable in the three other countries~ For Norwegian and 

Danish firms maximal allocations would raise the tax ratio by 25%, respective

ly 708% (assuming that taxation is the only alternative to allocations)o In 

Finland the deposit rate is equal to the statutory tax rate, as we have seen, 

and A is thus zeroo A Swedish corporation, finally, making maximal allocations 

would at present (1973) obtain a 6% reduction of total tax liabilitiese 

The tax effects of withdrawals are summarized in the term F
00

0 In Denmark, 

Finland and Norway F 
00 

is always positive since K6/tN>1 o In Sweden FCX> is 

positive unless the growth rate is very small relative to the depreciation 

rateo 1) 

Let us compare the size of F
00 

in the four countries when we in turn keep 

each of the IF-parameters equal in all countrieso If the allocation rate a 

is the same the tax effects of withdrawals could be ranked as f~llows 

(213A) 

1) FS < o if e < b(tN-B)/B or, with present parameter values, if 0<0c17 b. CX> 
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A sufficient (but not necessary) condition for ~ FDK is that the growth 
co co 

rate is smaller than 21o7%o Apart from that the ranking is unconditionalc 

If we assume that the size of the free sector, o, is the srune in all four 

countries, F~ would again be smallest and ~ would be largest. The size of 

F~F compared to ~ depends upon the values of e and bo Assuming that 

b/(e+b) ~ Oo20 and e > 3.7% the ranking would again be the one given by 

(213A) o 

Next we take it for granted that m or the number of years after which with

drawals can be (or are) made is equal. Again the ranking (213A) holds pro

vided e < (2/3)b as far as Finland and Denmark are concernede If e > (2/3)b 

FSF > ~K would be true 0 If the treatment of deposits is similar in all 
co co 

countries so that K would be equal the F
00

-ranking would once more be 

(213A)o Sufficient (but not necessary) conditions in order to establish 

F~F < ~K, respectively ~K <~are 109% < e < 9o7% and a < 17.8%0 We 

finally suppose that KB/tN is the same in all countries. This changes the 

ordering and we have 

(213B) 

F~ is thus still smallest but now F~F >~as long as e < 37o5%. Concerning 

Denmark and Finland the ranking would be reversed if the growth rate exceeds 

90?%0 

In the previous section we have discussed the size of A and F separately 
co 

but for a complete comparison between the four free-sector systems an evalua

tion of net effects would of course be needed. It does not seem to be possible 

to establish general and clear-cut conclusions about the tax-reducing poten

tial of the different systomso Instead, as we have seen, the ranking (in terms 

of the limiting value of the tax ratio) will depend upon the durability of 

capital and the growth rate in addition to the values of the IF-parameterso 
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Some comments to the simulations in Table 13 and 14 should be ma.de. With 

the same all.ocation rate a in all four countries and a growth rate of 5 
per cent tcio would be lowest in lforway, lower in Denmark than in Finland 

and highest in Sweden. This is true whether b is 10 or 30 per cent, as 

Table 13 shows. It the growth rate had been as high as 15 per cent, t 
00 

in Norwa¥ would instead have been the highest but apart from that the 

t -ranking would have been the same as before. This deterioration of the 
CIO 

Norwegian position is of course due to the fact that the covariation be-

tween t! and the growth rate is strongly positive. When we next assume 

that the deposit ratio a/tN is variable the picture is somewhat less 

simple. Consider for instance the case where the growth rate is 15 per 

cent and the depreciation rate 30 per cent. With these values t~ would be 

lowest provided the common deposit ratio is smaller than 66.7 per cent. If 

instead 66.7% < B/t5 
< 182.5%, tN would be lowest. Finally, if S/tN > 182.5%, 

CIO 

t~K would be the smallest tax ratio. From the functions (174) - (189) it is 

also immediately seen approximately at what 8/tN-level the tax benefit dis

appears altogether. Assuming for instance (e,b) = (15%, 30%) this would 

happen in the case of Sweden and Finland when 8/tN equals 105%, respective

ly 145%. For Norway and Denmark the corresponding figures are much higher 

or 273%, respectively 374%. 

The tax ratios resulting from variations in the withdrawal rate o are shown 

in Figure 4, which is based on Table 13. The vertical intercepts represent 

of course the term 1-A. Points marked by a circle indicate o-values where 

the ranking of the t -values for two countries is reversed. By drawing the 
CIO 

line tcio=lOO% it is easily seen in the diagram how large o must be to secure 

a positive tax benefit for Danish and Norwegian firms under various con

ditions. With (0,b) = (5%, 30%) a withdrawal rate in excess of 70 per cent 

would give a tcio-value below 100 per cent in Denmark. The corresponding 

border value in Norway is 6 = 76 per cent. For equal and low values of o, 
the Swedish tax ratio would be much lower than tcio for the other countries 

in the cases considered in the diagram, but as o rises the relative su-
. . s . 

per1or1ty of t= would tend to disappear. 
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Table 14 shows a handful of t -values resulting from variation of the 
~ 

growth and depreciation rates when the IF-parameters are given and equal 

to the actual values. The sensitivity of the Norwegian tax ratio to growth 

rate changes is once more apparent. With e eqw:i,l to 3 per cent t~ is lower 

than the tax ratios in the other countries whatever the value of b. tN is 
00 

also lowest if 0=5 per cent and b is 20 per cent or more. On the other 

hand the Rorwegian tax ratio is the highest for all b-values considered if 

e is 10 or 15 per cent. It also appears that the Finnish tax ratio is 

smaller than the Swedish for all pairs of {e,b) except (15%, 30%) and that 

tSF < tDK in all cases except (0,b) = {15%, 5%). Concerning Denmark and 
~ ~ 

Sweden it is seen that t~K > t~ if e is 3 per cent or if b is 20 per cent 

or more. It is also the case when {0,b) = (5%, 10%). On the other hand a 

high growth rate combined with a low depreciation rate tends to make tDK 
ro s lower than t=& 

That withdrawals from the tree sector in Sweden have been almost negligible 

is not surprising taking into accoUllt the small withdrawal rate (30 per 

cent} and the fact that the 10 per cent extra investment deduction is not 

admitted as far as the tree sector is concerned. In Chapter VII we have 

also seen that allocations to the Finnish investment funds - in contrast 

to those in Denmark and Norway - have been rather unimportant (cf. table 

on P• VII:20}. 
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CHAPTER XI 

COMPARISONS BETWEEN INVESTMENT FUNDS AND OTHER TAX SYSTEMS 

410 It is of course of considerable interest to compare an IF-system with 

other currently used tax systems which may give firms tax: benefits similar 

to those offered by investment fundso This chapter is therefore devoted to 

an attempt to make such comparisonso In the present section the other tax: 

systems are presented and in sections 42 and 43 the formal framework is 

establishedo In section 44 we discuss in which direction the tax: ratios 

under different systems are changed when the parameters are changedo After 

that the absolute tax ratios, which the four considered depreciation systems 

may lead to, are comparedo In section 46, finally, the tax: burden under 

different IF-system is confronted with the tax burden obtained under the 

four depreciation systemse 

We shall consider two kinds of accelerated depreciationo The first, 

accelerated nonnal depreciation, is assumed to amount to dCt in each 

periodo The difference between the depreciation rate for income tax: 

purposes, d, and the actual depreciation rate, b (which reflects wear 

and tear and obsolescence), is a measure of the absolute accelerationo 

The second kind is initial allowancese Under this system a certain fraction 

of gross investments may be written off immediately over and above normal 

depreciation but the base for future depreciation is reduced correspondir;.gly o 

Investment allowances differ from initial allowa;.1ces since the depreciation 

base is not influenced as far as the former are concernedo A..~ investment 

allowance is thus simply an extra deduction given when real investments 

are made and has nothing to do with accelerated depreciationo Initial nnd 

investment allowances have been used widely in Great Britain during the 

post-war period. Initial allowances were introduced in 1945 and the rato::1 

have varied between 5 and 40 per cent depending upon year and type of asset< 

Investment allowances with rates varying between 10 and 20 per cent for 

most investments1) have been used more or less permanently between 1954 

1) For more details see (36) PPo 421-50 (especially PPo 424-25)0 



and 1966 when they were replaced with outright investment grantso 1) In 

Sweden a 10 per cent investment allowance is - as we have seen - a per

manent feature of the IF-systemo More generally, 10 per cent investment 

allowances (for state tax purposes only) have been granted for industrial 

investments in machinery in 1964 and for all investments in machinery and 

equipment 19680 During the recession 1971-73 a 10 per cent investment 

allowance was given to building investments and for machinery purchases 

the original investment allowance of 10 per cent was successively in

creased to 30 per cent (cfo Chapter IV)o 

The final tax device to be considered is the investment tax credit intro

duced by the Kennedy administration 1962 and ultimately repealed in April 

196902) 

The immediate tax benefit amounted to 7 per cent of expenditures on machi

nery and equipment. It is thus a credit against tax liabilities and not a 

deduction from taxable income as initial and investment allowanceso The 

investment tax credit, on the other hand, increases future tax liabilities 

since the depreciation base is reduced by the tax credito In this respect 

the tax credit is similar to initial allowanceso The right to claim invest

ment tax credits was restricted in certain respectso Thus, only machinery 

and equipment with a durability of four years or more were considered "qua

lified investment" and if the durability was less than eight years only 

part of the investment outlay could be used as a base for the tax credito 

The tax: credit itself was limited to 250000 dollars plus 25 per cent of 

taxes above that amounto 3) 

420 Let a, h, and k denote the initial allowance rate, the investment 

allowance rate, and the investment tax credit rate respectivelyo Assume 

1) According to professor Robert Neild, a major reason for that change wns 
the belief that a large number of British firms do not fully recognize 
the tax benefits offered by initial or investment allowances because 
profitability calculations either are made in terms of profits before 
taxes or otherwise are too crudeo The investment grants have recently 
been replaced by rather liberal depreciation guidelines by the 
conservative governmento 

2) The Council of Economic Advisers ~rgued that "The national priorities of 
the 1970's did not require or justify this special incentive", see The 
Annual Report of the Council of Economic Advisers, Washington D0 C0 

February 1970, Po 310 

3) For further details see (13) p. 400 The importance of this limitation 
is discussed in section 43 belowo 
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further that!!!. investment outlays qualify for the tax benefitso
1

) With 

all four depreciation systems in operation simultaneously the total de

ductible amount would be 

Taxable income Wt would the~ef ore be 

while tax liabilities (payments) Tt would be 

(214) 

(215) 

(216) 

cf o the corresponding expressions (22) - (24) for the IF-modelo As before, 

the book value of fixed capital is increased in each period by investments 

and decreased by depreciation allowances so that 

The solution of this difference equation is 

f 
1 0) t+1 

(1-a-k)(e+b) + (d-b+(a+k)(O+b)) 1:d 
Ct = Kt - -

e + d 

(217) 

(218) 

After using this expression the current tax ratio tt = Tt/VttN can be written 

t = 1 _ d - b + (a+k)(e+b)[e + d(1-e) t+
1
]- k(El+b)(1-tN) _ h(El+b) 

t r(El+d) 1+dJ rtN r 
(219) 

With d=b and a=h=k=o the tax ratio is of course 1o This is the case before 

period zero when the tax devices discussed here are supposed to be intro

ducedo As a consequence of this the tax ratio is lowered considerably be

low unity but as time goes on tt increases in a convergent mannerc The 

limiting value is evidently: 

1) This is of course not a realistic assumption in some (if not most) 
caseso If a depreciation scheme (such as the investment tax credit) 
apply only to certain types of investment outlays and we assume that 
the qualified capital outlays' share of total investment expenditures 
is constant, this complication can be dealt with easilyo We simply 
consider the depreciation rates a, h and k, not as the statutory rates 
but as the statutory rates multiplied by the appropriate ratios of 
qualified investments and total investmentso 



t = 1 _ e(d - b + (a+k)(e+b)) _ k(e+b)(1-tN) 
01 r( e+d) rtN 

h(O+b) < 1 
r 
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(220) 

The final step is to calculate the average tax ratio in the same way as in 

section 230 This yields 

t = 1 _ d - b + (a+k) (O+b) 
r 

D - 1 _ k(O+b)(1-tN) _ h(O+b) 
D(1+d) - 1 rtN r 

(221) 

In the following analysis ~e shall consider each of the four tax systems 

in turn and it is therefore assumed that only one system operates at a time~ 

We assume further that profits before depreciation allowances are large 

enou.gh to absorb all permitted allowances. The tax ratio is in other words 

always positiveo The wa.y the average tax ratio is influenced by parameter 

changes in the four cases is indicated in Table 15 which may be compared 

with Table 120 To give a rough idea of the potential profitability effects 

of the four systems, some simulations are presented in Table 16. 

Table 15e Sign of Covariation Between the Average Tax Ratio and the 
p t arame ers n er l. u d d"ff eren t T t ax sys ems 

Par am e t 

Depre- j I ciation 
Tax para-~) 

e I r System Tax Function meter b 

Accelerated I 
Normal d-b D-1 I 

td = 1 -- D(1+d)-1 (222) - + 0 Depreciation r 

Initial - a(e+b} D-1 (223) Allowances t = 1 - D(1+bJ-1 - - -a r 

Investment - h(O+b} (224) Allowances th = 1 - - - -r 

Investment - 1t(e+b)[ D-1 + 1-tj (225) Tax tk .. 1 - r D(1+b)-1 - - -
Credit tN I ! 

1) The depreciation parameters have been used as subscripts to the 
average tax ratioo 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

e r s 

D tN 

- 0 

- 0 

0 0 

- + 
I 

I i I 
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Table 160 The Average Tax Ratio Under Different Tax Systemso 

Fixed parameters: r=12o5%, tN=51.69% and D=1.12o Percentage units 

Common I 
!Variable Accelerated Normal Initial Investment Investment 
parameters Depreciation Allowances Allowances Tax Credit 
a b d d-b 'rd a l' h l'h k tk a 

7.,5 2o5 BB.,24 10 94.,55 10 92 7 91r95 
5 10 5 79.,31 25 86.36 15 88 10 87007 

15 10 66.,67 4.0 78.18 20 84. 12 84.04.8 
12.,5 2o5 90.,77 10 93.79 10 88 7 87.80 

10 15 5 83.,33 25 84.,48 15 82 10 82058 

5 
20 10 72.,09 40 75., 17 20 76 12 79 .. 09 
22o5 2o5 93.,55 10 93002 10 80 7 82.03 

20 25 5 88000 25 82056 15 70 10 I 74033 
30 10 78.,95 4.0 72.09 20 60 12 69019 
32.5 2.,5 95.04 10 92.63 10 72 7 76.52 

30 35 5 90062 25 81058 15 58 10 66.46 
4.0 10 8,A 10 Ll.O 10 .. r::.,, 20 1111 12 r::.,q. 7r::., 

10 91 .. 82 10 88 7 86.42 
5 25 79.,55 15 82 10 80.60 

4.0 67027 20 76 12 76., 72 
10 91072 10 84 7 83.,74 

10 25 79031 15 76 10 76.77 

10 40 66090 20 68 12 720 12 
10 91.,63 10 76 7 78.44 

20 25 79007 15 64 10 69.,19 
40 66051 20 52 12 63.03 
10 91058 10 6ff 7 I 73., 11 

I 

30 25 78.95 15 52 10 61.67 
l 40 66.32 20 36 12 I 114,,00 

43. In the formal analysis we have not explicitly considered the invest

ment tax credit limit mentioned earlier and a few words may be in order., 

According to this rule, the tax credit is maximized to (in thousands of 

dollars): 

TC = 25 + Oo25(Tt-25) max (226) 

To simplify, let us here calculate tax payments as Tt = tNVt = tNrKt" This 

would in fact give a somewhat too low estimate of Tt (and thus of Tgax)~ 

since the loss of depreciation base caused by the investment tax credit is 

disregarded in this way., Suppose now that qualified investments amount to 

a certain share s of total gross investments I~ = (e+b)Kto Without the limit 

the tax credit would then be TS = ks(e+b)Kt. The difference between TC max 
and TC is thus 

TCmax - TC= 18.,75 + Kt(o.25tNr - ks(o+b)) (227) 



A sufficient but not necessary condition for TC > TC is (assuming 
ma.x 

tN•50% and k=7%) that 

s(e+b) < 10785 r (228) 

This condition seems to indicate that the gross growth rata (0+b) must be 

rather high relative to the profit rate (before taxes) to make the upper 

tax credit limit an active constraint. The highest gross growth rate con

sidered in the numerical analysis is 40% while the profit rate is assumed 

to be 1205%0 With these parameter values the investment tax credit limit 

would be of no importance if less than 55% of all investment outlays we~e 

qualified expenditures. With a gross growth rate of less than 2C1/o, the same 

would be true even if al.i investments were eligibleo With a higher tax 

credit rate than 1% these bo~derline values would of course be lower. 

44 0 In this and the next section we shall briefly comment on Tables 15 and 

16 and make some comparisons with investment fundso We shall first discuss 

how the tax ratio is influenced by parameter changes under different systems 

and then - in section 45 - compare the absolute tax burden which the four 

depreciation systems may bring about. 

With initial or investment allowances or an investment tax credit, the tax 

benefit becomes larger the greater the firm's growth rate iso Assuming that 

a.=h=k the sensitivity of the average tax ratio to changes in the growth 

rate is smallest with initial allowances and greatest with the investment 

tax credit. 1
) This is illustrated in Table 16 to some degree. As far as 

accelerated nonnal depreciation is concerned the average tax ratio is in

dependent of the growth rate with our assumptions but if instead we look 

at the limiting value of the current tax ratio - cf. equation (220) - we 

shall find a negative correlation as in the three other cases. 2
) With an 

IF-system of the Swedish tied sector type, we found a similar negativa co

variation in the numerical analysis but a rather weak one as long as we 

disregard the investment restriction. Taking that into account, we saw 

that the possibilities to lower the tax burden increase as the growth 

rate rises. 

1) It is also necessary to assume that the factor within the brackets in 
equation (225) is greater than unity. This is the case in Table 16. 

2) Letting td denote the limiting value of the tax ratio under accelerated 
normal depreciation we have dtd 

d~=-~<O 
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A relatively short durability of plant and equipment (or a high rate of 

depreciation) means a relatively large tax ratio with accelerated normal 

depreciation simply because the absolute acceleration d-b is small in such 

a ca.seo Under the three other systems the tax benefits become larger the 

shorter the durability of capital is. Again, as appears from Table 16, 

ta is less sensitive to changes in b than th and tk' provided the initial 

depreciation rates are equal 0

1
) With an IF-system (whether of the tied or 

free sector type) the tax benefits are larger the longer the durability ot 
capital is. It is, however, possible, as we have seen, that this conclusion 

will have to be reversed in cases when the investment restriction actually 

is a constraint. Needless to say, the differences between the tax systems 

with regard to the impact of capital durability on the tax ratio are highly 

important when it comes to an evaluation of the systemso 

Other things being equal, changes in the depreciation rate imply of course 

changes in the volume of gross investment in each period in addition to 

changes in the (average) durability of new plant and equipment. It may 

therefore be of interest to look at the effects of variations in b while 

keeping the volume of gross investment constant. Let us assume opposite 

changes of the depreciation and the growth rate such that OG = 0 + b is 

constant. As appears from Table 15, this changes the sign of the covariation 

between t and b from minus to plus in the case of initial allowances and the 

investment tax credit whereas th becomes invariant to such changes in bo As· 

far as td is concerned, it makes of course no difference whether o or e0 is 

kept constant since t d is not a function of the growth rate. 

Under all four systems the tax ratio is an increasing function of the profit 

~ r. We can in other words say that the use of one or more of these tax 

instruments changes a proportional corporate tax system into a progressive 

.one. In Chapter VIII we saw that with an IF-system the average tax ratio 

is not a function of the profit rate if the release rates q and ~ are con

sidered exogenous. 

Finally, it may be pointed out that only with an investment tax credit is 
N the tax ratio a f'unction of the statutory tax rate t and the covariation 

1) Whether ldth/dbl ~ jdti/dbl depends on whether (D-1 )(D-De-1 )/(D+Db-1 )2 + 
N 

+.l::L ~ 1 
tN < 
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is positive as the table shows. In the IF-system t varies positively with 

the deposit ratio $/tN and thus negatively with tN. 

45. Let us now take a look at the absolute size of the average tax ratio 

under ditferent tax systems• An investment allowance is obviously a more 

powerful tax reducing instrument than an ini t ia.l allowance of the same size •. 

With h•a.=1o%, a growth rate of 5fo and the depreciation rate varying between 

5 and y:yfo th lies in the interval 72-92% while ta varies between 92 and 95~f 
cf. Table 16. Whether initial allowances bring about a lowe~ or higher 

average tax ratio than accelerated normal depreciation depends upon the 

following condition1 

- < -t • td as a> 
a ~ !::!?. Df 1 +b ~ - 1 

< a+b D 1+d - 1 (229) 

The corresponding condition obtained when accelerated normal depreciation 

and investment allowances are compared is 

- < -
th ; td as 

h > d-b D - 1 
~ e+b D(1+d) - 1 

(230) 

Let us finally compare the investment tax credit with the other three systems. 

The tax-reducing impact of the investment tax credit is clearly greater than 

that of initial allowances, given that the two rates are equal (k=a). The 

investment tax credit can in fact be seen as a combination of an initial 

allowance with the rate k and an investment allowance with the rate 

k(1-tN)/tN as is evident from equations (223) -· (225). With "realistic" 

parameter values it is also likely that the investment tax credit implies 

a lower average tax ratio than the investment allowance provided again that 

the rates are of the same size (k=h). 1
) Concerning the power of the invest

ment tax credit compared to that of accelerated normal depreciations it is 

true that 

k > d-b Df 1+b~ - 1 tN(D-1) 
~ Ei+b D 1+d - 1 N 

D - 1 + Db(1-t ) 
(231) 

The last two ratios are evidently positive and less than one. The higher 

the growth and depreciation rates are, the more probable it is that the tax 

1) The condition is of course that the factor within the brackets in 
equation (225) is greater than unity. This is the case if tN ~ 0.5. 
It ~s also the case if for instance b ~ 0.44 and D ~ 1.06 while 
tlf = 0.53. 



burden with accelerated normal depreciation will exceed the tax burden under 

any of the three other systems, cfo equations (229) - (231)o With the com

binations of parameter values used in Table 16 td is in fact.smaller than' 

ta' th and tk when b is small but greater when b is largeo 

46. It is evidently not so simple to compare the tax ratios obtained under 

different depreciation schemes with the ta.x ratios which an IF-system may 

lead to because of the fairly large nutnbe~ of parameters involvedo An attempt 

to make a comparison between a tied IF-system 0£ the Swedish type, th~ four 

free-sector systems and the depreciation systems has been made in Table 17a 

In that table we have presented the values of the average tax ratio 

corresponding to 24 tied sector parameter combinations" For each of the 

four depreciation systems we have further calculated the values of the de~ 

preciation parameter which yields the same average tax ratio as each of the 

24 IF-parameter combinationso We have in other words translated sets of IF

parameter values into the equivalent depreciation parameter valueso For the 

four free-sector systems we have in a similar way calculated the allocation 

rates which - given the actual parameter values in the four countries - is 

needed to give the t-values in the tableo Concerning the tied IF-system, it 

has been assumed that the firm actually allocates 40% of profits to invest

ment funds, that it faces a deposit ratio of 89% and that releases occur 

every fourth yearo In addition it has been supposed that the investment de

duction rate is 10% as presently and that the firm's rate of profit and 

discount rate of interest are 1205% and 12% respectivelyo The growth, de

preciation and release rates are varied as shown in the tableo Releases as 

a percentage of gross investments are indicated in the f B-columno If that 

figure exceeds 100%, the investment restriction is obviously violated" 

With for instance a growth rate of 5'fo, a 20% depreciation rate and complete 

release (q=100%} the average ta.x ratio is 85040%. In order to obtain thnt 

tax burden with accelerated normal depreciation, d has to be 26.4~ and the 

absolute acceleration is hence 6043 percentage unitso If instead the same 

tax burden is to be secured with either initial allowances, investment 

allowances or an investment tax: credit, the values of the depreciation 

parameters a, hand k will have to be 20093%, 7.30%, and 5.69% respectively. 

It should of course be kept in mind at this point that the calculations are 

based on the assumption that ~ investment outlays are entitled to the tax 

benefits discussed hereo If only a part of such outlays qualify the 
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depreciation rates in Table 17 should be raised correspondinglyo To 

illustrate this assume that 60"/o instead of 100"/o of investments are 

eligible for investment allowances. In that case the statutory allowance 

rate would have to be 12. 17% (= 7 .30/0.60) instead of 7 oYYfo in order to 

give an average tax ratio ot 85.40"/o. 

General and unaonditionai statements about the profitability effects of 

investment f'unds compared to these of the other four tax systems can hard

ly be made and the content of Table 17 is therefore not easily summarizedo 

Let us make some obserVa.~ionso In the first place it may be noted that 

k<h<a for all values of 6 e.rtd b considered in the tableo This means of 

course that the tax redl;lcing itnpa.ct of the :i.rivestment ta.Ji: credit (dis

regarding the upi>er ll.mi t) is greater than t~t of an equally large in

vestment allowance wh.ioh ill its turn exceed.a the impact of an initial 

allowance of the same sizeo 

Comparing tied-sector investment f'unds with an initial allowance of say 

1~ or an investment allowance of gfo or an investment tax credit of 605% 
(without upper limit) Table 17 shows the IF-system to be the most power

ful in terms of tax impact if at least 70% of allocated investment funds 

are released and the wear and tear rate b does not exceed 10"/oo As the 

growth rate increases and the release rate becomes smaller the balance 

_is changed against the IF-system (the above borderline value of b gets 

smaller)o Alternatively it may be said that in all cases covered by 

Table 17 tied-sector investment tunds are more powerful than an initial 

allowance of 1105% or an investment allowance of 3% or a tax credit of . 
2.5% provided that 70"/o or more of investment f'unds are releasedo 

To the extent that only certain types of investment outlays qualify for 

tax benefits under the three depreciation schemes discussed here, the 

balanc.e is of course shifted in favour of the IF-systemo The same is true 

if the tax credit limit is taken into account. When the gross growth rate 

is small the investment restriction (implying that releases cannot exceed 

gross investments) may on the other hand limit the release rate to values 

below these indicated in Table 170 



Table 17. Equally powerf\11 combinations of parameter values under different tax systems. Percentage units. 

Common Swedish Accelerated Initial Investment Investment 
para- 1) tied sector2) normal de- allowances allowances tax credit Free-sector IF-systems: a 3) 
meters IF-system preciation 

e b q t f B d d-b a h k Sweden 

40 87.50 70.49 7.68 2.68 22.92 15.63 9.67 60.33 
5 70 81.42 123.36 9.35 4.35 34.07 23.23 14.37 89.67 

100 75.34 176.22 11.35 6.35 45.22 30.83 19.07 119.02 
40 89.49 46.99 

I 
12.90 2.90 16 .• 94 ts.76 6.03. 5l3.65 

10 70 84.91 82.24 14.43 4.43 24.31 12.57 8.66 84.21 

5 
100 80.33 117 .it8 16.17 6.17 31.69 16.39 11.29 109.77 
40 91.52 28.20 i 23.371 3.37 12.15 4.24 3.30 56.31 

20 70 88.46 49.34 24.181 4.78 16.55 5.77 4.50 76.63 
100 85.40 70.49 26.43 6.43 20.93 7 .30 5.69 96.95 
40 92.55 20.14 33.87 3.87 10.10 2.66 2.22 5 • 78 

30 70 90.26 32".25 35.22 5.22 13.22 3.48 2.90 71.56 
100 I 87.08 50.3~ 36.6A 6.64 16.32 4.29 3.t)8 88.38 
40 87.51 11i1.27 ! 15.26 10.41 6.44 

5 70 81.44 12.21 22.69 15.47 9.)7 
100 7"5. 37 , 103.17 30.11 20.1)3 12.70 
40 89.44 30.95 12.76 6.60 4.55 

10 70 84.83 5'1.16 18.33 9.48 6.53 

10 100 80.21 77 .38 23.91 12.37 8 .. '12 
40 91.49 20.63 10.17 3.55 2.16 

20 70 88.40 36.11 ·13.85 4.83 3.77 
100 85.32 51.38 17.54 6.12 I 4.77 
40 92.53 15.48 8.87 2.34 1.95 

30 70 90.22 27.08 11.62 3.06 2.55 
100 81.q2 38.69 14 .35 3.78 3. 111 

1) Fixed parameters: r = 12.5rfa and D = 1.12. 

2) Fixed parameters: a = 40%, 6/tN"" 8%, y .. 10'/o and p = 4. . 

3) The assumed values of the fixed para~eters are D = l.12, S/tN = 89% (for Sweden) and the 
parameter values shown in Table 13. 

Finland Norway Denmark 

26.21 33.51 20.33 
38.95 49.81 31 .21 
51.70 66.11 40.10 
27.37 39.22. 22.46 
39.30 56.31 32.24 
r;1.22 73.40 42.03 
29.34 52.67 26.67 
39.93 11.68 36.29 
50.52 90.68 4').91 
31.04 70.28 30.91 
40.58 91.89 40.41 
c;o.oa 113.40 4q.88 

>< 
H .. ..... 
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Let us finally confront the tied IF-system with accelerated nol'1!18.l. de

preciation' As Table 17 shows the prof'i tabili ty effects are largest under 

the former system if all funds are released and the absolute acceleration 

does not exceed 6 percentage units. With a release rate between 70 and 100 % 
the corresponding figure is 4 percentage units. Variations of the wear and 

tear rate in the interval 5-30 % do not upset these conclusions. 

The last four columns of Table 17 show the values of the allocation rat~ a 

which are necessary under the four free-sector IF-systems to bring e.bout 

the average tax ratio indicated in column 4. A few observations based on 

these figUTes may be me.de. In the first place we may note that for ell four 

countries all a-values tend to be significantly higher than the actual 

a-values (shown in Table 16). This means of course that for the grm1th aud 

depreciation rates considered here the Swedish tied-sector sy~te~ tends to 

be a ~ powerf'ul tax-reducing instrument than any of the f'ree-sec·;;or 

variants. A few exceptions to this rule appear in Table 17. T'...iU3 the !i'innish 

system (where at present a = 30 per cent) involves in fact a slightly lcm~:r. 

~verage tax ratio than under the tied system provided fi:i:-stly the.';;. c.::ll;y- 40 

per cent of allocations are released under the tied system and seccndly that 

the depreciation rate is not as high as 30 per cent. In the v-ery s3.IIle ca.scs 

the average tax ratio under the Danish system (where a = 20 per cent) is only 

slightly higher than under the tied system. 

We may also note that the "necessary" value of a is lowest under the Danish 

and highest under the Swedish free-sector system. This mee..ns that in terms 

of the average tax ratio and given the values of all other IF-parameters 

the Danish system tends to be ,P.2tentially the most powerful of the four 

free-sector variants. To this should be added that our selection of fixed 

IF-parameters is arbitrary and that the size of the actual tax benefits 

offered of course depends on the actual value of a. 
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CHAPTER XII 

SOME CONCLUDING REMARKS TO PART TWO 

47. The aim of the analysis in Part Two has been rather modest. An attempt 

has beerl made to build a model which can be used at an evaluation of the 

tax-reducing potential of investment funds and alternative tax systems 

available to a growing firm. To ensure that the model is manageable a 

series of simplifying assumptions has been accepted. First of all the 

firm's growth rate has been considered an exogenous variable. This means of 

course that the firm's investment activity is not influenced by the presence 

or absence of the discussed tax systems. Ideally, we would like to construct 

a model capable of explaining how the firm's investment and production 

behaviour is modified by the tax benefits offered through various corporate 

tax systems. What makes such an approach very difficult is of course the 

fact that our knowledge of the factors which determine private investments 

is still very far from being complete. Along the lines of Domar and Eisner 

we have instead accepted the far less ambitious task of analyzing the size 

of the effective tax rate under alternative assumptions with regard to 

the firm's growth rate, profitability, durability of fixed capital and the 

various tax parameters involved. Ultimately, ~e are of course interested 

in the relationship between the effective tax rate and the firm's volume 

of investment. Other things being equal, it seems reasonable to assume -

as Domar did -.that the larger the tax benefits involved in a certain taxa

tion scheme the larger the volume of investments. A detailed numerical 

specification of such a relationship must of course be based on an econo

metric estimation. 

It should be stressed again that all problems related to the financing of 

investments have been disregarded, not because they are considered less 

important but to simplify the analysis. This is in the first place tant~ffir,unt 

to an assumption that investment activity is not restricted by mere un

availability of funds. As is well-known even the structure of financing 

may act as a constr~int on investments t~ the extent that firms have strong 

preferences regarding their sources of finance. For a number of reasons 

it seems to be more or less generally accepted that firms are reluctant to 

accept external financing beyond a certain limit (for instance a certain 
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debt ratio).i) Empirical observations appear not to be inconsistent with 

this asumption. 2) This is naturally not the place to pursue this theme. 

We have moreover not considered the role played by the firms' dividend poli

cies. Here a distinction between larger and smaller enterprises is important 

since the earners of the latter in many cases will pref er to obtain their 

share of profits iri the form of high wages and salaries. Concerning larger 

firms it is usually assumed that theii dividend policies aim at a certain 

dividend level which ls kept stable or rising at a cautious rate so that 

future dividend reductiorts can be av~ided. For some time dividends may of 

course be paid out of pteviouslt retained earnings but it is tnoteover cotnn"r•

ly supposed that finite hesitate to pay dividends without showing a correspon3·

ing amount as taxable profit. In that case the need to pay dividends may rul::: 

out a full utilization of the legal possibilities to write ~own assets o~ 

make allocations to investment funds. The firm's dividend policy prevents 
. h d • • . . f h ff . 3> in ot er wor s a m~n1m1zat1on o t e current e ect1ve tax rate. 

It should also be emphasized that our analysis has been partial even in 

the sense that one tax scheme has been studied at a time. In a more realistic 

setting it would of course be necessary to consider all tax devices simul

taneously. Our aim, however, has not been to discuss how firms weigh the 

properties of different tax systems against each other in a particular situa

tion. Instead, an attempt has been made for each tax instrument to demon

strate its tax-reducing potential and other relevant properties. 

48. Since the analysis in Part Two was summarized in Chapter I a second 

summary will not be given here. Instead we shall complete the study with 

a brief discussion of the usefulness of investment funds and some other 

1) In practice it is of course very difficult to determine to what extent 
an increased flow of internal funds is needed to accomplish an expansion 
of industrial investments and how far it is desired by the business 
co1J1Dunity for distributional reasons. Needless to say this uncertainty 
leaves room for "tactical" arguments. 

2) In the United States financing from internal sources has in recent years 
accounted for from about 80 to over 100 per cent of total capital expen-

'' •· •icures, see [31A] p. 195. Although the share of internal financing has 
declined in Swedish manufacturing industry since the middle of the Fifties 
it was by the end of the Sixties still about 85 per cent or comparable 
to the American share. See [6] p. 309-10. 

3) For a discussion of dividend policies, see e.g. Sodersten [ ] p. 341-46. 
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fiscal parameters as instruments of stabilization and allocation policies. 

This far from exhaustive discussion can be seen as a complement to the 

instrument comparisons in Chapter XI. The other instruments to be con

sideted ate investment taxes (subsidies), initial and investment allowances 

arid investmerit deductions. In the previous chapter it ~as pointed out that 

the investment tax credit may be seen as a combination of an initial. allowance 

and an investment allowance. It is theref ote not necessary to include the in

vestment tax credit expii.citly in the following comparisons. 

Investment funds have been strongly criticized on the ground that they favor 

firms with large histor.ic.al profits~ Since it evidently is far from certain 

that the investment proJects of these firms are the most profitable and with 

an imperfect capital market it is clear that an operating IF-system may re

sult in an allocation of fQsour~es which is less efficient than it otherwise 

would ha~e been. None of the other tax devices seetns t0 involve A bias of this 

sort. 

A similar bias is created if the levels of current profits vary considerably 

among firms. Introduction of initial and investment allowances or investment 

deductions (including those given in accordance with IF-provisions) will ob

viously not lead to an immediate reduction of the effektivc tax rate unless 

profits - given a possible dividend restriction and the firm's normal depre

ciation policy - are sufficiently large to absorb these deductions. Increased 

investment incentives cannot, therefore, be created through these channels as 

far as firms without "excess" profits are concerned. This outcome is of course 

modified to some extent if loss offset is granted or losses may be carried for

ward. The tax benefits obtained through releases of investment funds (disre

garding the extra investment deduction) or though outright subsidies are, ~n 

the other hand, independent of current profit and will thus, if used, create 

more general investment incentives than the various deductions. In a situation 

where restrictive measures are called for and i~vestment taxes are introduced 

or raised varying levels of current profit may again involve a differential 

treatment of firms in favor of those with large profits. This is the case 

if the investment tax - as the one charged in Sweden 1952-53 and 1955-57 -

is deductible (or part of the depreciation base). With a corporate tax rate 

of about 50 per cent the effective investment tax for a firm with current 

profit would in fact be only half as great as the investment tax facing a 

firm earning no current "excessa profit. If on the other hand the investment 
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tax is not deductible - and this was true of the selective investment tax 

payable 1967-68 and 1970-11 in Sweden - no such bias is involv~d. 

As we have seen earlier allocations to Swedish investment funds will 

increase the firm's liquidity and after~tax profitability if taxation is 

the only alternative. This does not mean necessarily that the Swedish 

IF-system is unable to bring about a reduction of investments in boom 

periods. Internally financed investments during a boom may he said tn 

imply an opportunity cost equal to (the present value of) the tax bene

fits obtained if the project were financed by released funds in a later 

recession. It is therefore conceivable that a partial shifting of the 

firm's investment activities from boom to recession periods may appear 

advantageous and therefore will be carried out. The fact that investment 

funds are a permanent part of the corporate tax system makes it probably 

easier (less costly) to consider this possibility when investment plans 

are made. It may, on the other hand, be argued that uLcertainty about 

future releases, the release conditions to be stimulated and future 

selling prices, wage costs, exchange rates etc. tend to eliminate the 

benefits from a changed time pattern for the firm's investment activity. 

It appears therefore reasonable to conclude that the working of the 

Swedish IF-systems is asymmetrical in the sense that it can stimulate 

investments in recessions but only to a very limited extent check in

vestments in boom periods. 1) In this respect the Swedish IF-system is 

thus a much less efficient instrument for stabilization purposes than 

investment taxes/subsidies. The latter instrument appears also superior 

in the sense that an evaluation of the costs and benefits involved is 

fairly simple when investment taxes or subsidies are used but relatively 

complicated as far as investment funds are concerned. And unrecognized 

benefits can hardly act as incentives. 

1) We have here disregarded the special ad hoe benefits offered if 
allocations were made during the boom years 1960-61. 
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It has been pointed o~t earlier that the low Sh~re of firms 
' .- J. ; • 

with investments fums (at.out 4 per cent of all Swedleh corporations) 

has made the administrative handling of the system fairly simple. 

Measured in terms of prciduction or investments the share of participating 

firms is of course micih higher or well in e:X'.cess of 50 per cent. That tha 
low participating rat~ may be see~ a~ a disadvantage from equity and 

resource allocation points of view is quite :clear; The low participating 

rate and the predominance of larger firms tend also, howevef, to make 

the IF-system less effective as far as stabilization is concerned. In 

the surveys made tb assess the effects of the rele~ses in 1962 and 

1967-68 (see /lo/ and /31/) the ratio between net and gross effects 

( i.e. the share of lF~finartced investments which would not have been 

undertaken in the absence of the release) was cbnsiderably lower for 

large than for small firms.This differende is probably due to the 

fact that large enterprises, in contrast te smaller firms, generally 

have detailed and rather rigid lung term investment plans.Although 

these plans are not easily changed it may be easy to switch to IF

financing when releases cf funds are made.Since all firms would 

benefit from a negative investment tax or an extra investment deduc

ticn (provided profits admit it) these two tools would be - other 

things being equal - mere powerful than an IF-release when investment 

stimulation is called fvr. 

A final disadvantage with investment funds compared to the ether 

tax instruments is that by and large it is net p~ssible to vary the 

benefits when the release is general and the release period is given. 

This p~int has been stressed by Assar Lindbeck. To illustrate his 

point Lind.beck makes a comparison with credit policy and argues that 

it w~uld be less useful if only zero and 10 per cent were alluwed as 

values for the rate ~f intereAt.1) 

Neddless to say, in a complete assessment of the merits and disadvan

tages of investment funds c0mpared to ~ther tax instruments it would be 

necessary to consider a number of further aspects such as the p0ssibilities 

t~ ~btain a precise timing lf effects on investments and empl•yment, to 

differentiate the effects between regions, tc avoid evasions etc. 

l)See article in DAGENS NYHETER July, 24 1971( 11Fel pa fonderna") 
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List of Sl!bols 

The following list in alphabetical order indicates the most important symbols 

u8ed in the adaly8is 

a 

b 

B 

D 

D 

f 

-F 

g,G 

h 

the initial allowance rate 

the reduction of the tax ratio due to allocations [A = a(l-8/tN)] 

that part of the gross allocation which is deposited in th~ Central 

Bank (AN • BAG) 
t t 

the proportion of the capital stock which wears or ages per time period 

the reduction of the average tax ratio due to releases from the tied 

sector 

the book value of the firm's capital stock 

the normal (or current) rate of depreciation allowance 

d 
t~e firm's d{scount factor (D = 1 + r ) 

the reduction of the average tax ratio due to convP.nticnal accelerated 

depreciation 

n deductible depreciation allowances (Dt = dCt) 

non-deductible depreciation allowances (Dn = RG 
t np 

release of funds from the tied (bound) sector as a fraction of grnss 

investments (fB • RG /IG ) np np 

withdrawal of funds from the free sector as a fraction of gross in

vestments (f
1 

• FG/IG) 
t t 

f = f B + fF 

the reduction of the average tax ratio due to withdrawals from the 

free sector 

gross wit~drawal of funds ~rom the free sector (FGt = ~AG ) t-m 

that part of the free sector withdrawal which is paid out in cash by 

the Central Bank (F~ • BF;) 

the rate of growth of the firm's capital stock (and investments) 

the investment allowance rate 

the extra investment deduction in connection with releases from the 

tied sector (Hnp = yR~P) 
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gross investments 

net investments 

i the number of years which have elapsed since the latest release from 

the tied sector 

j the number of years which have gone since the first withdrawal (in 

year m) from the free sector 

k the investment tax credit rate 

tt the abtb41 value of the firm's capital stock 

m the num.bet of yeats which i:nust go before an allocation (partly or 

wholly) may be withdrawn from the free sector 

n the number of years in which releases from the tied sector have occurecl 

p the number of years between the periodical releases from the tied sec~or 

(the length of the IF-cycle) 

q the relu.ae from the tied sector as a fraction of the allocations during 

the previous p years 

r 

d 
r 

M 
r 

SG 
t 

SN 
t 

tE 
t 

the firm's rate of profit before taxes (r = Vt/Kt) 

the discount rate of interest which the firm considers relevant 

the rate of interest paid on deposits 

the firm's average rate of profit after taxes (r a 

gross release from the tied sector 

the cash payments by the Central Bank in connection with tied sector 

releases (RN • $RG ) 
np np 

the firm's cumulated iavest11ent·fund (gross) 

the cumulated deposits in the Central Bank (SN '"' 
t 

SSG) 
t 

the effective tax rate E 
(tt '"' tt/Vt) 

tN the statutory corporate tax rate (the state and municipal tax rates 

combined) 

tR the tax rate to be app~ied on interest on deposits 

tt the tax ratio (tt • t~/tN) 
-t the average tax ratio 

-M 
ta the lowest attainable value of the average tax ratio when (for instance) 

a is varied to secure that f B • 1 
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t the time variable or index (t = np + i = m + j) 

Tt the firm's tax payments (including cash payments to or from the Central 

Bank) 

Vt the amount of profit before taxes (Vt = rKt) 

wt taxable prof it 

a that part of prof it before taxes that may be allocated to an investment 

fund 

B the share of the gtoas allocation that should be deposited in the Central 

Bank 

y the part of a tied sector release that is approved as an extra investment 

deduction 

yA the share of an allocation that is approved a~ an extra investment 

deduction 

the fraction of an allocation that can be withdrawn from the free 

sector after m years 

0 the rate of growth of the firm's capital stock (in the case of constant 

growth, i.e. G • g = 0) 

The time index t alludes to period t wherever flow variables are concerned 

and to the end of period t wherever stock variables are involved. 
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